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Con---tents 

 

 
 

Live simply…. 

 

Who loves me? 

 

You are the gift 

 

Are we aware? 

 

This is my friend 

 

Is this fair? 

 

The only journey 

 

Grace is our choice 
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Intro-duck-tion 

 

 
 

  

Why duck? 

What do you mean? 

  Forgive me beloved reader… Open the dictionary and 

pick up this word duck and ducky and you will love it 

and live it too… 

 

Beloved us... let us be crazy and hazy and easy and lazy 

too… This book is not an ordinary look...it is an 

invitation to our hearts in order to hear a song beyond 

sounds… Soooo...no matter what we say or see. It dose 

not mind … we are rivering with our water and we don’t 

know      what is going to happen…? 

 

Happiness is our only treasure & lecture … So let us 

enjoy the sailing & we will be drunk from bank to bank 

until the end of the river….. Keep rivering  &  enjoy the 

journey... and Thank us all not tank us all 

 

 

your ducky 
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Live simple 

 

 
 

 

 

Yes! Let us live simply… 

So that everybody can simply live… 

We are good in making a living but not in living … 

Am I alive??? 

is my body alive???? 

Is my being alive? 

I want to live for myself... 

I don’t    want to die for anyone but to live with the only 

one … 

i don’t live against life I simply represent life, love, and 

laughter..... 
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Beloved reader 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

This is the reason why we are meeting here: 

In this nowhere… in this moment…we are here to see & 

hear that we are not a victim of our life but a victor of 

our life…we are just crossing the bridge of all our 

actions or activations or what ever is our power at our 

treasure  

 

We are passing through them in many different ways 

…with sincerity and consciousness we discover and feel 

that we are timeless... this is why we are free… We are 

liberated, self  realized …nothing can disappoint us 

because we have no hope… no rewards …do the best 

expect the worst …we have good enemies & false friends 

…. Nothing can scare us because we are not attached to 

anything that we can lose… we are absolutely free, a 

here and now walking phenomena no buts & ifs, not a 

single exception or expectation…  Expectation is 

frustration 
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Yes my friends or my us… you will not be able to take 

yourself to truth… once you let go of the I, truth will be 

found… truth will take  the seeker… the personality… 

the mask… & you will see your original face… your life 

will not be perfect… never, lucky us… perfection is 

a dead fiction… But  

how can we live consciously ???   

Just by being simple… with a wide view, the depth of 

eternity, the depth of god… the rest of us is in us…in 

we… Then silence will come to us, and live in us… be 

still and know that we are god… And be sure and aware 

if we melt and merge into this silence, the rest is not 

needed… we are at peace and rest… 

what is rest? 

Yes! You have all the rights to ask yourself… 

what is rest? 

Before we rest in the grave, let us rest in the grace… so 

learn to sit silently, doing nothing… just sitting resting in 

yourself… we 

have been brought up by people who have been restless 

themselves… they are victims too, but now be a victor 

and you are your own boss and master… in spite of all 

their good intentions they are bound to harm… they have 

made us restless… Everybody is running, rushing, not 

knowing where, not knowing why, for what… speed 

became our aim and our value… after the run we play 

stupid games… what for? "To kill time…" what is this 

life? We rush by airplanes to save time and then we play 

chess to kill time… are we mad?  
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Why don't we ride a donkey and enjoy the beauty of 

mother earth, breathe nature, and nurture our inner 

treasure? 

No one died on the horse …………………… 

What for… are we running out? 

For money??? 

What are we doing with the money? 

Let us check our checkbook & look!!! 

Why not retire? 

What is this old habit? 

Just a simple life… a small home and just plant and eat& 

enjoy your work…the land is the best bank… one seed 

turns the whole earth green…. Let us take a deep 

breath… let us do only the essential and not waste our 

life in the unessential… A meditator has to learn to relax, 

to rest, and enjoy your joy… and slowly slowly you 

settle in your own center & you are eternal… immortal… 

this is the nectar of existence… the exploration of 

eternity… and I told us if we melt in this stillness, the 

rest is not needed… 

You have the best stand 

There is nothing to understand 

There is nothing to figure out 

No formulas on how to live.. 

All those things are just grasping… life is not a 

mathematics. That is the jump from mind to no- mind, 

not preparing towards the next step, but being total in this 

step…in  this nowhere...be  

 spontaneous… and life will take care of us… I 

remember this prayer…"I asked for prosperity and god 

gave me work to do 
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I asked for love and god gave me people with problems 

to help.. I asked for courage and god gave me fearful 

situations to help & solve… my prayers have been 

answered… I received nothing i wanted, but everything I 

needed." Realize that your prayers have all been 

answered…not the prayers of the mind, but the longing 

of your being… it is already fulfilled… it is already 

content… it might not be perfect… this is the beauty of 

it… 

So let us live our life as it is… life is the only truth there 

is… there is no other God than life… so allow yourself to 

be hugged and bugged by life in all its forms, colors, 

seasons, dimensions… the whole rainbow, all the notes 

of music… just manage this simple way, this natural way 

and life flows in us… just let go… so simple…do not 

push the river… life is a verb not a noun, life is by 

living… Let the river take you to the ocean… it is 

already on the way… just relax, don't be tense & don't 

ask God any question… Existence knows its timing…. 

Relax, rest, and go with the flow… Trust God… Risk 

your life… life is a risk… most people die in bed & at 

night… so  

can u live awake?  

NO!! So be a gambler… Don’t be a business man… let it 

happen… be drunk with life… with the wine of Christ… 

of existence… of love, light and laughter… don't remain 

sober… the sober person remains dead… drink the wine 

of life… Keep living your true life… it is your poetry…it 

has so much love and living… so much secrets & 

harmony in nature & its seasons… you can bring the 

spring any moment… just call the spring, and let the sun 

& the wind & the rain enter your life 
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Yes my beloved mewe… we are born, and we will 

certainly die, but something in us was before our birth, 

and something in us is 

 there which will remain after we leave our body… and 

that something is a simple life… it is life eternal… we 

are immortal… 

where do we come from? 

Where are we now? 

Who am I? 

What is this I? 

What is this amness? 

I is my invention… am-ness simply means isness… is 

our reality… I is a lie… just like death is a lie… but 

amness is our oneness…our existence… Let life be our 

aliveness… your eternal living… no birth & no death… 

just crossing the bridge… we are guests or tourists or 

pilgrims… live your choice… live it all… in all its 

dimensions… dance and sing and celebrate… life is a 

celebrate not a celibate!!! Enjoy it… there is no need to 

improve it… it is already perfect as it is… rivering all the 

way… go with the flow… with the change… change is a 

constant law… don't waste your time in improving it… 

don't be serious… life is a cosmic joke!! 

Jesus is saying:" The world is to be treated as a bridge, 

not as a stopping-place…" use it as a bridge, it can bridge 

you to God, it is a divine cross… but if we do not use it 

as a bridge towards God, it remains mundane, illusory, 

imaginary… Life is not a belief, but a deep exploration 

for truth… break all your boundaries, all your walls, and 

all your limitations and go beyond any bond and band… 

then there is ecstasy… 
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Let us live our choice… let us decide what kind of life 

we want to live… we can fall below animals, and we can 

rise above angels… we can exist accidentally, or we can 

exist with decisiveness… no accident by accident… live 

and dive deep in your life… take the risk… it is easy… 

total trust… we have small boat, and the mercy of God… 

when we risk it all, real life begins… and real 

life is religious life… real life is our freedom…freedom 

from the past and the future, and to be alive now--here… 

this is the present… be in this moment… at-one-ment… 

with my body and being… 

 

Yes… we are alive… we are the truth… the light… the 

path… and beyond any words…. Be still and know that I 

am God… this amness is our reality…so let us live for 

ourselves… if I love myself… I love every self… you 

are my mirror… my soulbrother & my soulsister… we 

are alive forever… Thank you  

for sharing your life with us… your wisdom… your seed 

is in our soil and soul… 
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A real story of life… 

 

 
 

First, I was dying to finish my high school and start 

college… and then I was dying to finish college and start 

working… then I was dying to marry and have 

children… and then I was dying for my children… why? 

To grow old enough so I could go back to work… but 

then I was dying to retire…and  now I am dying… and 

suddenly I realized that I forgot to live and  to love 

myself… no one loves me… only my body and myself.  

 

Love the other as yourself, but I never loved myself… if 

I have no water, how can I help you drink? Please do not 

let this happen to you…live your life now as it is, and 

enjoy each moment as it is… take is ezi. I am an old 

friend, but I never lived… be aware of your life… just 

watch what you are doing… 

To make money we lose our health, and then to restore 

our health we lose our money… we live as if we are 

never going to die, and we die as if we never lived…  
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is this our play? 

What am I here for? 

Where do I go if death comes now? 

Yes…each one can see it and be it… Jesus said & many 

of us did it… read about the science of rebirth…"unless 

you are born again you will not enter into my kingdom of 

God." What does it  

mean?  it means that a rebirth is needed… your eyes will 

be full of wonder like a child… this is our second 

birth…we are no more a body, but a being in-out of the 

body… we are a Christ consciousness not a Christian… 

Christ is not Christian… Muhammad is not 

Muhammadan… Buddha is not Buddhist… just be 

yourself… and then you will be your soul and spirit, and 

one is with the whole Holy Spirit…but one with The 

One… 

This is who we are… awareness… awakening… the 

dance… the existence… the godliness…any verb, not a 

noun…the river is rivering forever and ever… this is who 

we are… 

Yes! I am responsible for my body, but it is only a cup… 

a car… a utility not a reality… I am a being… I am the 

wine…   the body is the bread… "Eat my bread" Jesus is 

saying… be  

 aware of what we are eating, food is our fuel… our 

energy… if we eat good, no doctor is needed… if we eat 

bad, no doctor can cure us… the body is my only 

book…just a simple look… 

Look & Cook & Throw the book… 

Open up your mouth and read… how many teeth? 

Theeeese are the mystery of our body… soooon we read 

it… 
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We have all the rights     to change any letter as we love 

it to be in better…we are the boss of the game and the 

rules & let us play our joy…Listen & look & laugh…   

Why do we have 32 teeth? 

What are they for? 

They are in us for a reason beyond any season… 

what is the science of the teeth? 

 

In childhood we have twenty teeth, and as adults we have 

thirty two… the condition of our teeth shows the quality 

of the food consumed during their growing 

period…depending upon the quality and volume of food, 

the shape, pattern, and even the number of teeth may 

vary… let us see more 

 

General conditions- the number of teeth 

 

Adults usually have 32 teeth… 8 incisors… 4 canines… 

8 premolars…and 12 molars…. However, a full set of 

molars doesn’t grow normally unless a balanced food has 

been eaten… whole grains for the molars, and the 

wisdom teeth… now most of us are with braces… ask 

yourself why? All the animals do not go to the dentist… 

they live and die with all what they have… so  

why we have 20 teeth for grain?  

Are we eating whole organic grain? 

 Are we chewing?  

Why do we have 8 incisors? 
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 Are we eating whole natural beans, vegetables, and 

fruits? 

 Do we know the science of food combinations? 

Why we  have  only four             canines???? … 

Why are we eating animal foods everyday & many times 

a day, and is it natural? 

Just look at your body… it is the only temple, and the 

only home…  

 

who loves me more than my body? It  

goes with me to the grave… what a grace!!! 

So what is my choice?? 

Eat the best food…  Eat when you are hungry, not 

angry!! Rest when you are tired & relax totally… Sleep 

when you are sleepy… So simple…truth is very 

simple… only few words are needed… but we are not 

aware of who we are!!! 

 

What to do to be aware? 

Just be relaxed… and look at nature… meditate… read 

books that have the answers… reading is the door to the 

inner treasure… the gate to the grace is in us… so just 

rest and ask yourself… 

am I alive? 

Is my body alive? 

Is my being alive? 

Are we one? 

Me, body, being? 

Do I know a little touch of my body? 

Who has given us this body? 
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So it is a divine gift from God… use it… enjoy it… and 

if you start loving it, you'll find it glowing and 

growing… if you live and love it, you will take care of it, 

and it will take care of you… then you do not starve it, 

you listen to its demands, you listen to its hints, what it 

wants, and when it wants… When you care and love, you 

become in harmony with your body…  

 

 But if you don’t love your body what will happen? 

Yes! So many problems!! Once you become indifferent 

to the body, you are creating all the pains & all the 

illnesses… the body never creates any problem…  It’s 

the mind that creates the problems… No animal suffers 

from any idea about the body… 

 

Animals are perfectly happy because no mind is there to 

create an idea… just drop the ideal…  Love your body… 

This is a gift from god…. The body goes on functioning. 

Whether you are asleep or awake, aware or unaware, it 

goes on helping you & healing you & serving you… one 

should be grateful to this gift… The body is a momentary 

gift… one day it was not, one day it will not be again… 

we are continuously dying as far as the body is 

concerned… it is a foam disappearing… don’t be 

deceived by the years, it means nothing to us, the 

expanse of eternity… 

 

but is  there life in these years?? 

Are you living? 
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The real life arises out of your body, not out of your 

mind… the body is our home & our temple & our 

nature…. Don’t listen to any religion which tells us that 

we are not the body… and the body is our enemy… Jesus 

is saying… eat my body & drink my blood… only by 

loving our body we will come closer to God…. Let your 

mind follow the body… God is in our body…   The body 

has its own wisdom, it shows how to dance, how to sing, 

how to pulsate with God… Yes! The real prayer arises 

out of your body, not out of your mind… only the mind 

is a man-made phenomenon…the soul is in God… the 

body is in God… only the mind is outside God… 

 

Matter knows how to dance with the unknown…watch 

the sunrise… watch the mother earth…birds start 

singing… the dawn has come, the night is over… buds 

open and so our hearts… this is our prayer of our body 

soul…our  energy           is  vibrating with the ONE… Be 

aware of how to love the living body, and how to respect 

the dead body…how to end it…how to be loving and 

polite, and do some certain rituals…  

 

just be simple and let dust unto dust…this is the rest of 

the body…it is just natural… 

What is the meaning of the body in the eastern mystics 

The eastern mystics have divided human bodies in many 

ways… they talk about your bodies… and the fifth is 

you… the first body is the gross body…the physical 

body… the second body is the vital body, more subtle 

than the physical…  
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you can call it a vibration or electricity… the third body 

is even more subtle, you can name it psychic body, the 

body of your mind… the fourth is the subtlest, the body 

of your consciousness… And the fifth is not the body, 

but the guest… this is the bliss… 

 

the body of the bliss… it is the guest… once you have 

seen it, the bliss will descend to the fourth, to the third, to 

the second, to the first… and this is the light of God… 

you become enlightened… you become another Christ… 

another Godliness and existence… here we can feel God, 

and live God even in the material form, then the 

perfection is achieved… The Christ consciousness…  Let 

thy will be done… This is our true nature…this is who 

we are.  

But are we aware? 

This is our kingdom…then there is no longer anywhere  

to go… one has arrived home… this is heaven in us… 

How blessed we are to know who we are, and how we 

can go home…  

why war? Why not warm our arms, and hug our body 

and our being, and be the light, the love, and laughter..?? 

This is our path, and we are walking towards our 

kingdom of peace… May peace prevail on earth…one 

peaceful world is our only word… Thank you my body 

and thank you my being!! 
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 Who is my being? 

 That which grows in my body… all that grows is 

ALLAAH… is GOD… is existence… Is love…yes!! 

Trees grow, birds grow… rocks grow… and everything 

grows in its own pace… 

Remember, the root of "being" means that which 

breathes… that which grows, that which has life… so if 

you really want to be, you have not to be… we have to 

chose non-being if we want being to arrive… we are 

not… only God is… Whatsoever is flowing out of good 

being is good… so be good, not do good… be good and 

then whatsoever you do will be good, because action 

comes out of being… being is primary, not action… 

many of us do good works, but they are bad beiiiiings… 

They want respect… they want to be saints… they want 

noble prizes… it is a price not a peace… 

 

they have a goal…they are the same old rotten beings… 

do not do good… be good… Doing remains peripheral, it 

never penetrates the center. And the center is the real 

matter… unless the center changes, all changes are just 

superficial decorations…Meditation helps us to be a 

good being…this is our birth rights… and out of good 

being, good acts flow… Act when you are positive ,do 

not force the positivity… wait for it to come on its 

own… that’s how we transform poison into honey… 

now there is no wall between the being and the act… 

then the act is just a shadow of your being… just a flow 

of your rivering… Just be near a Christ… or a Buddha… 

don't try to listen to what he is saying…  
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listen to what he is… just like the sun… the birds… the 

roses… just be in nature in your natural being… Be near 

the truth, and feel the vibrations… the blooming of our 

being… the smelling of the fragrance… if we can be 

silent near a master… near a flower, we start listening to 

this stillness… and  that silence  will  make  us  so  

blissful,   so  

fulfilled… so overflowing with love and compassion… 

 

 that is our being…this is our way to our human 

becoming… this is our beauty and our beatitude… this is 

the creation of love…. A spiritual beauty of our 

being…unless we clear how to raise in love with our 

being… our spiritual beauty and  love remains 

unfulfilled… search for the spiritual being… this is the 

search for God… it is in our center…in the core of our 

heart… every cell of our being starts dancing… it is a 

mysterious melody… this is our divinity… our divine 

being…and now you say "only God exists and nothing 

else."…  

 

Yes! I want to live for myself… I want to know myself… 

I want to love myself first…and then I can share 

myself… 

 

Do I know what the self is? 

We have egos… the ego is a substitute self… I am not 

aware of my true self, so I created the ego… we can not 

live without the center… 
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true self is my center, but I invented a false one…and 

this is the trap I am in…the society helps the lie, and this 

is how they can rule me and dominate me, and I accept 

it….without being dominated I don't feel good…I feel "I 

am". This is how I became part of the church, or the club, 

or the group, or the crowd… I can't stand alone… I need 

a stick, I am crippled… instead of being my true self, 

they give me a toy called the ego… Be the ego, and go 

be a salve to the boss…. 

 

Drop it now---here… drop this false entity, and be your 

own reality… be aware of your true self… once you see 

the lie or the false, you see the truth… the true self was 

before you were born, and will be there after you are 

gone… the true self is immortal… The moment we 

become aware of our true center, we become aware of 

our eternity…and to know eternity is to know God… 

hence, the true self is in my heart, not in the mind…    the  

true  self  is  the  door  to  God  … 

  you  are  alive forever… just accept yourself… listen to 

your being… accept yourself as you are…do not improve 

yourself… you are whole and holy… you are a bliss and 

a blessing…. Once I accept myself as I am… I start 

changing not improving… change is a constant law… let 

the river rivering …. Seasons are changing not 

improving… everything is where it is…  Nothing is 

getting better, nothing is getting worse… things are as 

they are… things have always been the way they are & 

they are going to be the way they are "Let thy will be 

done."  
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Simply be yourself. Don’t bring in any values… once 

you accept & respect yourself as you are, suddenly all 

problems disappear… problems are home-made… relax, 

be at home & celebrate yourself… be selfish & be 

loving… if you hate yourself you cant love anybody… 

first you have to love yourself, know yourself, be 

yourself.   

 

Out of that you will radiate love, understanding, 

tenderness, care for others… out of meditation arises true 

compassion… out of this selfishness arises great 

altruism…  And you simply enjoy sharing your love, 

your joy… because you know that the other is your 

mirror… the moment you see this truth, there is no self 

anymore… there is pure oneness…  It is a very 

paradoxical phenomenon. To realize who you are is to 

realize that you are not!! Yes! There is realization, but 

this will make us so clear that the self has never existed 

in the first place & it is not there… it has never been 

there…. The selflessness… the godliness…. The love… 

the compassion… the existence … Yes! I simply 

represent life…Yes! Be simple & this is what life is… 

sooo simple… simplicity is to live without ideals… 

ideals create division in you & hence complexity… when 

you are utterly in the now-here You are simple  … this is 

the present … enjoy it … it dose  not mean   be  

poor… 
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simplicity does not mean a life of poverty… if you 

impose poverty on yourself, it is a hypocrisy … just be 

yourself… no ideals & no goals… it needs guts to be 

simple… you will be a rebel, you will never be adjusted 

to this rotten society… you will be a stranger… but 

simple, in harmony with yourself… no conflict & no 

split…  Simplicity is not a goal, not an ideal… how can 

you create simplicity out of effort like Gandhi ? existence 

is perfect as it is… do not try to be a saint… be a sage… 

this is who you are… a watcher… a witness… living this 

moment as it is… live it spontaneously… not according 

to any philosophy or any religion… be in deep love with 

yourself… in deep friendship… know nothing about 

tomorrow . 

 

Insecurity is our security… respond out of this 

nowhere… be a light unto yourself… trust your 

intelligence… your wisdom… the godliness in us… the 

kingdom of heaven is for the children… the innocence… 

this is simplicity…  

 

Existence is perfect as it is, it needs no improvements… 

enjoy it… life is a celebration… do what you love & 

money will follow you… share your joy… giving is 

receiving… a donation is do-a-nation of compassion…  

 Just pick an apple, and eat it & this is a  simple joy… a 

simple act is indivisible: you can not analyze it, you can 

not dissect it… it is simply there… it is impossible to 

understand it… That's why all that is simple eludes 

knowledge… God is simple, that is why science can not 

know him… love is simple, that is why science can have 

no idea what it is… 
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whenever you come across a simple thing, you have to 

drop the effort to understand it… 

only then can you understand it. A new understanding I 

needed from the heart not from the head… which doesn’t 

analyze, which doesn't dissect…. 

Just be who you are… and you know how… so simple… 

relax and meditate few minutes a day….  

 

Why I am here? 

Who am I? 

Who is reading now? 

Relax… take a deep breath… 

who is giving me this life? 

Do I trust him or her or it? 

Where does it come from? 

Where do I come from? 

Am I a form? 

Am I a cup? 

How can I wake up? 

 

I am already aware and awake and alive… just be it… 

enjoy this moment… you are at-one-ment with the only 

one there is… how blessed I am!!! What a great grace… 

keep enjoying what you are doing and being… keep 

playing prayfully and gratefully…this is our choice, and 

this is our grace… Yes. Life is a joy and a joke… 

 

A little boy asks his dad: 

- Daddy, what is between my mom's legs? 

- The paradise, my son. 

- What is between your legs, daddy? 
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- The key for paradise… 

- Daddy, an advice, change the lock, our neighbor has 

a copy… 

Take off all the masks, and keep your original face. Once 

you see you wake up… 

why the make-up? 

Be yourself… live your uniqueness… Growing old is 

inevitable, growing up is optional… It is not the years   

in     your  life that counts …it is the life in your years … 

Love  does not make the world go round… but it makes 

the ride worthwhile. Laughter is the medicine of life… a 

door to the divine… laugh your way to God… if you can 

laugh from your inner source… what a grace!! The 

whole world laughs with you… but if you weep, you 

sleep alone… life is full of laughter, but if you are 

serious, you will miss all that… are you ready for a 

laughter… Take it ezi… be wiz me… reeed  it  out  

lowwdly…  
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Euro-English news flash  

 

 
 

The European commission has just announced an 

agreement whereby English will be the official language 

of the European Union rather than German, which was 

the other possibility…   As a part of the negotiations, the 

British government conceded that English spelling had 

some room for improvement and has accepted a 5-year 

phase-in plan that would become known as "Euro-

English". 

In the first year, "S" will replace the soft "C". Sertainly 

this will make the sivil servants jump with joy… the hard 

"C" will be dropped in favor of "K". This should klear up 

konfusion, and keyboards kan have one less letter. There 

will be growing publik enthusiasm in the sekond year 

when the troublesome "PH" will be replaced with "F". 

this will make words like fotograph 20% shorter… in the 

3rd year, publik akseptense of the new spelling kan be 

expected to reach the stage where more komplikated 

changes are possible… governments will encourage the 

removal of double letters which have always ben a 

deterent to akurate speling…  Also, al wil agre that the 

horible mes of the silent "E" in the language is disgrasful 

and it should go away… by the 4th yer, people wil be 

respektiv and reseptiv to steps such as replasing "TH" 

with "Z" and "W" with "V"… 
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During ze fifz yer, ze unesesary "O" kan be dropd from 

vords kontaining "OU" and after ziz fifz yer, ve vil hav a 

reil sensibl riten style… zer vil be no mor trubl or 

difikultis and evrivon vil find it ezi to understand ech 

oza… ze drem of a united urop vil finali kum tru… Und 

after the fifz yer, ve vil al be speking German like zey 

vunted in ze forst plas… If zis mad you smil, pis or pas 

onto oza pepl… tank u or znk u… 

 Don't forget to for-give me…give me all your joy, and 

all your jokes… life is only a joke… a jok… 

Ready?!!  Yesss… with a great Kiss…  

 

What is a kiss? 

It is an upper PREPARATION for a lower INVASION 

that will lead to further PENETRATION with fast 

ACCELERATION that will build next    

GENERATION… 

What men do after sex? 

20 % eat… 3% smoke… 4% take a shower… 5% go to 

sleep… and 88% go back home to their wives… 

Why is your penis better than a credit card? 

Once spent it recharges itself…. It is accepted 

worldwide… You can let your wife use it as much as she 

wants… 

What is a joke? 

The secret of a joke is the unexpected ending… that is 

the whole secret… the joke moves in a certain line, and 

then takes such an unexpected turn that logically you are 

shocked with for a moment… something illogical 

happens and it's that illogical thing that makes the joke 

beautiful… that makes you burst into laughter… Logic is 

not fun… it is a serious word…  
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but the laughter   is  beyond  mind… illogical… so 

absurd… the  whole 

 energy explodes into a shock… into a laughter… it is a 

certain tension that is released… it is a great medicine… 

a great pill… a pill without a bill… 

Why am I sharing jokes? 

Just to wake up… yes! Wake up with a better way… a 

more easily way than any serious lecture… with light 

that you don’t want to miss… you listen 

ATTENTIVELY… And between the jokes, I go on 

dropping small atoms in your head… just a small seed. 

Then spring comes, and the grass grows by itself… If we 

are just awake between the two jokes, existence will 

plant the seed in our hearts, and soul and the soil will 

sprout it… and it will explode… and you are home… 

 

Yes my beloved readers and laughters…to have joy, is 

our harmony with existence… with our bodymind and 

heart… it is a dance of happiness… let us be aware of 

our joy… it is beyond pleasure, and even beyond 

happiness… it is the dance of our divinity… this is the 

secret of the joke, and the total laugher… Man depends 

more on pleasure and happiness which is of the mind… it 

has a certain strength, a certain solidity… but the woman 

depends on joy… it is from the heart…and her joy can be 

crushed… very easily… this is why we don't 

communicate with each others… very rarely but not 

easy… we, as men and women, depend on different 

dimensions of joy… she cries, but he does not 

understand why… and we respond with emotions, not 

compassions… 
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Man can understand body and mind very well… with the 

heart he moves into an alien territory… the woman 

understands the heart, hence she can become very 

joyful… but she goes in ups and downs… she will weep 

and cry and scream just like children… 

 

So what to do? 

How to live? 

How to behave? 

One moment she is angry… one moment she is so 

loving… The search is to find something which is 

eternal… 

what is it? 

Bliss is our eternal joy… and the way is 

meditation…Meditation takes us beyond the body-mind-

heart complex… 

  

why and how?? 

Meditation is beyond any identity… I am not the body… 

I am not the head… I am not the heart… I am this 

amness which is beyond any bond… any word… it is 

existence… godliness… the nothingness… when this 

understanding arises in us, meditation has flowered… in 

that flowering is bliss… you are home… you are in the 

natural way of life… in our birth life… bliss is the 

Everest… the ever-rest… there is nothing higher than 

that… and unless we reach the Everest of bliss, we have 

not fulfilled our mission in life, your destiny in life is in 

your bliss… 
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Blissfulness is our right… we just have to claim it… and 

meditation is our claim & aim… this is our choice… we 

are free to live our choices… misery or mystery… life 

can either be a tale told by an idiot, or it can be a tale told 

by a Christ… it all depends on us… if we remain asleep, 

unconscious, our life will be just accidental… but if we 

become a little alert and awakened, this quality of our life 

changes from darkness to light… then it is no more 

accidental, it starts having a meaning to it… that 

meaning is Bliss…  

My beloved us… thank you for being in love, laughter, 

and bliss, and beyond words… let us feel the stillness in 

us… the nothingness… the existence… and when you 

feel any block, it is normal and very natural… we all 

have it and face it… try to locate it in the body… and 

you can remove it… the mind will help you… bodymind 

is one icon…  

 

So always remember that whenever you feel that you 

have come across a block, try to find out where it is in 

the body… you feel love… you touch your heart… you 

feel anger… you touch your liver…  you feel fear… you 

touch your kidneys…any feeling in the mind has a flow 

in the body… name it Chakras or meridians… or 

centers… but it is an energy… 
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so what to do? 

Go dance… dance madly… in deep dancing, all the 

blocks disappear very easily… dance is the most total act 

on the earth… the divine mystery enters into us & the 

ego disappears… the dance continues, and the dancer 

disappears… God is dancing… We are no more here… 

Only God is… 

 

Let us be aware of who we are… and slowly slowly we 

become one with our bodymind and soul, and this 

oneness is the bridge towards the bliss….the oneness 

with the ONE… 
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Who loves me? 

 

 
 

Who is this who ? 

 

Mr.  $  ?  M r  money  ? 

 

After loving myself     … I love a lover !!  who is the 

other   ? 

 

The family  … ? 

 

The friends   ? 

 

Marriage     ? 

 

The children  ? 

 

My work  ? 

 

Sooo … who  loves  me   ? 

 

Only  me !! 

 

No me … no mewe  … only you !! 

 

OH  thou 
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Who loves me ? 

Who is this one  who is here to love me ? 

Why I am asking this question ? 

do I need love ? 

where does it come from ? 

who loves  the baby in the womb ? 

does he or she needs love ? 

does my mom loves me ? 

my dad ? 

my brother ? 

my sister ? 

my friends ? 

my teacher ? 

our maid ? 

the priest ? 

All the others ? 

Who loves me ? 

Why I am asking this question ? 

Why I am begging for love ? 

Which is stronger ? love or life ? 

am I alive ? 

Do I need love ? 

Who loves me now ? 

Who is working with me or living with me now ? 

My hands … my eyes … my whole body … my senses 

… my home … my money … my pens & books & 

papers … my food … my internet … my clothes … my 

shoes …my plants ... 
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The moon … the sky …the birds … my four friends … 

my beloved master … my freedom … my health … my 

inner & outer treasures … 

OH …I am very rich … How blessed I am … Thank you 

my beloved feeling …feeling is the cause of many 

questions … I felt fear or insecurity … or dishonesty … 

and I started this quest ? who loves me ? Do I need 

someone to love me ? Is this a real quest ? Now … I am 

alone in my home …in my room …I live alone…I have 

all what I need … and why I need some one to love me ? 

Who is this some one ? If not me who else ? Do I know 

the one in me ? Do I know myself ? what is my real 

Identity ? what is this I ? why so much questions ? why 

not be who I am now as I am ? this amness !! this 

nowness !! this feelingness !!  for whom I am writing or 

vomiting or discharging ? who is  reading ? yes, from me 

to me … meme … once I face this me … once I see my 

original face then the me is we … 

so keep playing with words and from one letter to 

another letter I feel better & less bitter and keep on 

playing the game … it is only a feeling  … my senses 

…or in another word sensation... 

 let us open our dictionary or my own mindmine and see 

what can I share from my self to myself … The word self 

is in me … every letter has its own power & it is in me…  

this alphabet is the sound of our silence is our 

 language … 
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oh what a game !! let us play with any letter & live its 

power….  I ask myself   … which letter … self is the 

Boss … so let us play with the  

 

S  

 

It looks like a serpent … let it dance in me … what do 

you want to say my beloved S to day is the salary day … 

how to ask your Boss for a salary increase  ? 

One day an employee sends a letter to his boss asking for 

an increase in his salary !!! 

Dear Bo$$ 

In this life , we need $omething mo$t de$perately I think 

you $hould be under$tanding the need$ of u$ we are 

worker$ who have given $o much  $upport including 

$weat and $ervice to your company … I am $ure you 

will gue$$ what I meant and re$pond $oon  

Your$  $incerely 

 

The next day the employee received this letter of reply : 

Dear … IKNOw you have been working very hard 

…Nowadays Nothing much has changed … you must 

have NOticed that our company is NOt doing Noticably 

well . NOw  the newspapers are saying the worlds 

leading ecoNOmist are NOt sure if we may go into 

aNOther recession … I have NOthing more to add NOw 

… you  kNOw what I mean … 

       Your Boss  

What else can I do ? 
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Mr money does not love me … the power of the dollar is 

not for me !!! Who is telling me this thought ? Yes, !! my 

mind …listen to your heart not to your ideas … money is 

a power to all of us … Even those who are thinking of 

the other world , they may have different coins but they 

are also thinking of money … they call it virtue … they 

can buy a house in heaven ,  we are greedy  here &  there 

…money is nothing but a symbol for power & the the 

thirst for power is unlimited it know no end … we stop 

thinking about this power only when we start living in 

the present …  

 

If you know how to enjoy a rose flower , a green tree in 

your garden , the river , the stars , the moon … the soul 

friends who are not obsesssed with money … who are 

celebrating this moment … this breath … this life … and 

our daily bread will come as our nowly breath . 

 

Money is a great gift but don't be used by it … you are 

the master … choose what you need & what you greed 

… the rich man can suffer everywhere but the poor man 

has not much choices … he has to suffer only with one 

woman but the rich man with many women …  So live 

your choice … use money … it is beautiful as far as it 

goes , and it goes far enough !! only for the outer world 

… look outside … the beautiful creation ..  

look inside .. the beautiful God .. and by & by you will 

see that in & out is one Icon … if meet & merge and 

mingle and are one with the only one … 
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Live your life & celebrate every bliss and this our only 

joy …. Thank you my ass … $ … ye$ 

 

Yes ! life is a joy & it is the best energy that circulate fast 

… every body is using it … just now take a deep breath 

& let it visit your inner power & exhale it with a great 

hail & heal yourself  & every self … our joy is so near & 

free  a nothing else is needed … count your blessings & 

see how rich you are …  

I don't read newspapers & I never watch any screens but 

I scream out to my neighbours and we sit a chatt … the 

book is my best friend and I have few soulmates … 

nothing else do I need … I do what I love & money will 

follow … It is only on $$ asses … 

do you know this money story ? 

 

Great ass story … 

 

 
Father Murphy wants to raise money for his church and 

he has heard that there is a fortune to be made in horse 

racing …  

However , he does not have enough money to buy a 

horse , so he decided to buy a donkey instead and enters 

him into a race … 

To his surprise the donkey comes third .. the head line on 

the sport page reads :  
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" priest ass shows " 

Father Murphy enters it in another race and this time it 

wins …the head line reads :  

" priest's Ass out front .." 

The bishop is so upset by this kind of publicity that he 

orders father Murphy not to race his donkey again … the 

headline reads : 

"Bishop scratches priest's Ass … " 

This is too much for the bishop … so he orders father 

Murphy to get rid  of the donkey … He gives it to sister 

Angelica and the headline reads :  

"Nun has best Ass in town .." 

The bishop faints … he then informs  sister Angelica that 

she must dispose of the donkey … she sells it to the Vic 

for ten dollars … the next day .. the bishop is found dead 

on the dinning room table with a newspaper clutched in 

his hand …the headline reads :  

 

" Nun sells her Ass for ten dollars …" 

Ten … ucks … ten Buck … " 

 

What a Buck ?   

The whole art of journalism is the art of lying in such a 

way that people think it is true … the ass loves me but 

the bishop could not take the ass race as a choice … so a 

new kind of journalism is needed … 

 

How can we share the truth ? 

Truth is not news .. lies are news , beautiful news .. the 

bigger the lie the higher the news ..  
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it create a sensation .. If journalist decide only to be true , 

there won't be soooo many newspaper , so many 

magazines … so many tvs …. Truth can be written on a 

postcard ..  

Love yourself … 

Love your God … 

Who I am makes a difference … 

 

Yes my beloved mewe … 

Why we are talking so much ? 

Why writing & reading ? 

Just to be awake … just to stop snoring day and night … 

just to listen what is in between the words & the lines … 

this gap is the gate … if I don't read and write I am dead 

in my ignorance … 

in my fear … in my bordem … there is nothing out that I 

need or greed or desire …but the real need is inside me 

& face this grace 

 

 ,  I need a soulmate .. a commune .. . a near by secret 

step .. I am alone so I  read & write & amuse myself & 

play and in my aloneness , I live what I love … it is not 

easy in the arab world but this is the challenge … to be 

alive among the deads … this why  I read his book & I 

listen to his words & I  feel the gap in between his 

voice…  
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What does he tells us about the gap ? 

I have to use language , knowing well that this is a 

necessary evil . knowing well that you transcend it .. so 

we talk in order to listen our silence … the silence which 

is between the words … don't read what I am vomitting 

but what I am not writing …  

 

truth has no words but you can feel it in between the 

words & the lines … it is in your light …  The words or 

lines are like the banks of the river … look at the water 

that is rivering to quench your thirst … forget the banks 

… the words are not important … what was before the 

words ?? yes !!  Be still and know that I am God … 

This amness is our real identity …our real life & love & 

light & laughter … it is for a glimpse of no –mind … a 

split second , the clouds where not there & we saw the 

sky … don't pay attention to the mind coming back … 

pay more attention to the no mind gift & this is the bliss 

… & slowly slowly the gap will glow & grow and it will 

be the golden gate to our inner treasure … 

Just watch your breath … in & out  there are two pauses 

just a small gap … birth & death .. keep it up & up & you 

hit the top of the Everest & you rest … Everest & so 

Adam comes & we are one mystery … this is the point of 

no return .. 

 

The point of resurrection 

 

Go deep into your fear of death & will disappear … no 

birth & no death 
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we are only guests crossing the bridge ..  

we  are  eternal  pilgrims  of    peace 

 

life is eternal , only forms change .. this is the myth of 

the gap between the words & the steps … But can I be it 

alone ? No I need a Christ .. a need an enlightened being 

… some lover who can guide me to follow myself no one 

else .. any lover who is a gate of the gap  … Man alone 

can do a little .. we need a real mater … Any Christ .. or 

any Buddah .. or any prophet …  

 

who are a living light … a living Godliness will ask us to 

give all what we have … all the false things … ego .. 

belief .. hates .. passion .. desires .. lust .. greed .. all our 

diseases !! then we can go through the gate heaven … & 

there we are alive forever & together …  

 

what can I say to empower my weakness ? 

what else other than this prayer ?? 

I ask God to take away my habit .. God said , No it is not 

for me to take away , but for you to give it awaaaay ... 

 

 
 

I ask God to make my handicapped child whole …. 

God said , No .. His spirit is whole , his body is only 

temporary 
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I ask God to grand me patience … God said , No . 

patience is a byproduct of tribulations ;  it isn't granted , 

it is learned . 

 

 
 

I ask God to give me happiness .. God said , No … 

I give you blessings ; Happiness is up to you . 

 

 
 

I ask God to heal my pain ….No …. 

Suffering draws you apart from worldly cares and brings 

you close to me …. No pain No gain .. 

 

 
 

 

Please make my spirit grow .. No …. 

You must grow on your own , but I will prune you to 

make you fruitful … 

 

 
 

Please .. give me all things that I might enjoy life . 

No !! 

I will give you life , so that you may enjoy all things … 
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I ask God to help me love others , as much as He loves 

me . God said …. Ahhh , finally you got the truth … start 

loving yourself… 

 

 
 

Yes ! this is the first step of love … if I don't have water 

how can I give you water to drink ?? love yourself & 

then you beyond the self & you are the living love of 

God … God has no other hands than ours to use … 

 

He lives in us … and we are all 

One soul family … we are one  

With the  one … by loving you  

I am loving myself & everyself… 

 

Once we are aware of the true self , we have no ego any 

more .. Because we cannot live without the center we 

invent a false center …  

 

 

love your true self & you move on to your  

soul       &    spirit     &     then 

godliness     &     beyond     any  

word      … Truth    has      no  

name  …  it   is      nameless … 
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Now I love my self … but I need to love the other .. to 

fined a good man … I cann't be alone  … I need 

company !!  

What to do  ? 

Don't be bother with others .. Enjoy what so ever you are 

doing & being … we came alone … we live alone … we 

leave alone … be alone but not lonely and love will 

attract love not a company … Enjoy your vision …  

what you are here for ?? 

Don't envy others who are richer or more successful , 

more famous …  Remain interested in the thing that you 

are really in love with … this is our richness … if you are 

pleased with yourself , God is pleased with you …  Be in 

love .. be ecstatic & then service flows of your heart … 

let love overflow in you & share it without any greed or 

any expectations … just like the rose flower … service is 

a joy in it self .. it is your shadow … your fragrance …it 

moves with you … this is the real prayer .. you are 

feeling one with the other ..  

let us enjoy each moment for its own sake .. let our work 

be our worship … every action is our creation with our 

compassion … so the other is my mirror … my 

soulbrother & sister. Live your life without any mind 

goal .. I need a husband .. a wife .. a family  .. children .. 

security . Ask your parent are they happy ? Ask any 

couple are they happy ?    what is the marriage ? 

Where is the honey moon ?  what is this game ? where 

are the children ?? look at the family … 
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It is the root cause of all our neurosis … It conditions the 

child to certain religious ideas , political dogmas .. some 

philosophy .. some theory … some identity … and this is 

what we are living since Adam & Eve .. we depend on 

the family & we accept all the & the laws & we live as a 

victim from age to age until we die …  

 

It is nowhere to wake up and be a victor & a rebel .. go & 

doubt and enquire and don't believe  in believing & not 

in any belief or you stay as you are .. crippled & 

paralyzed & no wing . go out and discover your inner 

treasure .. your inner lecture …you are a living  

Christ counsciousness 

On  

Enlightened human becoming … 

 

Every child is born light .. a living bliss .. but the family 

is a victim of victims too … wake up and be yourself 

now …let us live in a commune not in a family .. every 

woman is your mother and every man is your father … 

we are one family …and when you grow up you don't 

search for your mom or dad but for a lover … No man 

can be your father … no woman can be your mother but 

you will meet your lover … your soul lover … without 

love we are in misery …this is why we are in hell … 

 

Yes my soul friend … 
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The real family is not your father , your mother , your 

brother , your sister , your wife .. your husband .. your 

children .. they are just accidental .. . Our real family .. 

my real family is the family of Christ … of Buddha .. of 

Osho .. . of Kushi .. of Mohammad 

… of any true enlightened commune … this where I am 

now … with very few lovers of existence … of this 

mystery beyond any religion .. any law .. any dogma … 

this where I am nowhere and forever … with nature & 

few lovers of life … 

 

This is our real family of love … yes ! we all work .. do 

what you love and money will follow …. Work like you 

do not need the money … Love like you have never been 

hurt … Dance like nobody is watching you … sing like 

nobody is listening … Live like it is heaven on earth … 

this is what heaven is … 

 

So where is my friend ? 

Is nowhere … the book that I love … the being who is 

the living book … the enlightened who is never born & 

never died only visited this planet earth beyond time & 

space and left thousand of books and each word is a 

world …  

Love is us 

Loveness 

Isness 

Usness … 
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This is the essence of life .. thank you Osho … thank you 

my beloved master of freedom … you are beyond name 

& form & fame & any frame … Because of you I am 

who I am & you are writing & reading & sharing your 

being through your lovers … this is the commune of soul 

friends … we are still very few in Lebanon but one seed 

turn the whole earth green … one book from you is the 

only look to see … I am so blessed to be where I am & 

who I am now - here & nowhere else  … How can I 

thank you ? How can I share your love ? How can I live 

your freedom  

 

? How can I view your vision ? 

Yes my us my beloved readers & lovers … how can I 

forget this gift ? let us hear it and share it & live it … 
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TELL- A- VISION 

 

 
 

If your vision is for one year … 

Plant wheat .. 

If your vision is for ten years … 

Plant trees 

If your vision is for life time … 

Plant people … 

 

These people are us … are our friends … are the beauty 

of God … the nature & the nurture … this is the 

friendship …  the relationship … but be aware … what is 

a friend ? Is it a relationshit ? or a relating ? what is the 

quality of it ?  

Friendliness is a quality  

Not a relationship … 

 

It has nothing to do with anybody else , it is our inner 

quality … you can be friendly even when you are alone 

… friendliness is a kind of fragrance … I live alone .. I 

am not lonely … I have the book & the lover is in my 

heart but out of my mind I miss a near by soul lover … I 

face the fear & being alone although I have all what I 

need & greed & desire … but to be in a commune is my 

only dream & vision …  
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I go there to recharge my energy & come back to share 

our fragrance with the chosen few … giving is receiving 

… Give for the sheer joy of giving … existence will 

reward us .. let us live the art of giving … 

This is what friendliness is … it is a quality of sharing 

with myself & every self … it is one self … it is rejoicing 

… even with a rock , with a river … with a cloud … it is 

unlimited because it is not dependent on the other .. it is 

our own flowing  

… So let us be friendly … just friendly to all that exist … 

to the good & the bad … to the fall & the spring … it is 

all one icon .. this is how we friend the ultimate friend 

through friendliness …  

I have the book and I have you … 

The one who is reading it … meyou … mewe … this is 

not love but love plus … higher than love .. a little more 

when love become friendliness … no expectations .. no 

honeymoon .. no lust & jealousy .. no desire to dominate 

.. no mine or yours ..but total freedom .. unconditional 

love … very few people have known this friendliness …  

This Christ consciousness … 

Let us transform lust into love , love into friendliness … 

the moment we reach this state of consciousness we have 

arrived home .. at – one – ment with the One  …Jesus 

Christ is an ordinary friend but his ordinariness is 

luminous … He is telling us the truth .. we too are the 

light of life … we may not have it all together but 

together we have it all… 
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Yes ! I am not into  any family or friends or marriage or 

children … but if it has the real love … love is God … 

this true rope of light is our eternal connection … than 

we are & commune … 

 

we are one with this Oneness … But all what we see & 

live & look at .. is only a divorce .. only lust … only a 

utility .. using each others as a commodity … a vehicle 

… we move from ring to ring untill the bell rings ..The 

management ring … the engagement ring …the marriage 

ring & then the suffering …this is what marriage is … 

Do you live it ? Are you married ? watch out !!! 

Marriage is a great school … it is an opportunity to learn 

that dependence is not love … it is anger .. rage .. hatred 

.. jealousy .. domination .. Once you don't need the other 

you can share your joy … let us have a different kind of 

honey moon or marriage ..  

 

a relating not a relation – shit .. just a friendliness .. . a 

loving togetherness … no promise for tomorrow … I 

love you nowhere ..  the next moment will be born out of 

this seed .. out of this moment .. at – one – ment with 

each other .. with our honesty .. our truth fullness … our 

new dimensions … our new richness … we have to 

change the whole structure of human being from  the 

very roots … marriage has to go the way it has existed up 

to now and totally new  Concept has to be introduced … 

only then can a new man be born on the earth … every 

marriage is a suffer - ring … yes ! with false smiling face 

.. Real marriage is for deep friendship … 
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 deep intimacy Is a spiritual life to be in this togetherness 

… marriage is not sexual at all… sex is there or it may 

not be there but there is a deep spiritual communion …  

And if such a marriage happens , then we give birth to a 

new Christ … but our marriage is only based on romantic 

love …then you see the truth … 

 

 you are deceived … no divinity in this unity …  

marriage is a spiritual journey not a physical touch … It 

is a spiritual at – one – ment … a great harmony … a 

great stillness … a great music is arising .. only then is a 

great blessing … a great merging of two hearts into 

totality … into infinity … into synchronicity …Love can 

become marriage in absolute freedom .. not possess each 

others … it gives life & light & love to live as you feel 

…this highest climax is marriage … beyond any age and 

any cage … be your own sage …  

 

Yes .. few jokes about us ! 

A man was saying that he has turned around the world 

looking for the perfect woman … one listener ask him .. 

did you find her he said yes .. but she was looking for the 

perfect man …  

 
 

In a mad house we saw a man crying … why ? Because 

he was in love with Lulu  & she did not marry him …  

Then we saw another man crying too … why ? Because 

he married Lulu … 
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Sally and Mary are chit chatting .. Sally says .. when I 

married George , I was looking for sex and a good humor 

& I have found them both with him … 

 oh really …  

yes , every time we have sex … it is a good joke … 

 

 
 

One English sir was suspicious that another sir was with 

his wife … being very mannerly he asked him ..  " Did 

you sleep with my wife last night sir ?  "  

" not a wink ! sir " …. 

 
 

What are you thinking ? your children loves you ? who is 

teaching them love ?  

We are not here to teach children but to  learn  from them 

… they are closer to God than us …. They have come  

just now from God's home … they are still carrying the 

fragrance .. we have forgot completely , they have not yet 

forgotten … it will take time for them to be like us .. to 

be destroyed by us … Children are new editions of love .. 

of consciousness … But are we aware of this divinity ?? I 

feel what you are feeling .. . 

  

I feel alone too and I need someone to be with me .. to 

love me .. to take care of me … But if this alone is not 

lonely it is a great secret …  

I am alone but not lonely … 

Turn it into aloneness… 
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I have my toys … my books & papers & pens & internet 

&  innernet & enough money for simple life … live 

simply so that every body can simply live … why greeds 

& desires .. I do greed & desire but I changed the objects 

. I have it all in mewe ... Be alone but not lonely … we 

come alone … we live alone … we leave alone … no one 

loves me only me ... Love your neighbour as yourself … 

I love myself first … no one else …  

 

I start with myself & the next step comes from the first 

step & this is the whole … Holy trip … live the trip not 

the trap … yes !! clap for it … loss it up & wake up … 

noooo make up … goood for without fuss … So … they 

are us too … they are lonely … they want to avoid 

themselves , they want to escape from themself    

  

It is not love , it has nothing to do with love … they 

simply don't want to be lonely  … they are no more one 

but two lonely persons meet … too needful … dominate 

each other , exploit each other .. holding & clinging to 

each other , & is this a relationshit ??  

 

But can we go against the committement ? against the 

promises ? So why not have a child ? another trick to 

escape from the relationship … and we keep sailing in 

the same shit … First you escape from yourself , fall in 

love not raise in love … rise or lies or rays in love … it 

does not matter … it does not mind either …  
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I just want to run away from my lonelyness …so I forget 

about the husband or the wife and I look for the coming 

child … what a great dream ?? !! that is again an escape 

… what a trap !! 

what are we doing with our children ? 

Every child is born with such a great energy , but we 

destroy it… we paralyze & cripple every child … our  

parents … teachers … have done the greatest crime to 

humanity … 

where is our freedom ? our innocence ? our joy ? 

No child is interested in being the president or a great 

money maker … but only in playing with nature … with 

the butter flies … with the pebbles on the seashores … in 

dancing under the stars … in climbing the tree … in 

swimming & in being himself  

 

… But  what are we doing to them ?? 

We give them what we have … we are the victims of 

victims … we divert the energy to " climb the ladder of 

success "  " Be more rich than others " fight for things 

which are meaningless .. then we lose our joy … then life 

become more like a nightmare for all the family … 

 

where is our joy ? 

My child came through me but does not belong to me … 

he has his own destiny … just give freedom to yourself 

& to others … we are born free .. encourage your 

children for meditation …but not force it … 
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 invite him & her with respect & love … dance with 

them … sing with them … play with them … life is a 

play .. is a game but with grace & with our choice …  

 

To make somebody a Christian is easy … just impose a 

certain dogmas & rules .. he will never be free to explore 

& experience .. Christ is the only son of God & learn the 

bible by heart or the Qoran … what are we doing with 

our children ? our future ? our now !! we are untrue to 

others & to our self …  

 

And once a child come to know this … that his parents 

are untrue , his whole trust is lost … then he cannot trust 

anybody & not himself either … 

 

so what to do ? 

First : Be yourself … take care of yourself … know who 

you are & then start going more in out … live with others 

and be yourself … do not beg … do not bug& nag .. just 

hug yourself .. love yourself .. & love is God ….. 

Yes ! Beat your child and slap him … he has done 

something  

Wrong and he is expecting your anger but with love … 

with warm arms  do not repress your feelings just face it..  

so be warm with your children … your are their mother 

…they feel the love on the spot … let him feel your body 

and feel his body .. she is part of your body & being .. 

children needs your warmth .. sometimes play with them 

as kids … what so ever parents do with them is right … 

sometimes take them in the shower & stand naked .. both 

of you are naked .. under the water …  
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and then they will know perfectly well that mom and dad 

are natural … what so ever they do is right … and right is 

lover light . 

If it is not easy to bring up children in small families and 

to give them small minds … the best place is the 

commune where they will be far richer because they will 

be gathering so much from every where … so many 

lifestyles … and this the best education place … it is the 

real life … life is our only school & multiversity … multi 

– dimensionality of life … Juses never went to school … 

they life a natural life just with mother earth as it is … as 

we are .. this is the family of the commune …no 

addiction to one way or one mother … but so many 

uncles & aunts & mothers & fathers … and this how we 

live a richer concept about man & woman …so no more 

mother - fixated or father -  fixated  . 

 

So be in a commune if you can … or just visit or read 

about its life … and the bigger the commune the better is 

our life …  So be aware of who you are … 

 

Life this moment at – one – ment with yourself … If now 

death comes .. where do I go ? I don't know !! But I keep 

being who I am … I live the moment as it is … I keep 

being my work … it is not doing but flowing through me 

… now I am writing .. words is my work … it is my 

wonder too … what a beautiful work … 
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Let us now be in this world … we don't have to go to any 

Himalaya nor any monastery … you have to be 

awakened here this is the only world there is , and this is 

the only life there is … Don't start thinking of some other 

life some where after death , beyond the seven skies , in 

the heaven … If you are a live now … now is the 

wow…. 

 

The world is a dream don't renounce it … do not escape 

from it … just cross it .. know it as it is .. if you 

understand , you will not make much fuss , that's all .. 

you will pass through the world without making much 

fuss .. just as Juses did .. without being too serious … it 

is only a tale to enjoy … enjoy the story , but don't think 

that it is something serious…  Enjoy your being & doing 

… your working as it is … Do what you love or love 

what you do .. now I am writing & reading & we too … 

is this my work ? yes ! you are right … we never work as 

much as we can , we never work to the maximum 

potential …  

 

At the most , we work fifteen percent as our potential … 

and those are the very hard workers … the more you 

work , the more you are capable of working … the less 

you work , the less you become capable of working … 

life has its own logic …  

Juses is saying " If you have , more will be given to you 

If you don't have even that you have will be taken  away 

from you "  
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If you work hard you will get more energy … do you 

work from your heart , and do it to the maximum . 

optimum .. 

  

And you will see that more doors are opening , and more 

energy becomes available … Always try to reach more 

than you can grasp … that is how we grow & glow … 

put your love into your work … just not do it for money , 

do it for love .. do it with care & then there is no need for 

any meditation … your work becomes your meditation  

 

Work is our worship ... 

Meditation and work is like breathing … do your work 

for money but plus joy which is beyond any power & any 

treasure … let work be our play .. our game .. our song 

every work is a challenge … this is the change in our life 

… this is a way of growth … 

 

To be here in the earth means that God has given an 

opportunity to you to grow .. this earth is a challenge .. 

accept it .. don't escape .. where do we escape ? Into 

monasteries , into politics into money , into morality and 

respectable …into wars .. but the real work is not done ..  

 

What is the real work ? 

It is self work … self remembrance … the work is to 

remember oneself .. work is worship .. work is prayer .. 

while I am writing to you & to mewe .. it is a prayer to 

me ..you are my God .. whatsoever I do or say is to me.. 

a love .. a care .. to all of us .. to this oneness .. 
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I have no holy day . when you are in love .. there is no 

holy day .. every now is a holy now .. each day is a 

Sunday .. this is a way a lover is … this is our amness … 

just like children … I am pouring my heart into my heart 

… it is happening .. like raining …for one & for the 

many … and for the nobody … the sun is shinning for all 

of us & for nobody too 

Life is a joy not a work .. is a worship not a war – ship … 

let sail in joy and be grateful to our work  & our words & 

our worship … keep talking … Yes ! work & walk & 

talk & it is fun to share our joy … I love to share new 

words & in a new cups too …  

 

words are important gift but thousands & millions are 

killed & even now because they are saying words about 

peace or Christ or love … the reality fade away and 

words take its place … 

 

the words God became more important than the reality of 

God .. so we are killing each other for the word … for the 

cup not for the wine .. we trust the word " water " more 

than the water .. when you are thirst , the word " water " 

is not going to help  Words are only a utility … only 

silence is the language of the heart … look at the face of 

the baby … the bliss of the innocence is the seed of the 

wisdom … where is our roots there is no fruits … so 

what is our foundation ?  yes ! It is beyond words … 

that's exactly what real religion is ….  
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It is transcendence  of words and words that belongs to 

words … the bible begin with a very strange statement in 

the beginning was the words , and God was with the 

word & God was the word .. But who knows the right 

meaning of it ? 

 

Before the word is the sound … we used the mind to 

transform the sound into the word … the sound of 

running water is not a word .. word came with man not 

with existence … it is a mind product …  the word is a 

human creation … 

The word can never be the beginning .. word is from my 

mind … just listen to the sound of one hand clapping … 

to the silence of  your love … the silence of existence … 

why talk ? why so much interpretations ? silence is the 

mother of all such dead language … God said " READ " 

Iqraa in arabic … not listen to others but only to your 

heart … to your love … to your feeling … you contain 

the beginning & the end … the seed and the flower … let 

us drop the words … the world … the work … 

 

the worry & let us meditate in every breath … then our 

eye is our light & love & laughter … our life will be our 

worship … our work will be our income … do what you 

love money will follow  … live simply so that every one 

can simply live … just now … nowhere stop reading … 

close your eyes & take a deep breath & listen to your 

inner lecture … inner silence … inner existence … 

What if death came  right now ? 

What if this is my last breath ? 
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Yes ! be grateful .. you are only crossing the bridge to 

another bridge … we are only a guest .. a tourist … a 

pilgrim … you are free to chose … the pilgrim  is not a 

visitor .. he is a seeker for a sacred place where he can 

dissolve in love … only then do doors open , only then 

does communion become our home and only through 

communion can truth be conveyed … can be lived , not 

through words . Truth is a live in us .. beyond words .. it 

is a transmission without scriptures .. you are the sacred 

book …  

 

The end of the second chapter but in us is the eternity .. 

the totality … no beginning & no end … we are only 

playing with words … we speak it … we write it … just 

to go beyond it … in pure silence no words , no mind , 

no interpretations … no birth … no death … no 

meditation … the source is a source and when the source 

is reached again we have come HOME … 

 

This is our only worship … our only living … moment to 

moment … be a creator … a creativity … cleaning the 

floor writing words from your flow … cooking … work 

is worship … is a quality … it has nothing to do with the 

act itself …it is the attitude that we put in our work …  

 

How can I thank you my beloved master of life … of 

love … of nothingness  ?? … I am no more … you are 

the only truth in my life … you are here … so near .. why 

go far ? … why fear when you are in me … in my core… 

in my soul … in my all … no my or mine any more … 
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 in us .. in existence .. I am a drop & you are the ocean … 

and you love me more than any dew & any new … any 

old & any gold …you are the only wine & wing  … take 

me now … take me  nowhere .. I am drunk … & mad  

 

You Are The Gift 

 

Who are you? 

I am not only God is… 

Celebrate your life … do not be 

a celibate don't miss it . 

 

Yes homosexuality is a gift … It depends how we look at 
it …Be at homo or        hetro or bio …it is your body … 
but be   aware as who you are … 

 

Self is a joy without joke there is no joy so life is a joke … 
don't be serious be a child like not a childish… 

Let us laugh and be the laughter …Laughter is a door to 
our gift …let us shift .. shift  happens … 
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Who are you ? 

Who is asking this question? 

Me … I am asking this question … me maryam or my new 
name peace pace … sooo…  Am I my name ? Are you 
your name ? Are you your body ? Who are you? 

What is that does not die ? Does not change? Does not 
lie ? Are you me ? Are we one ? If I look in your eyes … in 
the pupil of your eye .. what do I see ? do it .. 

Just look at the mirror and see your pupil .. The core of 
your eye .. you see your face .. so your eye is my mirror 
… I see my face in your eye … We can change all the 
body .. we can change the blood .. but the pupil lives 
and dies with us .. this is our original face without any 
mask … This is our insight … our third eye .. our divine 
light … our vision … clairvoyance …  

What  a gift !!! yes we are the gift from God to God with 
God forever and ever … so I am not … only God is …  

We are the flute … the empty bamboo … and He She it is 
all what we see and beyond and boundary … Oh God ! 
what a mystery !! 

Yes let us play with words … we are here to play the 
game and to know the rules and to enjoy our joy 

 

 

Who are you? 
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What is this you ? 

Let us remember … Who created  you  and me and us ? 

So  we can not be unnecessary … you can not be 
accidental … God created me for a reason … I am a 
unique  individual … no other "you" like you …you are 
the only one … 

Christ is the only son of God and you too … a unique 
person .. see how much love and respect God gave us … 
He has never created a person like you .. like me.. like 
him and her  .. and will never create an other being 
exactly like us … change is a consistent law .. a divine 
love of creativity … the river keeps rivering .. no two 
breaths are the same .. no two moments … God is a 
creator not a factory … not  an assembly line .. but a 
living love … 

Just look at your face … your original face not the mask .. 
not the persona .. you are a reality .. a divinity … you are 
made according  to a mold , not  according to a certain 
fixed pattern .. each individual has been paid individual 
love .. individual attention .. God has painted you and 

cut you in a certain way and shape and color … a certain 
being in a unique body .. you are unique , you are 

original you are not a copy … He treasures you more.. 
and certainly you are his creation … you are his gift .. 

  

if you are lost , it is his loss .. God loves me more than 
any one else .. more than my love to my self … Do I love 
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myself ? Do I respect myself? On the contrary , we 
condemn ourselves … 

We are all self- condemners … We are victims of the 
priests since Adam and Eve ..You don't think yourself of 
worth .."I am a sinner " " I live the original sin" … " I will 
go to hell" this is the greatest barrier… why such fear of 
sex ? why not love yourself as you are .. respect yourself 
and you will be giving respect to God … To respect the 
painting is to respect the painter and to love the poetry 
is to love the poet … And you are the poetry  and the 
painting  and the music and the existence and the 
beyond … You are the visible proof that God exists … The 
creator is … 

Love all what you see and who you are .. this is the only 
way to celebrate Allah … and we are the closest creation 
… He lives in us .. in the core of our heart … Who is 
writing and reading now here ? the body will die .. will 
go back from dust to dust but the being is in rest forever 
.. young forever .. consciousness knows no aging , it 
never grows old , it is always young , always fresh … all 
that is needed is a constant cleaning,  a constant 
awareness so that the past does not  gather on the 
mirror of  consciousness .. then it always remains 
youthful … Oh yes keep cleaning and screaming all the 
old history .. the old past and keep it as fresh and young  
as if is … 

 

All that is needed is a constant cleaning , a constant 
awareness  so that the past does not  become on the 
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mirror of consciousness … then it always remain part of 
time but your being is beyond time .. it is part of eternity 
…  

Let us keep cleaning our door and windows and fly high 
in the open sky beyond all the  clouds and the stars and 
the suns and beyond any bond … what a bliss !! To enjoy 
eternity is the real life … all other pleasures are only 
reflections … are only echoes of the reality …           The 
real life is to be in deep silence , still ,rooted in your own 
being , totally at home and relaxed , a great bliss arises 
in you … this is our mystery …I am writing mystery but I 
have a feeling of sadness .. what is this ? sad ? bored? 
Lost? I want to face it .. I don't want to run away from 
this feeling … I don't want to think about it … think less 
feel more … The mind is thinking …. I don't want to listen 
to you Mr. monkey mind I trust my feelings .. my heart .. 
from logic to love .. it is my being who is searching for 
something out … a substitute that I don't know .. so 
what is this being ? It is me … it is I am .. this  amness .. 
yes ! it is beyond isness .. beyond words .. just take a 
deep breath .. what a free gift !!! Take a deep breath 
and feel the change in you … be grateful that you can 
breath … you can feel … you can look and see … Just 
count your 

 

 

gifts… every breath is life .. every life is light … why flight 
with my feelings ? put light and no more darkness in 
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your soul … fear is darkness face your fear and be 
grateful .. 

What a grace to live this now in great wow … now id the 
moment  … now is the present … open it up… it is a 
choice .. mind or heart ? I pick the heart.. so live this 
now and no past and no future … nowhere or now- here 
.. Just a dash  as light .. a dash of awareness … I am in 
heaven .. in a meditative state … thank you God … 
reborn again a human being .. what a gift life is .. breath 
is .. what a joy to be  just to be is enough .. 

Thank you my beloved moment … this now … this breath 
… this second … sixty seconds of awareness … one 
minute to be at – one - ment ..to be one with myself … 
And one breath is the whole path … this moment is our 
choice .. our mystery or our misery … be free and live 
your freedom … count your blessings … It is such  
benediction that we can not repay existence in any way 
.. we can only feel grateful Live the moment and 
celebrate life… it is a great gift of celebration … Just be 
what you are being .. "when I eat, I  only eat … when I 
sleep I only sleep …" if every body is doing it , then 
everybody is enlightened .. remain with the moment.. 
this is the at – one – ment with God ..Let us make it a 
point, 

 

whatsoever is the feeling be with it .. you will be 
surprised to find that if you remain with sadness ,it 
becomes joy … Just be with the anger and you will 
forgive … why ?  If we start living with the moment .. we 
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bring a new quality of awareness , of witnessing of 
questions .. we don't fight against sadness but we face 
our original face .. our original power … 

awareness is always with us .. with where we are .. we 
drop the mind and we become more aware of who we 
are … what is our God's gifts to us ?? Bring your love to 
your feeling … 

 When we start enjoying this challenge .. we change it .. 
it is our natural power of light … the reality always wins 
and it is in us .. let us celebrate our now .. Enjoy this 
story …  

 A young monk arrives at the monastery .. is helping 
other monks in coping the old laws of the church .. he 
asked for the original manuscript why copy from a copy 
? He went to the head monk and asked to read the 
original one and see if there is any mistakes .. "yes my 
son , go to the caves and read what you need .. we have 
not opened it for hundreds of years … " said the head 
monk , and went to check it too .. He read it and started 
banging his head against the wall and wailing .. we 
missed the R ..CELEBRATE .. not celibate … let us not 
miss the truth … let us celebrate celebration id the 
foundation of freedom not renoun- ciation but rejoicing 
… 

 

Just rejoice all that life offers , because it is a gift from 
God … life is God .. life is in us and out of us .. the whole 
existence is a dance of life .. birth and death .. peace and 
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war .. all is sacred from the lowest to the highest .. from 
the body to the soul , from the physical to the spiritual .. 
from sex to superconsciousness … Everything is divine … 
dance and sing and live your mystery and your misery .. 
Don't be serious … the moment you become serious you 
become blocked , the flow stops .. you are cut off from 
the universal energy .. you become a business … a 
calculation… " How much? " " Why ? " you become good 
in the market place in your peace place .The more you 
move inward , the more you are alive , and life appears 
as fun , a sense of humor is needed .. a new way to play . 
Each moment of pay is joy … is celebration… play and 
don't pray .. 

be a child and success and failure are just immaterial … 
The church , the temple , the mosque and the pub are all 
one … just be happy in every moment even with the 
pain.. celebration does not divide but unites , there is no 
conflict and no struggle ,no aim and no goal , it is 
present – oriented … you celebrate this moment you are 
in paradise already … no need to pray or worship … 
celebrate in your own way , do not pick any form .. 
remain alive and all is divine , there is nothing profane .. 
join the dance of nature… this id our treasure … 

 

who told us to be a monk ?  to be a celibate? 

 It is our ignorance … our fear … and celibacy enters into 
almost all religions for a single reason : sex is such a 
tremendous power that no body can really succeed in 
repressing it … so that has been the trick …  Teach 
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people celibacy … And they fail and fail  and feel guilty 
and they become hypocrites.. and feel ugly and sinners 
and liars …let us be authentic … and only an authentic 
person can transcend … celibacy is life negative .. it is 
saying no to life ,sex is the source of life and how can we 
repress the truth?? All the so- called monks and priests 
and fathers and popes , they are bound to find some 
backdoors to life … but why they have closed their front 
door ..there is no need .. their hypocrisy is absolutely 
unnecessary … they should be real .. authentic … And 
then there comes a totally different quality of life .. a 
celibacy arises , but it is not imposed .. it is God's gift .. It 
comes out of deep experience of life … we become more 
and more ripe .. not by being in the trap but by living our 
seed until it becomes a big tree … Tree of life living like 
God … behaving like God .. living as God's grace … This is 
what Christ consciousness is .. but when Christ is gone , 
politicians arrive on the scene… competitors who want 
to succeed … who want to dominate the people ..Be a 
Christ .. be your own master … be who you are … 

 

 

we are the light and the love and the life of God … we 
are the joy and the laughter … live your nature…nurture 
your treasure … do not listen to any other only to your 
inner lecture … your inner center … 

Life is impossible without this spot .. you may not be 
aware of it , but you can rediscover it … the child in the 
womb remains aware of the center .. and we are aware 
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of our center in the womb of existence …this is our 
being .. our essence .. we are connected with God .. with 
the energy that is alive …so be aware of who am I now – 
here? My bodymind and being are one …. My center and 
my circumference are one … you are the center of the 
cyclone , but you are not aware of your center Christ is 
aware …Mohammad is aware … Buddha is aware why 
not you and me?? 

What is the first step on this trip !! 

 You know it … be free from the past and from the 
future . be in this now …be your own master … do not 
listen to any other … read the book that gives you your 
freedom … your awareness …no sin .. no guilt .. no hell 
…no birth and no death … Take a deep breath and live 
your path .. walk your talk .. listen to your stillness … Be 
still and know "I am Godliness.." I am this amness … 
where I am now?My body is in a coffee shop … or coffin 
shop…But my being is looking .. and now I am writing 
what I can …  

 

 

 

to share the gift that I got .. in this can next to my table 
two men were hugging and loving .Sure I looked at them 
… it is not a house but an open space for a cup of tea or 
any bite of food not bite of fuck ! But I stood up and 
they woke up and looked at me and said " we are gay …  
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and we are not accepted in society and we feel guilty 
."We talked ..but who is listening … 

who is here to hear ??what was the gift that we shared 
??? Nothing is good or bad it is one icon but to look at 
both sides of it this is the balance of our grace of our 
gift… 

Let us share what we can …  

what is homo ? what is home ? homosapiens ? 

We are the meaning it is up to me how do I look at you 
!! At myself .. at nature … at any other ..you are my 
mirror . I see in you what is in me …But life has no 
meaning and this is why joy is possible .. playfulness is 
possible … I- m- possible … but if I listen to  my mind I 
hear this is possible … this is impossible … Blissfulness 
need not be rooted in meaningfulness … the very idea of 
meaning destroys bliss … once you start  looking at 
meaning you become a calculator .. a mind . a machine .. 
why God created the world?  

 

listen to all the answers by many foolish theologians.. 
when fools ask ,foolosophers answer… we are all human 
beings , but where is the real human … being ? where is 
the real Jesus Christ ? Christ consciousness in every one 
of us , but are we aware of this gift ? if yes .. why not be 
it??  

 The real human being will be constantly against all that 
is wrong … he will be free … a master of his own being .. 
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he can surrender , no body can  force him … it is his own 
choice "Let thy will be done."  He will not be part of the 
crowd … not a follower .. but the ordinary so called 
human being is always a slave .. he needs the crowd … 
the other …  ready to obey .. then he feels at ease… The 
real Buddha is a responsible being … He wills , he 
chooses , and he takes the whole responsibility on his 
own shoulders … 

you can be yourself … it is a state of ultimate 
consciousness when one knows the oneness  with the 
whole … when one feels " I have come home " 

This is the real humanity … when I become a citizen of 
the world of love .. it has to be created .. if not you and 
me , who else ? if not now , when ? … we are still just a 
crowd , the thread that can join us is missing love is 
missing … it is an empty word , it is still a dream .. let us 
be connected with existence .. with God .. with our inner 
melody … this is our divinity …our real humanity … 

 

Yes ! we are home  … homosapiens … homo …equal .. 
similar .. coming from the same roots and being under 
one dome and in one home … why not be aware of the 
love rope in us … this is the unconditional love … the 
acceptance with no likes , no dislikes … when it comes 
accept it when it disappears ,accept it …remain non- 
judgmental just a silence witness to all. 

This is the most profound secret of all Buddha of all 
Christ's … of all prophets …of all the awakened ones … 
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so can we be one with them ? we are from the same 
roots …  why not share our fruits??? … why not love 
ourselves as we are??   

Life is the same joke but different laughters … let us live 
it now ..  

An elderly lady was standing at the railing of the cruise 
ship holding her hat tight so that it would not blow away 
in the wind …A gentleman approached her and said ,: 
"pardon me , madam I don't intend to be forward but 
did you know that your dress is blowing up in this high 
wind ?"  

"yes , I know " said the lady ."I need both of my hands to 
hold unto this hat. " 

            "But madam , you must know that you are not 
wearing any panties and your privates are exposed !" 
said the gentleman …  

 

The woman looked down, then back up at the man and 
said "Sir, any thing you see down there is 75 years old ..I 
just bought this hat yesterday !!!" 

Laughter is life .. is love .. is light … life is full of laughter 
..if you are serious you will miss all that … so be at ease 
and relax and let us read about homosexuality …yes ! it 
is a sign .. just a star to look at and know more about us 
… our energy .. when a child is born he passes through 
many stages … a stage is a step towards our inner sage .. 
The first stage is masturbatory because he or she loves 
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himself or herself … every child loves to play with the 
genital organs .. that  is natural .. like touching the nose 
or the ear .. it is a natural growth .. then he moves into 
the second phase and that is homosexuality … the boys 
become interested in boys and the girls in girls .. that is 
how friendship arise, it is our childhood life of innocence 
… a great mystery in our life .. and if things don't go 
wrong , then homo turns into hetro … this is a natural 
growth too … First I love myself Jesus is saying .. love 
others as yourself this is the foundation of our kingdom 
of love .. I am the center of my world and my life I don't 
relate with any body else …only with mom and dad and 
who is at home if there is love .. as a child I need hugs 
and bugs and laughter … but nowadays no mothers and 
no fathers and no family and no love .. we are robots at 
homes and in schools … call for food and watch TV a 
couch potato .. so what do we expect??  

 

Now we  all know it as a fact .. unless a child is 
hugged , kissed , he misses some nourishment ..just as 
the body needs food , the soul needs love .. you can give 
the child all the physical needs , but if there is no 
hugging , the child will not grow into a wholesome being 
.. He was nursed , but he was not mothered …  

Where is the motherhood now ? where is the love 
connection ? love is the inner breath , the soul lives by 
loving our childhood does not die , but wrapped by 
other experiences .. by adolescence and youth and 
middle aged and so on and beyond .. nothing ever dies .. 
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we are like an onion .. layers upon layers and fresher 
layers inside  .. 

The same is true about man and woman all of us 
we have our inner child within … 

Hugging  gives us an immediate contact with our inner 
power with the innocent child but the true hug , not just 
an impotent  touch or gesture … the innocence of the 
child is always ready to be touched .. always healthy and 
whole .. uncorrupted you touch the virgin core of the 
heart .. this is a healing touch a magic from heart to 
heart from love to love .. But where is this touch ? Do I 
have it ? Do I love myself ? am I a mother? Just to give 
birth to child is one thing .. but to be a mother is totally 
different … nature is our mother nurtures us without 
any expectations … without any attachments I love you 
as you are wherever you are… 

 

Now your child is moving with his friends to share his 
love … the boy with the boy and the girl with thee girl …. 
It is easier to be with the same sex .. they can 
understand each other and themselves too .. and from 
that point .. we can move to the opposite sex boys with 
girls and girls with boys … This is a natural growth … 

These are the three natural steps … and  the fourth is 
celibacy … is going beyond nature  beyond body and 
mind that is the most beautiful phenomenon .. it is a 
breakthrough .. not a break down … not a repression  ….  
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This is from natural into transcendental … from Jesus to 
Christ  …  Celibacy comes at the fourth stage , when you 
have lived with the woman or with the man and you 
have gone through all the pleasures and all the pains .. 
you have suffered you have enjoyed ,and you have 
become ripe enough, mature enough to see that too is a 
game  .. but a game is a game .. then you start moving 
 beyond it .. then sexuality disappears, then silence 
descends in you .. 

This is a relating no more relationship .. you are with 
your lover as light with light .. love with love it is the real 
compassion.. from sex to super consciousness … from 
body to being .. nature is foundation and the endless 
journey is in the core of nature ..this is the secret of our 
being …  

 

the mystery of transcendence… and that is the most 
beautiful foundation and the experience … the seed and 
the tree …  

This bliss is in our body , our mind and our soul. It 
beautifies you and the people who come in contact with 
you .. like the master and his beloveds … this beauty 
belongs to the beyond .. it is called grace ..something 
descends from the above and floods you .. this is the trip 
of our pilgrim … and there is nothing wrong or right .. 
you need not feel guilty about it ..One certainly has to 
go beyond sex , homo or hetro are just different styles 
for the same game … you need not feel sad or shame or 
guilty … 
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If we look at the population of the world ... it is a great 
birth control pill …. It is pure fun !! enjoy your body and 
it is not any ones business to interfere love is a value in 
itself .. the value is not in the number we are a member 
… not a number …the power of love not the love of 
power …in many countries, homosexuality is a crime but 
in reality it is needed .. now heterosexuality is the 
danger … less numbers are needed or a global war is at 
the door .. it will kill almost every body so that a few 
people can start the whole story again … wake up now 
and do not listen to your monkey mind .. listen to your 
healing heart … 

 

 I have heard a story … very fresh and flashy too…the 
third world war has happened, and a monkey is sitting 
on a rock taking a sunbath … 

A female monkey comes with an apple and gives it to 
the monkey … and what he said?! " My God , are we 
going to start it all again … all over with so much over 
again ?"  

The more we repress the more we express  … live your 
sacred freedom … we are all human beings , but where 
is the real human … being our best in spite of our 
ignorance .. Human society has been forced so much to 
live in unnatural circumstances .. it is a zoo of the so 
called religious people … look at the schools … boys with 
boys and girls with girls … look at any monastery … 
homohouse It is a great line of homosexuals in all the 
religions … many famous artists are homos .. Socrates 
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became enlightened … many great Greeks have been 
homos …  

So be at home and you have a great history behind you 
.. be honest and be yourself … we are here to create 

peace … so be aware of who you are … who I am make a 
difference …  You are not your bodymind … not your lust 

..not your ignorance … Be still and know that  you are  
God .. Godliness .. lovingness … you are a verb not a 
noun … you are a rivering … Let your treasure river … 

 

 

Be a rebel and live your constant change … Enjoy eating 
the apple with Adam and Steve or dam and Eve .. It is 
your choice … live your feeling with love with awareness 
… be a witness … watch out what are you being …you 
are here to plant peace … to be a Christ consciousness … 
to live your love … Love  is God … so why wars ? where is 
our warm hug ? our healing heart ? our oneness with 
existence ? who can tell me why?? Where is the answer 
? where is the cure? Yes!! The cause is in my roots … 
unless I change the roots I cannot share the real fruits …  

Just start a new way of life … be yourself … do not listen 
to any other … only to your own lecture … your own 
treasure ..read any book that touches your heart ..find a 
living master who helps you to follow yourself no one 
else … live your emotions and go beyond it to your being 
… your love your compassion … 
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Man has to transcend sex , whatsoever kind of biology 
you will never know your soul … But meanwhile before 
you go beyond it is your freedom to be whatsoever you 
want to be …  Be  aware of your desire … the only cure 
for all the diseases is meditation .. meditate and become 
more still and more silent .. create inner emptiness … 
Become more transparent … and things will start 
changing you will be able to see what you are doing to 
yourself …  

 

And if it is right , you will go on doing it with more joy , 
with more totality … And if it is wrong it will simply drop 
… just like dead leaves falling from a tree . Meditate … 
sit silently and watch your thoughts , be a witness …  

and slowly slowly a distance will be created between 
you and your thoughts .. and one day you see you are 
not your mind … a great transcendence … a great gift .. a 
great grace … After that , whatsoever you do is right .. 
you can't go wrong any more .. you will go beyond all 
your mind games … you are a human becoming …keep 
living your love…  

Oh my Beloved jokers … jokes ..laughters … laughing is  a 
great energy that opens up our heart and heals the 
hurts of our monkey mind … I want a new world … a 
new word  … a new dick … Tionary… I am fed up with 
any old letter … I am not a letter neither a number nor  a 
grammar … I am a Granma with a new bell …a great 
Rebel.. let us go for it … let us fart apart our odd 
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Alphabet and bet a new alphabet …  Who told us  A is 
for apple   

                                   B is for boat  

                                   C is for cut  

                                   D is for Di …k 

                                      E is for Ezi 

                                   F is for 4 letter food .. 

 

Let us have a new Fork and start eating new foods with 
new alphabet and new jokes  

A Guy Fairy Tale 

Once upon a time , a prince asked a beautiful princess : " 
will you marry me? " The princess said " no " 

And the prince lived happily ever after and rode 
motorcycle and went fishing and hunting and played golf 
and F … ed women half his age and drank drugs and 
scotch and had tons of money and left the toilet seat up 
and no one  wakes him up …And he is still happy forever 
… 

Do you want to be happy ? 

Me too … Let us tooooot  together and be in the love of 
laughter … Let us have a new alphabet …  
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 A was for apple … B was for boat , that used to be right , 
but now it won't float .. Age before beauty is what we 
once said , but let us a bit more realistic instead..  

Now The new alphabet …  

A is 4 arthritis , B is the bad back , 

C is the chest pain , also car – di –ac … not ca-di-lac. 

D for dental decay and decline … 

E is for eyesight , can't read that top line !! 

 

F is for ..fissures and fluid retention … 

G is for gas which I'd rather not mention.. 

H  high blood pressure  .. I'd rather if low .. 

I for incision with scars you can show .. 

J is for joints  , out of socket , won't mend , 

k is for libido , what happened to sex, 

M is for memory , I forget what comes next .. 

N is neuralgia , in nerves way down low , 

O is for osteo , bones that don't grow !! 

P is for prescriptions for pills ..I have few and more new 

Q  is for queasy , it is fatal or flu … 

R  is for reflux , one meal turns two 

S  for sleepless nights , counting my dears, 
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T  is for tinnitus , bells in my ears !! 

U  is for urinary troubles with flow … 

V for vertigo , that is dizzy , you know … 

W  for worry , now what is going round ? 

X  for x ray , and what might be found … 

Y  for another year , I am left here behind … 

Z  is for zest I still have … in my mind .. 

 

OH .. Thank you God … 

I have survived all the symptoms , my body's employed , 
and I am keeping twenty –six doctors fully employed . 

Yes health is wealth … respect your body , don't neglect 
it …if your body is neglected, you will not be able to find 
the inner harmony … Take care of your health , of your 
body … it is a great gift … a great miracle … a mystery …If 
body is not felt you are healthy if body is felt you are 
unhealthy .. because only pain is felt .. so listen to this 
call … health is whole and wholeness and holy … to be 
healthy means .. first to be awake .. second , to be 
harmonious , third , to be ecstatic .. and forth to be 
compassionate … 

If these four pillars … are fulfilled , one is inwardly 
healthy … and any free being can fulfill all these steps … 
it can make you more aware ,devices to pull you out of 
your sleep .. and once you are awake and aware , your 
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dance and songs and rejoicing … can make you more 
harmonious … and you are in the flow … in harmony 
with existence … Attain to this four corners of your 
power .. it is our birth right .. we just have to claim it …  
Over five thousand years ago, Moses said to the children 
of Israel "pick up your shovels, mount  your asses, and 
 camels, and I will  lead you to the promised land. " 

 

 

Nearly 75 years ago, when welfare was introduced , 
Roosevelt said " lay down your shovels, sit on your asses 
and light up a camel, this is the promised land ." 

Today Obama has stolen your shovel, taxed your asses , 
raised the price  of camels and mortgaged the promised 
land ! I was so depressed last night thinking about 
health care plans , the economy , the wars , lost jobs , 
savings , social security , retirement funds ,etc …  

I called a suicide hotline … I had to press 1 for English … I 
was connected to a call center in Pakistan … I told them I 
was suicidal … they got excited and asked if I could drive 
a truck … I was *ucked … 

I decided to cut it short and sharp … what to do ? where 
to go ? what to say ? and I got this joy … 

Once  upon a time there was a man with a 25 inch penis 
… his pen-is  big … any guy would be excited to have 
such a big pen … but this man was not … 
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So one day his friend told him about a witch …or a bitch 
.. no difference any one who could help him so the 
friend gave the man the witch's address .. the next day 
he visited her … After telling her his problem she asked 
to see his penis ..  

After showing her , she thought for a while and finally 
came up with an answer …" Go into the woods and find 
a frog …  

 

ask her to marry you and each time it says no , your 
gigantic jewels will shrink 5 inches " The man quickly ran 
to the woods … After searching for few hours he finally 
found a frog … He ran up to it and asked it to marry him 
… " No thank you " the frog said … 

The man looked down and watched his penis go from 25 
inches to 20 inches . the man asked the frog two more 
times .. and again , it replied no ..Once he was at 15 
inches he thought 10 inches would be perfect , so he 
went up to the frog and asked it to marry him ..  The 
frog replied .."How many times do I have to tell you .. 
No .. No .. No…" Congratulation … you asked for it and 
accept it … 

 

The real amputation is not from the body and you are 
not the body … you are not the mind … crystallize your 
being and you will be the living  joy… let us go beyond 
bodymind and live who we are … the awareness … and 
we enjoy joke too … 
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Pedro and Maria 

When Pedro and Maria got married ,he was a very 
experienced man , but she was totally naïve … on their 
wedding night , when Pedro removed his clothes , Maria 
asked , " Pedro ! what is that ? " Pedro was a quick 
thinker "Maria I am the only man in the world with one 
of these !"And then he proudly showed her what it was 
for … Maria was pleased … 

 

After the honeymoon was over , Pedro returned to work 
, only to return home to find an upset Maria waiting on 
their front porch…  "Pedro , you said you were the only 
man in the world with one of those and yet Today , 
when I saw  Gonzalez changing his clothes behind the 
shed , he had one Too!!" 

Even fast on his feet ,Pedro said ," Oh Maria , Gonzalez is 
my best friend .. since I had two , I gave him one .. so he 
is the only other man in the world with one." 

Asceplical Maria accepted this answer , but when Pedro 
returned home the next day, an agitated Maria was 
waiting on the porch .." Maria ? Now what's wrong ? "  " 
Dammit , Pedro .. why have you given the better one to 
Gonzalez !"   

 

Yes , keep them both for you … or at least the best one .. 
this is why you lost Maria … soon we become husband 
and wife and we keep playing all the games … 
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A man and a woman who had never met before , but 
who were married to other people , found themselves 
assigned to the same sleeping room on a trans -
continental train … Though initially embarrassed and 
uneasy over sharing a room , they were both very tired 
and fell asleep quickly , he in the upper berth and she in 
the lower … 

 

 

At 1:00 am , the man leaned down and gently woke the 
woman saying , "ma'am, I'm sorry to bother you but 
would you be willing to reach into the closet to get me a 
second blanket ? I'm awfully cold " "I have a better idea 
," she replied " Just for tonight, … let us pretend that we 
're married "  

" Wow !.....that's a great idea !" he exclaimed "Good " 
she replied " Get your own bloody blanket , honey !" 

 

This is the real marriage … be happy in this bloody cage 
… good luck … 

Why marry ??? why not merry??? divorce .. sadness .. 
and live …your choice …. And rejoice any  choice  … what 
is my or our joy now ? jokes ? let us laugh … 

When do you congratulate someone for their mistake?   
on their marriage !!! 
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why government do not allow a man to marry two 
women ? because per constitution you can not punish 
twice for the same mistake !!  

 

 

 

If you do not have a wife , you are missing something 
in your life .. If you have a wife , you are missing every 
thing  in your life .. 

 

 

Marriage is a relationship in which one person is 
always right and the other is the husband … 

 

Don't marry the person you want to live with , marry the 
one you can not live without , But whatever you do you 

will regret it later … 

 

Marriage is give and take .. you'd better give it to her or 
she'll take it any way … 

 

Man : is there any way for long life ? 

Dr : Get married . 

Man : will it help ? 
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Dr : No, but then the thought of long life will never 
come. 

 

 

 

 

Yes my beloved readers … a joke is a seed that we need 
and greed … life is a joke … what else can we share ? 

listen to this husband !! 

Husband : Do you know the meaning of wife ? It means , 
without information , fighting every time . 

Wife : No darling , it means with idiots for ever. 

 

A foolish man tells a woman to stop talking , but a wise 
man tells her that she looks extremely beautiful when 

her lips are closed … 

 

What is the best and worst news you can hear at the 
same time ? It is when your girl friend says you are the 

best kisser among all your friends …. 

 

Three fastest means of communications … 

Tele – phone 

Tele – vision 
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Tell  to woman 

Need still faster Tell her not to tell any one  ….. 

 

 

 

 

Doctor : your husband needs rest and peace .. here 
are some sleeping pills… 

Wife : when must I give them to him ? 

Doctor : They are for you 

 

The grace question … 

What do I want ? yes ! it is a great quest and thirst … 
what is this wanting ? greed ? need ? desire ? what is 
the object ? what for do I need the other ? the money ! 
the work … the man.. the woman …. The child .. the 
friend … the world !!!  

"Ask and you shall receive " …."Invite me I come " " 
knock and the doors shall be opened unto you , ask and 
it shall be given ." " OH thou the sustainer …"  

 God is always available for help but do we ask ? we 
never ask … we never knock on the doors and we go on 
missing immense powers which can be ours just for the 
asking … God does not impose himself on us … He is 
waiting at the door … the handle is inside just go to your 
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door and open it up and the treasure will river in you … 
it is already in us … in the core of our heart … sooo near 
why go far ?? what do l want ? what do I need now – 
here? You have the choice .. you have the freedom the 
chose what you want … just ask with awareness …  

 

 

let us be aware of who we are and then we ask for it the 
awareness itself gives me what do I need and greed and 
desire .. there is nothing wrong in desire but change the 
object .. be greedy .. be selfish … start by loving yourself 
… by knowing this I … this am .. amness … and from the 
first step comes the whole Trip .. not the trap … now is 
the only time here is the only place … what do I want 
nowhere ..? or here now ? The breath is coming … the 
needs for my body are flowing our daily bread… and 
breath the essence and the essential is right her in body 
, mind , self , soul and spirit … this is who we are and 
what existence is giving us … what else do I need … the 
eye is not the ego … 

the amness … the whole holiness … that which is never 
born and never dies …  

So we have it all … free gifts from God .. and flowing 
grace .. 

 Look deeply any where and you will find God … 
God simply means the depth of things … And whenever 
you are in contact with the depth of things .. the depth 
of the ocean .. immense powers become available to 
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God you are the drop and the wave and the ocean … 
meet melt and merge in and die in God .. Total 
surrender .. Total Trust …  

Let thy will be done  

 

We are not poor, nobody is .. all of us are very rich, 
more than we can imagine .. the whole kingdom of God 
is ours just for the asking … why don't we ask?  

Mr. ego prevents us ! 

The ego says .. " don't ask … conquer " who can conquer 
God ? who can conquer the whole? let the drop die in 
the ocean .. let the self meet and merge in the holy spirit 
..  

This is our birth right … this is our richness .. live 
with the best of every thing .. what is the best ? Be it .. 
and this is our desire and need and greed … 

 "Let thy will be done"… it is done 
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Are we aware ?? 

 

 
 

Listen only to your feelings … 

 

To your thoughts … 

 

Hear your silence … 

 

Be still & know yourself … 

 

What is your choice ? 

 

Optimist …. 

 

Or pessimist … 

 

Are you a dog ? 

 

Are you drunk ? 
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What is alcohol ? 

 

Why suffer ? 

 

Be your best now … 

 

 
 

Be your body mind in the best way to the best state …. 

  

Enjoy your food & let go of your suffer – ring … 

  

Are we aware of who we are ? 

Am I aware of who I am ? 

Am I aware of this I ? 

Am I aware of awareness … 

Who am I & what is awareness ? 

I am not my name nor my body … I am not the one who 

is writing or reading … I say words to you but inside me 

there is absolute  silence & it is so still that it is not 

disturbed but what I say or I do … I  use words just as 

utility … a language but this is not me … if you look into 

me or you there is no I & no you … we are emptiness … 

a no – body …  

Words cannot express silence … we use the words like a 

cup but the wine is not the cup …so I cannot see the  I … 

who am  I ? I am the existence … the godliness … the 

amness … the nothingness … any isness and beyondness 

….. the I exist only when you don't look .. the moment 

you look there is no I … the book disappear .. It is just 

like  when you bring light in a dark room , darkness is no 

more there … it was not & will not be … the I is 

condensed ego … so the I and the death are two great lies 
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… no I so no death … it is one icon … death is the 

byproduct of I … Truth is light … God is light & light is 

God .. and this is who we are … this amness … this 

existence is the light of God … is us … our am-ness … 

 

 
I am that which is … no name , no form & no flame … 

just an energy crossing from one bridge to another in a 

cup name it a body …  

  

so we are a holy being … beyond any birth & any death 

… So the being blooms & vibrates and its fragrance is 

beyond any distance …this is our immortality … our 

divinity & infinity … without any identity … 

What is my identity ? 

I destroyed it when I knew my real amness … but my 

name is only utility … what can you call me ? Hi ? Hay 

?how ? so call me Maryam or peace pace or any label I 

pick in order to be together … so I am aware of my name 

… my mind .. my body … this is not me … I am not my 

car … I am not my house … I am not the program … just 

an energy  of light …a vibration … a drop from the 

ocean … connected with the ocean … we are a sacred 

mystery beyond words & worlds … We are a witness , a 

watcher , a seer .. a new born being with no past & no 

future only now & here … this is  

our reality , a life full of truth 

and  bliss  and   godliness … 

  

We are a living light … a living Christ consciousness 

…not a Christian … not any identity but our real birth 

right … our natural freedom from all the religious but the 
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religiousness of our being … yes ! we are here … but we 

are not aware of who we are & why we are here ? ? ?  

 

 
 

 

 We listen to others …but we don't hear our voice … let 

us be aware in the act itself before it is done …just watch 

your thoughts  … watch your thoughts … your feelings 

… anger is the smoke inside us …go deeper in the fire … 

& deeper why the fire … face the cause … a thought is a 

destiny … Why are you angry ? face your anger ! face 

your fear !! look at your original face … don't repress 

your feeling … find the cause … go to the roots … How 

? ask how and who is asking ? so face your self … I am 

the cause … I am the ability and the response – ability … 

nothing is impossible … 

 

I -  m – possible …  

What is my feeling ?   anger   ? hate   ?   fear ?  

No matter what is the word , I am the world … I can 

change the hate into love … the darkness into light … I 

am the master of my life … I confess to my self not to 

any doctor or to any priest or to any  other .. it is me … 

my self … my body … my mind … my destiny is in my 

thought …  

A  thought  is  a  destiny 

Watch  your  thought 

They  become  words … 

Watch  your  words 

They  become  actions … 

Watch  your  actions 

They  become  habits … 
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Watch  your  habits 

They  become  characters … 

Watch  your  characters 

They  become  your  destiny 

Our destiny is in our choice … 

  

If you do not feel it , you do not hear … now – here relax 

and listen to your inner voice … now is our choice … 

now – here or nowhere else ….listen to your feelings … 

if you don't feel it you are dead … listen to your breath & 

your death and walk your path …  

  

A group of frogs were traveling through the woods and 

two of them fell into a deep hole .. when the other frogs 

saw how deep the hole was , they told the two frogs that 

they were as good as dead … the two frogs ignored them 

and tried to jump up out of the hole with all their power 

… the other frogs kept telling them to stop …  

Finally , one of the frogs listed to listen to the other frogs 

… to the group … and gave up …  he fell down and died 

…  

The other frog continued to jump as hard as he could … 

once again , the crowd of frogs yelled at him to stop 

trying and just die … He jumped even harder and finally 

made it out … when he got out , the other frogs said : " 

Did you not hear us ? "  

The frog explain to them that he was deaf … He thought 

they were encouraging him the entire time …  

 

To whom are we listen ? who is aware of our inner 

power ?? 

Who is listening to our inner tecture ? 

Why should I follow your orders ? 
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Why should I be a slave ? a follower ? a sheep ? 

Do I belong to the crowd ? to the population ? to the 

numbers ?Am I a utility ? 

 
 

A commodity ?  A consumer ? Why can't I speak & write 

my words in my ways & in my feeling  ? yes 

Take it ezi … take ur way …. 

Wok             ur               pat … 

Listen  to   ur  ay    be    ce … 

Be                urself              …. 

  

  

Silence is our language … our stillness … our feelings 

… the feeling of grace .. not the feeling of grave … live 

your choice … your language … your feelings … be who 

you are & be aware of this awareness … of this amness 

… who I am makes a  difference … an atom for peace or 

an atom for pieces … ?? 

Just think feel meditate and be your choice … use your 

mind but be awake of who is using who ?? is my heart or 

my love … or your being is a live  to use the mind or the 

mind …the utility is using me ? be a watcher of the mind 

… it is our servant not our master … a home without a 

master is a living war … be aware ! ? let us watch our 

mind now  

  

Fill in the blank spaces .. 

Boo – s ? 

-         - N D O M  ? 

F - -  K ? 

P – N – S  ? 

P U – S  - ? 
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Close your eyes & read your feelings … 

Open up & read &  laugh …. 

 
 

 

Books 

Random 

Fork 

Pants 

Pulse 

Thought for the day  

Lord have mercy on this filthy mind  

Amen … 

Yes this our mind trap … the mind can give neither 

knowledge nor existence , it can only give untruth .. He 

who listen to the mind falls into Viagra falls … into 

falsity … 

  

In an old story , the gods were once so pleased by a 

man's devotion that they gave him a magic shell that 

would fulfill any wish … you say a palace and here is the 

palace … you say a banquet fit a king and there is a great 

feast laid out before you … the man was very happy and 

he began to enjoy all the good things in life …  

One day a priest who was passing through the town 

stopped at this man's  palace for a night rest …He had 

heard about the magic shell and wanted to possess it … 

He too had such a game which he called Maya shell .. He 

send to his host , " your shell is nothing compared to 

mine … I too practiced many wishes and the gods gave 

me all what I asked for .. you ask one thing of it , it gives 

two " now as is human nature , the man's greed was 

awakened .. He said " show me the magic of your shell "  
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The priest took out the shell and placing it before him 

said , " Brother , make a palace ! " the shell said , " why 

one ? why not two ? "  the host was impressed …  

 
He gave his shell to the priest and took his shell  in return 

.. The priest then left soooon … Almost soooon the man 

tried frantically to find him again , because the shell only 

spoke out but did not perform … you say two and it will 

say , " why not four ? " you say four it will say " why not 

eight ? " this was all it could do .. the mind is the trap… 

what ever God give us .. it says " why only this much , 

why not more ? "   

The mind is only a babble of words .. it is all lies .. but 

we cling to the mind & we let go of God .. why ? 

Because the mind is a politician .. talks in a duplicity that 

sets fire to our greed … just think and ask your self ..  

has your mind ever give you anything ?? 

Have you ever attained anything through the mind ?  

 

We have many minds .. but we have only one heart … 

Juses is saying " give me your heart "  

Have we observed this truth ?  

  

Every now we change our mind … from love to hate 

…from war to peace … we go on rotating … we decide 

then we destroy our decision … one moment you decide 

not to drink or not to smoke … or not to eat sugar and 

what do we do ? gone down the drain … and we repent 

& we feel guilty &on & on ..  

  

Are you the mind ? No … 
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Are you the heart ? yes … the heart is the watcher & the 

master … when anger comes who is watching ? love 

comes & goes .. misery comes & happiness comes … 

 
 

 all comes & goes .. but the watcher remains … only one 

secret in us is constant … and that is the watcher … only 

the watcher abides …  mind  is the dead waves of our 

body and go on holding & carrying it … it does not allow 

us to be herenow .. mind is the past … the history that 

keeps hovering over us … it is like a cloud over us and in 

front of us … let this cloud disappear … remain innocent 

… no answers … no conclusions … Allahu Akbar … the 

creativity … the existence is glowing & growing and 

rivering … keep with the flow … to grow old is natural 

for the body but to grow up is your choice for your being 

…  My choice is to grow up … to fall in love is good but 

to fall up in love is the compassion … and only 

compassion is therapeutic for body mind & soul …but  

  

are we aware of this gift ? 

Are we awake with all our senses ? 

Ask yourself why no ? 

Yes ! my eyes are awake now but I am not aware … my 

eyes are open so is yours but our dreams , our fantasies 

are still going on we are still dreaming but with open 

eyes …we are behaving mechanically .. and we are very 

good in doing our routine work , 

 

we are robots … we are all programmed by the priest , by 

the parents , politicians , by all kinds of ideologist … 

And from generation to generation we keep on living the 

programming …  
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it is time to deprogram our life … just be awake of who 

you are not what they programmed you …we are not a 

garbage bag .. just listen to this truth … let your heart be 

the cup not your mind & your are the master … you 

chose what you feel … 
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The law of the garbage truck  

 
  

One day I hopped in a taxi and we took off for the airport 

… we were driving in the right lane when suddenly a 

black car jumped out of a parking space right in front of 

us … my taxi driver slammed on his brakes , skidded , 

and missed the other car by just inches !! the driver of the 

other car whipped his head around and started yelling at 

us … my taxi driver just smiled and waved at the guy  

And I mean he was really friendly . so I asked " why did 

you just do that ?  this guy almost ruined your car and 

send us to the hospital !! "  

  

This is when my taxi driver taught me what I now call, " 

the law of the garbage truck " He explained that many 

people are like garbage trucks .. they run around full of 

garbage , full of frustration , full of anger , and full of 

disappointment … As their garbage piles up . they need a 

place to dump it and sometimes they dump it on you .. 

Don't take it personally .. just smile , wave , wish them . 

and move on … Don't take their garbage and spread it to 

other people at work , at home , or on the streets …  

The bottom line is that successful people do not let 

garbage trucks take over their day … life is too short , to 

wake up in the morning with regrets , so love the people 

who treat you right … pray for the ones who don't … 
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send them light & love …they are victims of victims … 

they are ignorant … so ignore the ignorance … 

 
Life is ten percent what you make it and ninety percent 

how you take it .. . make & take …do your best in spite 

of the worst … this is how you become stronger at the 

cracks .. & the trucks ..  

Have a blessed , garbage – free day !! 

 

My beloved garbage can … yes you can be any can  .. it 

is up to us to choose … age can .. sage can …cage can … 

we can be what we want … which way you are living ? 

which can you are choosing ? 

The way you are living create your ease or your dis – 

ease … 

How ? 

Let us read … let use see … let us feel … happiness is 

our nature … we need not worry about it at all … it is 

already there … in my heart .. just stop being sad 

…being unhappy … don't ask for it just be it … do you 

ask for breath ? you are breathing so is with health … no 

breath no health watch your mind … you go asking for 

health … " I want health " … and you go on clinging  to 

your disease ,  and  you don't  allow  the  disease  to  

go  ...listen to your heart … follow your inner pill … 

your inner prescription … go for a morning walk … do 

any meditation or any exercise … any fasting … any 

work you love … why you go on eating over and over  ? 

… why junk foods ? when are we going to change the 

mechanism that creates unhealth ?  
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Health is wealth … but it is not something to be attained 

somewhere , it is not an object … Health is a totally 

different way of living … the way you are living creates 

disease … misery … anger …  war … All the news are 

not new … it is our history …. 

How to be happy ? 

Look at the children … if we don't live our innocence we 

will never be happy … can we drop our jealousy ? if yes 

… this our way to joy … love will never grow with the 

weeds of jealousy and when love does not , we will not 

be happy … unless my inner rose blooms in me , unless 

that fragrance is released … I cannot be happy … now 

people want happiness … but just by wanting you cannot 

get it … wanting is not enough … 

" I want to walk " just go for it  !! use your legs .. walk 

your talk …. See the cause of your misery , how you 

create it … how in the first place  you become miserable 

, how you go on becoming miserable , every day … what 

is your technique ? Happiness is our birth right … our 

natural phenomenon …. Animals are happy … trees are 

happy birds are singing even in the cage … the whole 

existence is happy , except man … why ? only us …only 

man is so clever to create unhappiness …  

  

why are we wasting our life to be unhappy ? 

to be happy is simple , it is innocent … it is nothing to 

brag about … live simply so that every body can simply 

live … But when you are unhappy you are doing great 

things to yourself , you are doing something really 

hard… happiness happens by being aware and awake of 

who you are … 
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just be in the now – here … while reading be the  words 

& you are the worlds … while eating enjoy the chewing 

& the taste … be in the moment … we have only this 

now so why not be its wow !!!  Take a deep breath & be 

grateful … enjoy it … do what you love & love what you 

do … just feel your feelings & listen to the core of your 

heart not to the orders of the others …. 
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Enjoy this truth 

 
  

  

If you can start the day without caffeine , if you can 

always be cheerful , ignoring aches and pains … 

If you can resist complaining an boring people with your 

troubles , …  

If you can eat the same food every day and be grateful 

for it , 

If you can understand when you love ones are tooooo to 

give you any time ,  

If you take criticism and blame without resentment … 

If you can conquer tension without medical help …  

If you can relaxed without alcohol …  

If you can sleep without the aids of drugs …  

Then you are the probably …… 

The  family  Dog   … 

Your dog is very faithfull … it does not matter to whom 

you sell it .. it will always come back … yes ! enjoy any 

joke … life is a joke …  

A teacher was  giving  a lesson on the circulation of 

the blood … trying to make the matter clearer , she said 

… " Now class if I stood on my head  , the blood , as you 

know , would run into it , and I would turn red in the face 

!  " yes , "  the class said …   

" then why is it that while  I am standing upright in the 

ordinary position the blood doesn’t run into my feet ? "  

A little student shouted , Because your feet aren't empty." 
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Yes ! the head is empty … no brain any more … 

 we don't need it any way … look at all the politician … 

and the priests & the popes and the power people …  Do 

they use any brain ? Do they have any being ?  They are 

walking dead body … let the deads burry the deads … 

Juses saw this truth & they are still killing us … why ? 

because of us … we are the cause I am here to hear 

myself & be myself … be alone & do what you love & 

money will follow … our daily bread & breath is at home 

… mother earth is our only source … let us live this 

grace & this is treasure & our power ….the power of 

love or the love of power?   

Live   your   choice   … 

Yes ! let us play from head to heart …. 

Wife : what will you give me if I climb the great mount 

Everest? 

Husband : A lovely push !!! 

 
 

Husband : today is Sunday & I have to enjoy it … 

So I bought 3 movie tickets …. 

Wife : why three ? 

For you and your parents … 

 
  

Wife  : I had to marry you to find out how stupid you are 

 …

Husband : you should have known it the minute I asked 

you to marry me … 
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Wife : I wish I was a newspaper , so I'd be in your hands 

all day … 

Husband : I too wish that you were a newspaper , so I 

could have a new one every day … 

 
  

 Fxxxing once a week is good for your heath but it is best 

if done every day  … 

Fxxxing gives proper relaxation for your mind & body 

 …

Fxxxing refreshes you … 

After fxxxing don't eat too much so for more liquids try 

to fxxx in bed cause it can save your energy  … 

Fxxxing can even reduce your cholestrol level …Sooooo 

Fasting is good for your health … 

 .

Yes let us feast & fast & this is our festival … yes you 

can be drunk to nothing is wrong in alcohol ….but let us 

think about this drink  … 
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Alcohol … 

 
  

All societies have been against it … but still , they have 

to allow it , because without it there would much chaos 

…. Juses is giving us wine … But in mild doses , legal 

doses … because it is a tranquilizer … and we need it … 

it soothes people … or they would simply go mad … so 

no society can afford freedom about alcohol , but no 

society can prohibit it completely …that is not possible 

… Either way it will be difficult to manage … 

  

Alcohol is a need … 

  

Because the tension is so great inside that you would go 

mad because of it … what to do ?  Only a meditative 

society can be free of alcohol … this why in Islam it is 

yes & no … yes if you know when & why & how & no if 

you don't know ….But with meditation no alcohol & no 

drugs is needed …the person who is interested in alcohol 

must be living in misery … in a kind of suffering … that 

is why he want to forged his pain …. Why not face pain 

? why not face our fear ? why not cure our cause , why 

close the door  ? 

Just be yourself … don't forget yourself .… 

Let us loss " up " 
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Jack is a drunkard and yet Maureen has never tasted 

alcohol in her life … " Hey you drunk , give me that 

bottle , I want to taste whatever it is that has made you 

the bum  you are  ". 

She take a good gulp & says yuk , that is the most 

horrible liquid that has ever passed my lips … it tastes 

terribbble  "  

 "you see , " he said , and all these years you thought I 

was having a good time  " … 

 

I am in favor of good time but not in favor of any  

alcoholic beverages , not in any psychedelic drugs either 

, because they all create illusory worlds for you they are 

all distractions … they make more and more sick and 

unaware of your life …and of your self …. Let our work 

be based on awareness the word awareness is the golden 

key for our life … the master key for myself …  

The alcoholic is suicidal , But the egoholic , the 

powerholic , they are murderous : they are the really 

dangerous people … And the irony is that politicians 

again & again say they would like to prohibit alcohol 

completely ….they are the real dangerous people ... The 

alcoholic person can fall in a gutter , but the polititians 

are the killers …. Do you know ?? 

  

Adolph Hitler was very much against alcohol , a non 

smoker … a vegetarian .. a painter .. very disciplined .. 

you cannot find any fault in his character .. 
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 But he proved to be the most dangerous man in human 

history …Now , if he had been a little alcoholic , things 

would have been much better …alcohol has something of 

the religious in it … hence the appeal … 

  

What the appeal of alcohol ? 

It makes you forget yourself … it makes you forget your 

ego .. your misery … anxiety , worry … it makes you 

away from the world , the world is really hell … it gives 

you a private door to enter into another world … at least 

for a few moment , a few hours , you are no more part of 

this ugly affair .. you live in a private fancy … it give 

you a dream … Hence all the religions are against 

alcohol because we don't know how to use it … But do 

we have a Christ who is giving us bread & wine ? His 

body  & blood & being ? where is Christ ? Yes ! in us … 

love is the living wine … compassion is the living 

wine… 

but who is aware of this truth ? 

Truth is the permanent alcohol … we break through not 

break down …we go beyond this bridge of life to a 

higher & higher steps of Christ consciouness … to 

infinity & immortality … this is our trip not our trap … 

be aware of the real alcohol … real wine & be aware of 

who you are … awareness is our only existence ...

  

A priest and a drunk bus driver arrived at the pearly gate 

where they met st . peter … " I am the village priest and 

would like to be admitted to heaven … " said the priest 

… " I am the village bus driver and want to come in too .. 

" said the drunk ,,,Okay said peter  … 
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you Mr priest will have to wait over there for few years 

… but you Mr driver you can go right now in … " But 

wait a minute I preached every Sunday , I am the priest 

and he is a drunk driver … " said the priest  …  

 "Listen " said peter .. " when you preached every body 

slept .. But when he drove every body prayed like crazy " 

 
 

Three sisters go out for a walk and entered the local 

liquor store & order a bottle of whiskey for the mother 

superior's constipation .. He sell them the whiskey & the 

nuns left .. later as he was going home , he saw the nuns 

sitting under a tree ..gulping in turn from the bottle … 

sister !! I am shocked , you told me that booze was for 

mother 's constipation …  

"It is " says sister Theresa " when she hears about this 

she will shit herself … "  soooo  it is for constipation too 

… and the constitution … 

 
 

 

Let us have fun …yes ! with nun & none 

What do you want to say ? 

Good morning God " " ! 

Or 

 "My God , it is morning " ! 

It is up to us to be optimist or pessimist 

Wise may talk because they have something to say … 

fools talk because they have to say something … 
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They call our language the mother tongue because the 

father seldom get to speak !! 

 
 

  

Why do couples hold hands during their weddings  ? 

It is a formality just like two boxers shaking hands before 

 the fight begins  ! 

 
  

There is always one perfect child in the world and every 

mother has it  … 

 
  

  

There is only one perfect wife in the world and every 

neighbor has it  ! 

  

Regular naps prevent old age , especially if you take 

them while driving … 

 
 

Don't feel bad … A lot of people have no talent … 

  

A doctor is a person who kills your ills by pills , and kills 

you by his bills 

 
 

A cigarette : 

A pinch of tobacco rolled in a paper with fire at one end 

and a fool at the other  ! 
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Marriage : 

It is an agreement where the man loses his bachelor 

degree and a woman gains her master … 

 

 
  

Lecture : 

An art of transmitting information from the notes of the 

lecturer to the notes of students without passing through 

the minds of either  … 

  

  

Conference  :

The confusion of one man multiplied by the number 

present… 

 
Compromise : 

The art of dividing a cake in such away that every body 

believes he got the biggest piece … 

 
 

Tears : 

 

The hydraulic force by which masculine will power is 

defeated by feminine water – power !!! 

 
  

Conference room  : 

A place where everybody talks , nobody listens and 

every body disagrees later on  … 
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Ecstasy  : 

A feeling when you feel you are going to feel a feeling 

you have never felt before .… 

 

 
Classic : 

A book which people praise , but never read … 

 

 
  

A smile : 

A curve that can set a lot of things straight ! 

 

 
  

Office : 

A place where you can relax after your strenuous home 

life  

 
 

Experience : 

The name men give to their mistakes  

 
 

Diplomat : 

A person who tells to go to hell in such a way that you 

actually look forward to the trip … 
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Optimist : 

A person who while falling from the tower says in 

midway … " see I am not injured yet " 

 
  

Miser : 

A person who lives poor so that he can die rich ! 

 

 
 

Father : 

A banker provided by nature … 

 
  

Boss  : 

Someone who is early when you are late and late when 

you are early  

 
  

Politician : 

One who shakes your hand before elections and your 

confidence later  

Let us more wisdom  … 

  

Believe it or not 

Woman has man in it  , 

Mrs. Has Mr in it , 

Female has male in it , 

She has he in it , 

Madam has Adam in it  
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Ever notice how all of women problems start with men ? 

  

Mental illness … 

Menstrual cramps  

Mental break down  

Menopause  

Guynecology  

  

And when we have real trouble , it is a  

Histerectomy  

  

Ask yourself why ? who is writing this language ? 

Where does it come from ? 

Where I am now ? am I  alone ? am I one with existence 

 ?

Am I sure that I will live next moment ? where do I go ? 

 

Now is the only wow !! 

to live & leave peacefully  … 

let us cross the bridge with totality & … 

from bridge to bridge is our age & sage … 

this is our only trip … 

Each step is the whole holy trip … 

  

Birth and death are simply devices , because neither birth 

is true nor death is true ..we have been before birth , so 

how can birth be true ? and we will be after death , so 

how can death be true ? Only one thing is true : The 

consciousness that come with you  
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Through birth and goes with you through death … 

perhaps birth is a door and death too !!! perhaps they are 

the same door , just your direction is different … 

  

How can I live this truth ? 

Just be it … you are the living life … you are alive but 

you are not aware of it … you are clinging to suffer – 

ring … take it off all your rings … commitment ring … 

engagement ring … marriage ring & suffering … be in 

love – let love be the only ring & be aware for whom is 

the  

Bell ringing ?  

Where are we going ? 

  

How can I be centered in my being ? How can I 

experience myself and how can I attain to my own self ? 

       The first point is about how a man should start living 

his life from the center of the navel , centered in the self , 

centered in his own being … before I go into this I would 

like to discuss three other significant ways through which 

the energy that is dormant in the navel can become 

awake … Once it is awake it become a door through 

which man can experience life … 

 

This life is a consciousness which is different from our 

body … 

I will share with us the three points , and then we will 

discuss them … the first point is right exercise …the 

second point is right diet … and the third point is right 

sleep … 

 
 .
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The person who does not get right exercise , right food & 

right sleep , can never become centered at the navel … 

Man has lost touch with all these three things … man is 

the only species whose diet is not predictable … the diet 

of all animals is certain … their basic physical needs and 

their nature decides what they  should eat and what they 

should not , how much they should eat 

 &how much they should not & when is the time … But 

man is absolutely free & un certain … 

  

But are we aware of this freedom ? 

Do I know what to eat & what not to eat ? 

Why Juses said eat this bread & drink this wine  ? 

Why Mohammad said .. you are whole & holy eat whole 

food … chew well … eat when you are hungry … 

  

How can I know the right food for my self ? 

Our body is made of chemical elements …. If alcohol is 

put in us , then our body will be affected by the chemical 

… it will become intoxicated , unconscious … the 

chemistry of the intoxication will affected our body … so 

if a wrong food is used the navel center becomes 

dormant and its energy weaker … slowly slowly that 

center starts falling asleep … then we don't even notice it 

as any center … what happens to a wheel without a 

center ?? 

Then we live on two centers … the brain & the heart … 

thoughts and emotions … deeper than this we have no 

contact with any thing …so let us eat light food … 
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which is not heavy and junky … eat whole & natural 

food that dances with your body and its needs … our 

wrong attitudes towards food are becoming dangerous 

for us … they are proving to be very costly …. They 

have taken us to a point where we are some how just 

alive  … our food does not seem  to create health in us , 

it seems to create sickness … It is surprising situation 

when food starts making us sick … It is as if the sun 

rising in the morning creates darkness … now it is so 

clear that we are what we eat & what we don't shit & the 

cure is in the kitchen …. 

  

So let us be aware and conscious about our food … our 

eating habits … the quality & the quantity & the food 

combination … health is wealth … and do not forget the 

mind when you are eating with awareness …with joy … 

in which state , then even the best food will have a 

poisonous effect … and if you are eating with joy then it 

is possible that sometimes even a poison may not be able 

to have its total effect on you … is very important to 

watch our mind & feel our feelings & let every work be a 

prayer … a worship … we are alive only this moment … 

so why worry ? why eating with anger & sadness ? so 

why plant violence ? why not grace ?? let us live our 

choice 

  

If you are not in a peaceful & joyful state …do not eat 

just wait … and the hunger will invite your body and 

your being for such a sacred banquet  …
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On the body level the right food should be healthy , non- 

stimulating and non – violent , on the psychological level 

the mind should be in a blissful state , graceful and 

joyous , and on the level of the soul there should be a 

feeling of gratefulness , of thankfulness … these three 

things make food the right food …

 Oh thank you for this now …" Once more I have 

received food to eat … For one more day I am seeing the 

sun , seeing a friend … writing a word … reading few 

words too … seeing the plants in my room , seeing and 

smelling the flowers blossoming … I am again alive 

today … this feeling of gratitude will put me in the 

prayer of the power the power of now- here … the power 

of love  … 

why hate ? why anger ? why rage ? why war ? 

let me hug my body with my warm arms … let me thank 

you for reading our words in the webs & in the books … 

we are living inner net … we are the living choice of 

love or hate … joy or suffering … unless we go in and 

find the roots , we will not be able to be a jewel  … 

Are you a pebble or a jewel ? so be who you are …. You 

cannot be freed from your suffering directly because you 

are clinging to it … you don't want to leave your 

problem, it is you who are clinging to it …you brag 

about & you keep holding it …let go ... 

The master will help you to see who is winging to who ? 

Once I see that I am holding my misery , I am free … 

just the seeing of it the very understanding … is my 

freedom back to me … suffering evokes awareness in 

us… just remember that you are not the body …once you 

know this , you will be just & a watcher  … 
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the car is sick but not the driver … so your life has not 

been in vain … you have learned the lesson … the 

greatest lesson ever … not to know your self is the only 

misery … this  is the reborn again … renewed … no pain 

no gain …so the main pain is my desire  … 

  

what is my wish ? 

change the object … good to desire but the only desire is 

to be aware … why I am in pain ? yes !!! it is our 

creation …suffering has the signiture of man , blessing 

has the signature of God … 

people are working hard to create more and more 

suffering for themselves … if you are suffering , 

remember , you must be creating it … bliss is our nature 

… when we feel it & see it … we are home … so be 

selfish … love yourself first … because only out of true 

selfishness is altruism born … a really selfish person 

loves every self … we are one self … one source … 

loving myself I am loving you … hurting myself I am 

hurting you … & hurting anybody  I am hurting myself 

… you cannot create suffering for others without creating 

suffering for yourself … & so is the anger & the hate & 

all the senses … 

let us erase our suffering … 

husband and wife  

why divorce ? 

In a divorce court a woman requested the judge " your 

honor , I want to divorce my husband "  " why ? " asked 

the judge …she replied , " because he is not faithful to 

me . " the judge asked , " How do you know ? " she 

replied , " my lord , not a single child looks like him " … 
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Husband & wife … some service  … 

A husband visited a marriage counselor & said  " when 

we were first married , I would come home from the 

office , my wife would bring my slippers and our cute 

little dog would run around parking … now after ten 

years it is all different , I come home , the dog bring the 

slippers and my wife runs around barking " … 

 "  Why complain ? "  said the counselor " you are still 

getting the same service .…  

 
 

A good wife always dorgives her husband when she is 

wrong … 

 
 

First guy : … proudly .. " my wife is an angle  '' ! 

Second guy : " you are lucky , mine is still alive .… " 

 

 
 

Be happy …. We are still alive …….. 
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This is my friend … 

 

 
   

Who is this isness ? 

  

Friend … friendship… 

  

Friendliness … relating .. relationship … 

  

Where is my luck ? 

  

Why I am sad ? 

  

How to be sane not the same … 

  

The cure is in me … 

  

I am the roots and the fruits… 

  

Let us face the cause … 

  

Life is only a joke … 

  

Laughter is a healing power … 

  

Go beyond the mind … 

  

Feel your emotions 
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And live your compassion … 

Let the insult be in – salt 

This is my friend !! 

 

- But who is this isness ? 

   - He is a man … can't you see  ? Are you so blind … 

He is my beloved … I love him very much … His name 

is Adam and my name is Eve … I love our names too … 

Have you loved any other man ? 

 - No … not yet …    

 - That is a great feeling … it is natural … keep loving … 

and keep growing in love and live every day as it comes 

… life is a journey to the heart … from body mind to the 

core of the heart … you live all your senses & then you 

experience emotions & love & compassion & beyond 

any boundary … 

  

Who are you ? Who is talking with me ?     - 

 - I am you … your mind … name it the ego … speaking 

with your amness …with your heart …  

 - Don't confuse me …  just be simple … I feel lost … 

and I don't want to know any new … I love this man & it 

is enough … He is my friend … and I am afraid if I see 

another man or if he see another woman … may be I 

should have a baby so he will not leave me … oh ! … 

why are you asking me such questions ? go away … I 

want to be with my beloved … I don't want any 

change… I want to stick to this stickiness and don't stuff 

me with new strings … 
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 I am already trapped … oh ! what a trash !! the mind is 

full of garbage … what to do ? keep snoring & don't 

wake up … to be dead with  the dead s … good grave … 

 

Yes , my beloved friend …you are in me not in the mind 

or the ego or any name for this challenge  .. life is a 

constant change … flowing like a river … this is our 

power … keep walking … keep living … all what you 

see or feel & this our friend .. our teacher … our 

master… I bow to you my beloved life …  

 

but help me & guide me to be my own master & my own 

servant …No one is a slave … we are born free … why 

listen to our ego … our arrogance … our ignorance … 

why be a victim of victims … now I am a victor for 

ever… This our birth  right … I am just writing it to read 

it & to be it … remembering myself over & over of who 

I am … this amness is my isness &  my existence …  

  

Thank you my beloved friend … you are where I am … 

we are all on the same path … the same trip … pilgrim of 

peace of truth … it is nameless … our journey is to the 

heart … but until I cross the door I don't go in … until 

the ego dies … I cannot be at home … the ego is mind 

made …  man made but the heart is God made … 

  

Thank you my beloved  awareness … what a real friend 

– ship you are we keep sailing & hailing & this is how 

we heal our wounds …from friendship to friendliness … 
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 it is no more relationship with the other but a quality of 

love of freedom with myself … my aloneness … it is a 

rejoicing with nature … it is     my own flowering … No 

more relationship or relationshit … but relating …no 

more joy but rejoicing … living … dancing …yes ! be 

the verb … the acting …we will be one with the act …  

  

you forget yourself  totally in your act & yet at the 

deeper core of your being you remain a watcher … we do 

our acts and we are witnessing too    … you are not the 

king and I am not the beggar … it is just acting , not me 

& not my reality … the whole earth is our stage & all the 

people are nothing but actors … the actor has to live a  

paradox … " But I am not it  " we are an energy of life … 

of delight … just share it in activity you love to live it … 

we are     the dance … the song and the witnessing ….be 

and  see & this is our I am … our  amness … egoless … 

So let us be in our heart not in our math … 

who cares about the numbers ? 

you are a member to remember … that you are not a 

mind man … nor a matter power … just live your 

intuition …  

A woman won a lottery … when her husband came he 

was surprised , he asked her how she manage …she 

said," I have a dream , and in the dream I saw number 

seven three times … so I figured out that three times 

seven is seventy … the husband stopped her & said .. " it 

is twenty one …" the woman said : " then you be the 

head… the mathematician … but I have won the lottery."  
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Who cares about mathematics ? the real thing is the 

result …the conclusion …never try to under – stand the 

woman you love , because the moment you start the 

effort to know her … you have already started destroying 

her … 

So move from relationship to relating and from 

friendship to friendliness and this is what freedom is 

…unless I know myself  I remain a beggar , in need of 

the other …to be alone is in pain &  to be with the other 

is another pain too … 

what have you done ? 

the other is using you !! you are using the other too !! I 

love you because I need you or I need you because I love 

you ? 

If you are in love , no need for any other … the whole 

existence is in you … the other is your mirror … be 

yourself & be free … you are not a commodity , not a 

utility but a divine divinity … live your freedom & fly 

high in your sky … 

  

Love yourself  and every self … but do not sell your 

freedom … God is freedom , religion is freedom  … and 

if anything make you a slave then it is not religion and it 

has nothing to do with God … so be free from politics , 

from religion , from all kinds of bondages … you are a 

universal consciousness … 

a unique being … neither white or black … neither 

Indian nor American  … simply a human becoming … 

the moment you know  '' I am neither the body nor the 

mine " you have become free …  
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And freedom  brings peace and bliss and ultimately God 

…be free & you are the freedom itself … freedom is the 

source & the goal … Yes ! freedom is my friend …better 

to live the Friendliness in us not the friendship nor the 

relationship … friendliness and relatingness … it is a 

quality …it has nothing to do with any – body … it is 

basically my inner quality … in loving myself even when 

I am alone … in friendship you need the other but 

friendliness is the fragrance of the flower … it does not 

matter if the other is there … it is rejoicing … this 

quality of love is unlimited …  why ? because it is not 

dependent on the other … it is absolutely your own 

flowering … 

 So let us be friendly to all that exist … and in this 

friendliness you will find all that is worth finding … you 

will find the ultimate friend through friendliness … Yes ! 

I have it … the book … & a free friend … both of us are 

lovers to our beloved master of freedom & friendliness…  

How blessed we are to be aware of who we are … why 

we are here ? where do we come from ?  my only 

knowing is that I know nothing … this nothingness is the 

mystery of existence … 

  

Trust existence & this is our friendly friend … the book 

is the door to our inner treasure …thank you our master 

of life … you are beyond any word & any world … out 

of my weakness I write & speak … but you are the 

silence which is beyond any bound …  You are free 

under this dome … this home … why be slave  in a 

cage… you are born with wings why not use them … 
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 science & the spirituality … this is the mystery of our 

being … this is the true relating with our self & the other 

you have a choice of being with the beloved …man and 

woman as I & it … 

using each others as wife & husbands or I – thou … as 

lovers … I give you my life … I am the giver … this is 

power of prayer … God is the other … great love & 

respect … but there is a separation … not bridged yet … 

but the best relating is the unity …we are one with the 

one … one organic joy … that is the state of the 

mystic…  of the sage … of the meditator … this is the 

aloneness … alone but not lonely … you can live alone 

& with the other & this is what love … 

  

Love is a sharing not a depending … then love is not a 

need nor a greed but a luxury & it is very spacey & 

beautiful … give space to each other … be lovers not 

husbands & wives … and remember that nothing is 

impossible … I – m- possible to change myself not to 

blame the other let love be my life … make love & self – 

transformation … listen to this true story … or a joke … 

yes it is true … ask any wife & husband … they know it 

and they are  living  it ….. 

  

After a young couple brought their new baby home , the 

wife suggested that their husband should try his hand at 

changing diapers …" I'm  busy , " he said  ' I will do the 

next one . "  
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 The next time came around and she asked again … the 

husband narrowed his eyes as he looked at his wife … " I 

did not mean next diaper … I mean the next baby . " 

 

Understanding is a second step … the first step is hearing 

… you don't hear me … you miss the first step , then the 

second step is not possible …  

  

Truth has such clarity that once understood it transforms 

your life … your destiny … once heard , it is understood 

… truth has a very simple process … if rightly heard you 

never ask how to understand … how to do it ? … how to 

be it  ? just be yourself & truth will transforms you and 

will liberates you … 

 

This is the relating power with all of us … how to be 

myself how to be with you … how to be with nature … 

this relating  is the living life with the existence …this is 

our vision in our life … why we are here ? listen to your 

heart & heal yourself and be who you are …who I am 

makes a difference … 

  

How to relate with nature and the people … let us smile 

even if it is too late …  

 

A priest was about to finish his tour of duty , and was 

leaving his mission in the jungle where he has spent 

years teaching the natives  when he realizes that the one 

thing he never taught them …  So he takes the chief for a 

walk in the forest … 
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 he points to a tree and says to the chief " this is a tree . " 

the chief looks at the tree and grunts  " tree " the priest is 

pleased with the response … they walk a little further 

and he point to a rock and says " this is a rock . " hearing 

this , the chief looks & says  " rock . " .. 

The priest was really getting happy about the results 

when he hears a noise in the bushes … As they peak over 

the top … he sees a couple of natives in the midst of 

heavy sexual activity … the priest is really mad and 

quickly responds ,  " Man riding a bike . " 

The chief looks at the couple briefly , pulls out his gun & 

kills them … the priest yells at him and asked him … 

how can you forget all my teaching about love & honesty 

& civilization ? how can you kill these people in cold 

blood that way ? the chief replied , " My bike ! "  

 
  

What is this relating ? it is I and it …. 

The other being is not alive … not he or she but it … my 

relationship is with the body … with the pocket … with 

the mind and its emotions … this is for most of the 

people … 

 I am a V I P person … very ignorant person … the 

penny is much more important than the person … & the 

person is a mask … I – it … that is how million of us 

relate … never too late … now is the time … here is the 

place …take off your mask & face your original face … 
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Live your life … live your space … your privacy we all 

need some independence … to be alone , to be yourself 

… in your own womb … that is what home is … Do not 

surrender totally to the other … you are a man not a 

husband … you are a woman not a wife … just be 

yourself … self – nature …  no imitation …  

Christ is the only Christian …be a Christ but not a 

Christian … become free from all ideologies , you start 

living moment to moment , responding to the challenges 

of life according to your light …to your love to yourself 

… then what ever you do is right … no guilt & no 

repentance … 

  

you don't  follow  any commandments … you are simply 

living your own consciousness , your own awareness … 

your own relating to yourself … your self – nature 

…your self – realization … your pure void … just  no I ,  

no ego … you are not … only God is … 

  

Oh my God !! why misery is attached to me ?  

Why I am not lucky ? is misfortune my fortune ? 

Yes ! it is your friend … you are free to choose … the 

seed is in you …good or bad … ? you are the cause of 

your pain … man carries the seed of his misery or bliss . 

hell or heaven , within himself … what so ever happens 

to you , it happens because of you … outside causes are 

secondary … inside causes are primary and unless we 

understand this , there is no possibility of a 

transformation … 
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why ? 

Because the mind goes on deceiving us , the mind always 

points to the outside  … the cause is somewhere else … 

go from mall to mall … from there to there … truth is 

now here or nowhere else … if the cause is outside you , 

then there is no possibility of freedom , you are bound to 

be in bondage for ever and ever … 

How can you change the outside  cause ? if you change 

one , millions more will come …  

  

The real revolution for change comes from our inner 

evolution . causes are inside . Outside are only excuses 

…we live from the inner to the outer … this is our nature 

… our birth rights … the misery is not in the other but in 

me … in my choice … heaven or hell is within me … 

when you are happy you look for a change and anxiety 

comes back & sadness & depression … 

Heaven or hell are not in places or spaces but in us … we 

are like the spider's web … it is a great symbol … my 

own web inside , it spreads around me … it comes out of 

its own intestine … and I carry my pattern too …  My 

whole transformation depend on this truth … keep 

yourself aware and meditation is the key of explosion … 

but am I aware of what is going on in my mind ? No !! 

Why man never learns ? 

You may become very knowledgeable , but you never 

learn … knowledge and learning are different 

…knowledge is borrowed , it is parrot–like your brain 

becomes a computer … learning is totally different…  
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it is your life experience , never repeating the same 

mistake again …you become more alert , aware and 

awake …  

Something in me continuously frustrates me , and unless 

I catch hold of it and destroy it … whatsoever I do will 

be futile … will be dead …I have to drop the cause of 

this frustration … yes ! I observe this misfortune in my 

daily life … I repeat the same mistake … I don't commit 

new mistakes … I am like a broken gramophone record 

… it goes on repeating the same line again & again & 

again … In my love , in my work , 

  

in my friendship , and I go on hoping that this time things 

will be different … they will never be … why ? Because 

I am the same …And the same will happen !! I am a 

wheel of repetition … And unless I stop it , there is no 

possibility of change … 

How can I stop this wheel ?  why commit the same 

mistake ? can you realize this sign ? It is only a sign not a 

sin !!! 

Just be yourself .. the self arises  in you only when you 

are not a machine …start moving from the known to the 

unknown , into fresh  ways & new paths …the next 

moment is unknown , it comes from existence not from 

your mind …  mind is never original , it is always 

mediocre … it moves within the circle of the known … 

to know the unknown the mind has to be dropped … 

known is dead … unknown is alive … the ultimate 

unknown is God … this is my only gift our only 

gratefulness … so let us move our three steps … 
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from the known to the unknown , that is the mind … 

from the known to the unknown , that is consciousness 

… And from the unknown to the unknown , that is super 

consciousness … then a man becomes a sage , then there 

is no past no future only now … In this here now , the 

whole exists , in its total beauty , sacredness  & 

wholeness … So be yourself and be simple and homely 

!! just tell her " I love  you .. " no need to go far … no 

need for dreams … be natural and remember when you 

are repeating an old habit … observe   your behavior 

with yourself and others and nature , 

suddenly things change … you cannot repeat the habit … 

consciousness 

enters , habit falls …just by observation you change 

yourself and nature … scientists say that electrons 

change immediately when there is an observer … all 

what we see is light and light is life & the life is from 

God … 

The whole is a live … nothing is dead .. even a rock is 

my friend … yes ! all what I observe is me .. is my 

friend… is my mirror & my power … when you observe 

your own self , a new factor has entered , and you 

become more aware and you cannot repeat the habit … 

oh God !! what tremendous energy is possible through 

observation … can I observe few seen  of my day to 

day?? Yes !! I can …no one can help you  only you … 

  

Let us look at this beautiful story …. 
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A miserable man came to the master & said …  

" please help me … I have children , and a wife and 

relatives and we are suffering very much … we don't 

even have enough to eat …  no clothes …no money … 

no work …" the master said to his friends …  

" Even if this man is helped , the help will not reach 

him… something in him will frustrate it . " people like 

this master will  look deep in us … But he gave us a 

demonstration … He asked one man to put a sack of gold 

in the middle of the bridge … and the master told the 

poor man to cross the bridge … only him & no one else 

was walking on the bridge … he could have seen the 

sack of gold …He could have taken it , there was no 

body to claim it … but he had not seen it … why ?  

How was that ? asked the master … the man replied : As 

soon  as I started to cross the bridge , the thought 

occurred to me that it might be amusing to cross with my 

eyes closed …And I did so … 

Such thoughts occur to us too … and the happening that 

was going to happen is stopped …  why do we give dead 

excuses ?  why we don't meditate ? why we don't face 

our fear  ? our ignorance ? our habits ? have you ever 

looked back ? whenever you promise ,  

  

something happens … is there some inner relationship 

with the happening ? your child falling ill ! your wife not 

feeling well  ! you your self feeling lazy …   low 

energy… " Oh I had a great pain in my back … I wanted 

to come but the phone rang … if it was not raining … I 

could managed it … " watch and observe this  
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"ifs and buts  " why do you say it ? why do you  give 

excuses ? why you can't live your love and your 

promise?  

The psychologists discovered that the mind is not 

individual : it is a collective phenomenon .. your mind 

and your child's mind are not two minds …you are one 

with nature … if father wants to go fishing and the 

mother does not want to go with him and she did not say 

it to any one , even she herself may not be aware of her 

feelings or her thought , but suddenly the child is ill , 

  

feeling nausea … and now the science is saying that the 

child is simply showing the unconscious of the mother , 

because if the child is ill then the mother will be allowed 

not to go … 

  

So no one can treat a single person unless you treat the 

whole family …the weakest one in the family will show 

the illness… so what to do ? how to treat all of them ? 

can we treat the whole community exist in a nation , and 

the nation exists on this earth … and the consciousness 

exist as an ocean ..and many others are helping him to be 

ill… is there any other solution ? yes !! solution is in 

me…. mewe 

How to be healthy and happy and rich … 

Just be an idiot … He is the sanity in every village … 

every king has a wise idiot too …watch any idiot … he 

goes neurotic , he goes mad ….  
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He cries and weeps all over the village …this will help 

all the people to remain sane … if we remove 

him,another one will become the substitute … he is 

doing such a great service …. 

  

If you feel sad or neurotic , you can play with the idiot 

and no one will prevent you … In India they have a 

festival … holy … this holy festival is just a catharsis for 

the whole country to throw out all nonsense … it is 

good… it cleanses our senses … we throw rubbish at 

each others & flowers ….  

  

Remember that country life is full of problems & 

nowadays it is all over the planet … so let us watch our 

consciousness … it is in us … and this is our 

communication …  

how are we behaving with each other ? what are we 

throwing … ? what kinds of walls and stones & 

barriers ?  when  Christ  was  alive who  came  to him ? 

why we come after he dies ? why truth is the only 

dangerous people ? why do we close our eyes when we 

face original face ? why make up ? 

why plastic beauty ? 

  

why not be natural ? just be watchful for something that 

can frustrate within you ….and most of the times you are 

your own  idiot …your own joke … and for such trivia 

that you yourself will laugh …No child is born with a 

long face , every child is born with laughter … and every 

sage will leave with a loving joy … Let us live our 

childhood …  
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and between the jokes listen to your heart & the 

existence will drop a bomb inside you which will 

explode sooner or later and the moment it explodes you 

are home … 

you are aware of your self …. You are awake …yes ! a 

joke can wake you up more easily than any power or any 

prayer … A laughter is a door to the divine … A joke is 

so light  that you don't want to miss it … you listen 

 attentively … Ready to go with our idiots ? let us be 

with this gift … with this friend …  

Beloved friend … together let us look at life with more 

playful eyes … don't be serious … seriousness becomes 

like a blanket of blindness … simply be a human 

becoming …just a little sense of humor … a little 

laughter …a juicy joke … a childlike innocence and what 

have you got to lose ? loosen  up and go in … let us take 

life as a beautiful joke … and we are in the middle of 

It… we are only a joke … why worry & why war ?  

Three nuns are walking along the street and one is 

describing with her hands the tremendous grapefruits she 

has seen in Africa … then the second one , also with her 

hands , describing the huge bananas she has seen in India 

… the third nun , a little deaf asked … " father who ? " 

 
Two old black ladies are about to get their picture 

taken… As the photographer pulls black cloth over his 

head and starts to adjust the lens … one lady asks the 

other " what is he doing  ? " she answers " He is going to 

focus !! " the other lady looks at her friend in shock and 

says " Both of us ? " 
 

 
Jose has a donkey called Pedro 
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… one day the donkey kicks Jose's mother – in – law in 

the well … the next day many people came at her funeral 

… the entire male population of the village came to the 

funeral … the priest was amazed and told Jose…  " your 

mother – in – law must have been a good woman , people 

love her very much , it looks like … "  " No they did not 

come to bury her , they came to borrow Pedro ! " said 

Jose … 

 
  

  

Jack went in the pub and orders a large brandy for 

himself and drinks for every one in the bar and have one 

for yourself too …Mr. Bartender … 

Half an hour later the order is repeated and this goes on 

all evening until closing time … the bartender taps jack 

on the shoulder … " I hope you don't mind that your bill 

is two hundred dollars … " Does it  ? I am sorry to hear 

that because I have no money … the bartender start 

beating him and kicked him out of the door into the street 

… the next evening , the pub is just opening up when 

Jack walks in … " A large brandy for me , and drinks fro 

everyone in the bar , but I am not giving you Mr. 

bartender any drink because after a couple of drinks you 

get very nasty … 
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Grandpa is going deaf .. so he is sitting on his couch 

watching  T.V at full volume … suddenly his wife and 

grandchildren came in from their vacation in Hawaii …  

Hi grandpa … we are back from our vacation … what ? 

Holing his ears … we are back … we saw a famous 

volcano … what ? shouts Grandpa … volcano … you 

know one of those things belches and spits fire … Oh yes 

.. says grandpa … shaking his head … I married one  

 

 
  

Shimon Peres , the prime Minster of Israel and Rajeev 

Gandhi of India and Reagan from America are driving 

together to a conference when their car breaks down and 

are forced to spend the night at a motel … I am sorry , 

but we have only one room left and it is double , but one 

of you can sleep in the barn , we will make it 

comfortable…  

  

No problem I will sleep there says Gandhi …A short 

time later ,  the other two men are getting ready to sleep 

when there is a knock on the door and Gandhi in the hall 

way … " I am sorry I can't sleep with a holy cow !!  … ' . 

" So I will sleep in the barn "  says the Jew … few 

minutes later he is back … " I am sorry … being a Jew I 

can't sleep with a pig … " I guess I will sleep in the barn 

says Reagan … and off he went … few minutes a knock 

at the door … they open and it was … the pig and  the 

cow … 
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Always remember you are here for yourself … for 

nobody else …do not listen to your mind … not to your 

ego … not to your 

" ifs & buts " live your life … your feeling from your 

heart … the mind will frustrate you continuously but you 

are not the mind … you are the master of the ego … of 

the  mind … of any thought … Be yourself … you are 

here for a vision beyond any bound … any mind … just 

be your being and keep rivering your inner river …  

Yes ! all what I see & say & sense is my friend …every 

now has its wow … I just got an email which is full of 

insults … this not the first time …  it is normal for me … 

in salt or insult in the same taste …it is needed … but I 

did not get right on time … I thanked him and then I 

knew that it is for me … I thought he is  sharing a joke or 

a wisdom by using the word Fuck you !  

I know the meaning of it … its history … the theory of 

the king …  

Fornication Under the Censorship of the King … 

If any man wanted to marry a beautiful virgin … the king 

will use her first will stamp her beauty and her virginity 

and the husband will be proud of this Luck  … It is by 

the order of the king … so this four letters word became 

the sticker for many meanings Fuck … it is one of the 

most beautiful words …  

  

the English language should be proud of it … I don't 

think any other language has such a beautiful word  … 
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One Tom from California has done some great research 

on it … I think he must be the famous Tom …of Tom , 

Dick and Harry fame … He says …  

One of the most interesting words in the English 

language today is the word Fuck … it is one magical 

word … just by its sound  it can describe pain , pleasure 

,  hate and love … In language it falls into many 

grammar categories . it can be used as verb , both 

transitive : Jone Fuck Mary , and intransitive  " Mary 

was   fucked by Jone , " and as a noun " Mary is a fine 

Fuck " it can     be used as an adjective … " is fucking 

beautiful  " As you can  see ,  there are not many words 

with the versality of  

 "  fuck "   

Beside the sexual meaning ,  there are also the following 

uses : 

 

Fraud : I got fucked at the used car lot . 

Ignorance : Fucked if I know . 

Trouble : I guess I am fucked now ! 

Aggression : Fuck  you ! 

Displeasure : what the fuck is going on here ? 

Difficulty : I can't understand this fucking job … 

Incompetence : He is a Fuck – of…. 

Suspicion : what is the fuck are you doing ? 

Enjoyment : I had a fucking good time … 

Request : Get the fuck out of here !! 

Hostility : I am going to knock your fucking head off !! 

Greetings : How the fuck are you ? 

Apathy : who gives a fuck ? 
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Innovation : Get a bigger fucking hammer … 

Surprise : Fuck ! you scared the shit out of me … 

Anxiety : Today is really fucked … 

And it is very healthy too … yes use it as the best pill for 

your throat … How ? If every morning you do it as 

Transcendental meditation … just when you get up . first 

thing , repeat the mantra " fuck you " five times … it 

clears the throat …that's how many power heads keeps 

their throat clear … 

So what to do when you get insult ? 

Enjoy it …it is a test … an examination … in – salt … it 

is a touch … a sense to be experienced … if you are not 

aware , it is indulgence … if you are aware , it is 

experiencing … if we are not consciously there , if we 

are not a witness to it , if we remain unconscious , 

mechanical , robot like , then it is indulgence … it may 

be an insult or eating or listening to music .. whatsoever 

it is … this now …this isness is our existence … am I 

aware of this wow ? of this friend ? it is not a label … it 

is awareness … 

Juses is eating and I am eating … what is it ? Jesus is 

experiencing , I am indulging … the difference is in the 

life …in the feeling … He is more aware than me … 

eating what the hunger needs but I go on stuffing my 

body … I am somewhere   else …I eat & sleep as a habit 

… it is the head who is my boss not my heart … the head 

is good as a machine … it is a computer use it when 

needed but don't be possessed by it … be a master of 

your mind , never be a slave of your mind …. 

Let the heart be the master and the mind is the servant … 
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 Every work is worship … every action is a creativity … 

All our senses are our servants … they love us and they 

live in us to heal us and help us and this is our 

experiencing of our life … life is an experience in us not 

an experiment in the lab … 

This knowledge that comes from the mind has no life in 

it but only a trap … Don't be in a hurry to become 

learned , remain a learner … to become learned is ugly , 

to remain a learner has a tremendous beauty and grace in 

it , because it is life itself … it is a whole life in its 

totality … 

whatsoever we are doing outside , goes on happening 

simultaneously inside …this is fundamental law of life 

… just watch your mind … be the master of yourself … 

 Listen to this story … a parable  

Once a man was traveling , and entered paradise 

accidentally … now in the Indian concept of paradise 

there are wish fulfilling trees … you just sit and desire 

anything … he sat and felt very hungry , so he asked for 

food … and it came and after eating he asked for drink 

and the best wine appeared … then he started wondering 

… " what is going on ? Have I fallen into a dream , or are 

there some ghosts around who are  playing tricks with 

me ? " And ghosts appeared … they were horrible and a 

thought rose in him … " Now I am sure to be killed … " 

 

This parable is of immense significance …our mind is 

the wish – fulfilling tree …Our thoughts are creating us 

and our life and our destiny …  
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we  create our hell , our heaven our misery , our joy … 

every day is  a magician … we are spinning and weaving 

a magic world around our self … and then we are caught 

… the spider itself is  caught in its own web …  

  

There is no body torturing you except yourself … and 

once this is understood , things started changing … then 

you can turn it around , you can change your hell into 

heaven … it is just a question of painting it from a 

different vision … the whole responsibility is yours … 

and then a new possibility arises … you can stop creating 

the world … no heaven and hell … just be yourself .. 

God is in us … We have all what we need … 

  

just relax and retire … and the retirement of our mind is 

meditation  … take it ezi … live your innocence … your 

childhood and the wisdom will grow and glow  in your 

inner power … the power  of compassion …  

Yes ! feel your feelings … just watch the emotion … if 

some one hurts you or insults you … what is this sign ? 

what is this lesson ? what is this test ? who is the cause of 

this pain ? who is responsible ? where is the truth ? yes 

you are so right !!! who bothers to look at the truth ? we 

have become so burdened with signs , symbols , words 

and languages … 

  

What is the difference between the truth and the lie ? 

Only four inches … 

I don't understand what do you mean !!  
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It is the difference between the ear and the eye , this is 

the difference between the truth and the lie … the lie is 

all that you  hear from the ear … the heard is the lie , the 

seen is the truth … truth is your experience … your own 

vision and silence … trust your feeling and listen to your 

own pain no pain no gain … when someone insult you … 

be honest with this message …feel it … ask yourself … 

what is an insult … 

  

Our Buddha was very much insulted by a few people … 

they  abused him badly … He listened silently and then 

he said , " Have you anything more to say ? because I 

have to reached the  other village in time …people must 

be waiting there … if you  still have something else to 

say , when I come back I will be coming by the same 

route and I will inform you and I will keep a special time 

for you , so you can come and say whatever you like … "  

Those people were very much puzzled … they said … " 

we are not saying something , we are insulting you ! "  

Buddha laughed … he said :  " for that you have come a 

little     late … you should have come at least ten years 

ago … now I      am not so foolish … you can insult … 

that is your freedom … I  am not taking it … " and he 

said to them  

"In the other village  which I just  Passed before yours , 

people had come with sweats to offer me … I thanked 

them , I said , " I don't want sweets and I don't eat   

sweets … what do you think they have done with the 

sweets ? somebody from the crowd said … " they must 

have taken them back home …  
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" Buddha said .." Now what will you do ? you will have 

to take     your insults back home …I don't take your 

insults … there is no other way … you have to take them 

back … " When you feel     insulted you have 

participated with person … but you are not     conscious 

…so any body can push your buttons … you function 

like a machine … push the button and you are on …push 

the button and you are off … anybody can enrage you , 

 

any body     can make you smile and laugh , anybody can 

make you cry and  weep …anybody any stupid fellow 

can do that !! one just needs 

To know where the buttons are … and almost always 

they are    in the same places … it is very rare to find a 

person whose buttons are in different  places … 

  

Once it happened in India … Osho was talking to a big 

crowd    … some body sitting just in the front row … 

became so disturbed by what osho was saying , he  went 

out of control ,  he lost his sense … he throw one of his 

shoes at the master         … and what the master said … 

at that moment I remembered I used to play volleyball 

when I was student so I caught hold of  his shoe …in the 

middle and asked him for the other shoe … He was at 

loss … I told him " you through the other too !!! 

         what am I going to do with one ? throw the other 

one too !         do not wait … some one has to use it … I 

am not going to return it … because evil should not be 

returned for evil !!  
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so please give me the other shoe …!! I can't but share all 

the incident  from the heart of Osho … what he said and 

what he did … 

 the man was so much shocked because he could not 

believe it …he   was a very good man , but it had 

happened …people are so   much unconscious … If I had 

acted  the way he was expecting unconsciously , then 

every thing would have been       OKay …But I asked for 

the other shoe … and that shocked         him very 

much… he was dazed …  

  

I told somebody who was sitting by his side " you pull 

off his     other shoe …I am not leaving him … I want 

both the shoes … In fact I was thinking of purchasing 

some shoes … and this          man seems to be so 

generous ! "  

 

 The man came in the night , fell at my feet and asked  to 

be forgiven …I said you forget all about it , there is no 

question … I was not angry , so why should I forgive 

you? to forgive   one has first to be angry … I was not 

angry …I enjoyed the   scene … in fact it was something 

so beautiful that many people  who had fallen asleep 

were suddenly awakened !! At least for a  few moments 

they will remain alert because something is happening ! I 

am thankful to you 

  

Let us watch our feelings few times today … do I feel 

anger ? joy ? hate ? worry ? what is this sign ? why ? yes! 

I have to be      angry to forgive you …  
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I have to live the hate to love you …the wise sage will 

say … " How can I forgive you ? you forgive  me 

because  I am unable to be angry at you … unable 

to             forgive you … you forgive me …" 

  

Become aware ! what is happening to you when the 

insult           reaches you ?  Meditate over it …do not 

focus on the other … not on the revenge …but on 

yourself …Gurdjieff said : " when my father   was 

dying… I was only nine … he called me closed to his 

bed  and whispered in my ear " my son , I am not leaving 

much  to you not in money or things …  

  

but I have an advice to you   that was told to me by my 

father on his death bed …it was     helped me 

tremendously … it has been treasure … keep it  in your 

heart …one day you will live it … whenever somebody 

insult you , my son . tell him you will wait & you 

meditate  Over it twenty – four hours and then you will 

answer him .." And it was his word & died … whenever 

he remembered his father , he would remember the 

saying … With out truly understanding , he started 

practicing it …if           somebody insulted him he would 

say , " sir , for twenty -four hours I have to meditate over 

it , that is what my father  Told me … and he is here no 

more , and I cannot disobey a  dead old man … he loved 

me we loved each others so much  And now there is no 

way to disobey our love …so I will come   Tomorrow !! 
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Listen and be still and know that truth !  is in us …and   

he says " meditating on it for few hours … give time for 

 your feeling and your mind and a great in sight will 

come  to your being … sometimes I found that the insult 

was  right , that is how I am …so I go and thank him … 

yes      I am stupid … or sometimes I would come to 

know that  It was an absolute lie …But when it is a lie 

why be offended by It ? so I would not even go to tell 

him that it was a lie … A lie Is a lie why be bother by 

it…" 

Ignore the ignorance … be a watcher , slowly slowly 

you       

Become more and more aware of your reactions … 

rather   

Than the reaction of others … with awareness with 

respond  

From our being … from the core of our heart … this is 

the  

Responsibility the ability to response …it is a feeling not  

A thought … it is the flowering of the heart … a joy … a 

joke … a laughter and a hug and a loving bug … 

  

One English sir was suspicious that another sir was with   

His wife … being very mannerly , he asked him …" Did  

You sleep with my wife last night sir ?... 

I sleep only with my wife sir … but not a wink with 

your   

Wife ! sir … 

 
Enjoy your life … 
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                        Is   This Fair  ? 

 

 

What is fair ? 

Fairness ? 

Fairy ? 

Fairytale .. 

Judgment ? 

Justice ? 

Love … 

Magic mind ? 

Truth ? 

Trust … 

Jokes 
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Accept yourself as you are 

Trust your heart …. 

Live your balance …. 

Dare to be fair 

Accept yourself as you are 

Trust your heart …. 

Live your balance …. 

Dare to be fair 

What is fair ? where is fair ?... Nothing is fair !!! all is 
fairy Tale … what a failure ??  

What to do ? what to be ? from where to start . 

            Now is the only time … here is the only place .. 
you are the only fair … don't go far … Truth is so near … 
in our inner treasure … not in our mind failure … in our 
self ..in our inner net … inner lecture … inner stillness … 
be stil and know that  

                        I am God … godliness … isness … 

Existance and nothing … so why not be who we are? 
why so much wars ? what is our goal ? why kill to heal  
fire  does not kill fire … let water dance with fire ..love 
with anger … yes ! we can … this is why we are here … 
let us hear our heart  … let us listen to our silence … If 
we do not feel it , we do not hear it ..yes ! we may not 
have it all togther but together we have it all … 
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Let us start sharing our pains and pleasures … life is 
always full of many broken places . but there are those 
who become stronger at the cracks … and be sure that 
in the middle of difficulties lies the best opportunities .. 
when one joy is missing look at the other door .. but we 
look so long at the closed door that we do not see the 
one which has opened .. is this fair ?  

No …. So what to do ?? 

Is this fair ? 

It is true history , let your heart say the truth …  

The heart knows more than the head …Once Diogenes 
saw a manbeing led to the gallows by the magistrates 
and officers of justice … the criminal had a silver cup 
from the public treasury … A bystander asked him what 
was going on … 

"Nothing unusual ," the wise sage replied . "It is merely 
thee big thieves bringing the little thief to justice."  

What is your judgement ? 

What is your jusice ? 

Only love can be just because only love can understand . 
without love there is no understanding and without 
understanding can be any justice ?? One can not be just 
…  
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But for thousands of years it has been asid to us that if 
we want to be just we have to be indifferent is this what 
Jesus is saying ? who is our lover ? The lie-man ?ask your 
heart … the lawyer is a mindman … He has to be utterly 
detached , unloving ..he is just an onlooker and a 
hooooker … he is into fishing the money from every side 
for his own lies … for his own profits … is this fair ?  

So it is okay with scientific observation , but as you 
move higher than the objective world you cannot 
remain detached … if you are detached you will miss the 
whole point .. "love your enemy as yourself .." this is 
what every lover is telling us …that is why science 
cannot know any thing about love ..and cannot know 
anything about our being .. and about God … 

  It is impossible to give any information about our inner 
Treasure ..the science does not know the mystery of our 
heart … the scientific approach itself inhibits it , 
prohibits it … 

   If you want to understand the truth about water .. be 
thirsty and let your thirst drink … no words can say what 
is the taste of your drink … and so is your love … If you 
realy want to understand the whole of life in all its 
dimensions , you have to approach it with great love and 
care … this is justice and fair … you have to be very 
tender and giver …  
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then your life becomes full of justice .. you cannot be 
unjust .. you cannot be unfair … a loving person is not a 
person but a being … a persona is a mask… a being is 
without any mask … no make up..  

but awake up .. you are shinning with your original face 
… face your ouiginal face and share your innocence and 
your wisdom and this is what justice is … let your fair be 
yiur care and yiur share … Dare to be yourself … this is 
who we are .. a christ consciousness … a loving 
compassion … the balance of grace … Yes ! God is            
love and love id God … 

            Let us live our love which is born out of 
meditation , not born out of the mind … this is the love 
Jesus is speaking of , that love id God .. is Allah .. 

This is the eternal love … the essense of life … Yes Be 
your own lover … unless you love yourself how are you 
going to love others ? If I don't have it , how can I share 
it? So be fair with yourself first … and share this joke .. 

            Gorbagev , Maggy Tacher, and Reagan are the 
guests of the king of Saudi Arabia who has a magic 
swimming pool … the magic is that if you name a liquid 
while jumping into the empty pool , it will immediately 
be filled with that liquid …  

Ask and you shall be given on the spot … 

 

Gkorbajev goes first .. and taking off his clothes he 
shouts vodka and jumps into the pool with the best wish 
… Tatcher goes next showing off her bra and panties , 
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she yells wiskey and she lands in the finest scotch … 
Reagan races towards the pool in his jokey shorts , stubs 
his toes on the edge of the pool and falling down he 
screams.. . " oh shit " 

Yes .. this is fair … ask for what you love and what you 
need and greed … this planet is a pool of magic… wish 
and you get your dream … Enjoy the shift too … it 
happens any now – here … my book and pen and papers 
and here I am … you are wel.com to join me … let us 
choose our best choice and enjoy the chewing … chew … 
chew your food gently down the throat … But be aware 
… don't become a chewish religion … chewing is very 
healthy … don't swallow it in a hurry , because if it is oral 
, you enjoy it in the mouth , so why not chew it more ? If 
you take ten bites of something you can enjoy one bite .. 
chew it ten times more … let it be a meditation .. A very 
small quantity of food will be enough and will give you 
more satisfaction …  

this is what the the prophet Mohammad is telling us too 
… the more you chew, the less you eat and it will open 
more secrets in your bodymind and being… 

So here we are to hear our inner teeasure … to live the 
truth that is in us … live your own life your own 
experience …  

 

do not follow any one who found the truth … be a fellow 
traveller but not a follower … not a believer… do not 
believe in believing … but in living … 
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Aman found the truth … a little devil came running to 
the old devil and asked him …" what are you doing here 
, a man found the truth and our whole business is at risk 
…?"  

"cool down my son , smoke a cigar and my people have 
already reached there …" 

"I am coming from there and I have not seen any devils. 
" 

The old devil said :"Devels are not needed , my people 
are the priests , the rabbis the popes and the imams … 
they will organize the truth and once the truth is 
organized … it is finished … it is dead…'  

This is what every sect is … they will surround the man 
and they will not allow the people to approach him … 
they will interpret the man and in their own 
interpretation the truth will be lost …  

Nobody can give us the truth … Truth has to be 
discovered within us … it cannot be bought from books .. 
it cannot be tought … but you can catch it .. where? in 
your silence … in deep meditation .. 

when there is no thought .. no desire , no ambition… 
truth comes to us … it is a great mystery .. it is a 

transmission of life from heart to heart …  There is no 
way to truth … all ways comes from the mind .. the mind 

has to go .. 
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let go and let God be our guide .. Truth is a bird on the 
wing , not a bird in the cage.. the cage may be of gold , 

may be of diamonds .. but a cage is a cage.. is a prison … 
it has no freedom .. Truth can never be a prison .. so 

only those who are capable of being free can attain ti 
truth … 

Let us be free from the past and from the future .. 
Freedom is the foundation of love and life ..this is the 
truth … God is freedom … when you are not , you are 
really free … freedom from the self … All what you see is 
God and only God .. the godliness.. the bliss … The 
nothingness … beyond words and sounds …  

The ultimate height of love and freedom is the 
experience of truth …  

Let us enjoy a laughter of truth …  

Jesus and Peter came down to earth to see how things 
are going … After travelling all day through the universe , 
they arrive after dark near an old farm house … not 
wanting  to freek out the farmer , they decede to sleep 
in the barn…  

 Jesus says to Peter , I am going to sleep upstairs in the 
hayloft … and if you stay down here it is safe and when 
you are comfortable sing me a lullaby to help me go to 
sleep .. Peter agrees and starts singing softly …  
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Sing louder goes out Jesus … But , my lord , the farmer 
may wake up …  

Peter ! do you trust me ?  So Peter sings loudly until the 
farmer wakes up , comes running into the barn.. and 
gives Peter a good beating …  

Peter … Do you still trust me ?  Ofcourse .. a little beat 
cannot shake me .. so Jesus asks him to continue singing 
… After a few minutes the farmer runs out again really 
furious , picks up a stick and beats Peter …  

Peter …Do you still trust me ?  

Well, may be we could change places for a little while …  

Okay if you think it will help your trust … 

So they changed places and this time Peter sings really 
loudly thinking to himself  

            " This will show him" 

Sure enough a minute later, the farmer purple with rage 
, comes into the barn and grabs Jesus .. then he stops 
and says " No , you have had enough .. Now I will give it 
to the idiot upstairs " … 

Is this fair ? Yes and No … who knows the truth .. but we 
laugh loudly … we Trust this now … let it be our ony 
Truth now-here and nowhere else … who am I? why I 
am here? just few minutes of meditation and a great 
insight will come to our Trust…  
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a single insight, and the past drops the past is no more 
..only now … the present … to live simply means to be in 
the present .. no other way to be .. past is no more , the 
future id not yet , to cling to memory and to mystery is 
stupid …  

This very moment , God is every where , all over the 
place only God is .. feel this silence .. let it live in your 
heart beats … let it become your breathing … your very 
being … And where is the past ? where is the future ? It 
has disappeared of its own accord … then it becomes 
very easy to be always at peace … and nothing can 
disturb us … we can live peacfully at the center of our 
center …where is the center of this farmer ?  

Let us smile…. 

A tv interview which was never aired in Ireland …  

In rural program for farmers , a female tv reporter 
seeking the main cause of mad cow disease, arranged 
for an interview with a farmer who may have some 
theories on the matter … 

The was as follows …  

The lady reporter " I am here to collect information on 
the possible sources of mad cow disease .. can you offer 
any reason for this disease ?" 

The farmer stared at the reporter and said …  

"Do you know that a bull mounts a cow only once a year 
?" 
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Reporter – obviously embarrassed ."well, sir that is a 
new piece of information … but what is the relation 
between this phenomenon and mad cow diseae ?" 

Farmer :"and madam , do you know that we milk a cow 
twice a day ? " 

Reporter .." sir , this is really valuable information , but 
what about getting to the point ?" 

Farmer " I am getting to the point , madam .. just 
imagine, if I was playing with your tits twice a day .. and 
only having sex with you once a year ,wouldn't you get 
mad?"  

Is this fair??" 

And the program was never aired… 

Is this fair ?? " 

My beloved us … the writers and the readers … we are 
one in sharing our joy … let ue ask this feeling !Is it fair if 
we gossip ? Me ? I like to gossip … If it hurts your ego 
,call it cosmic gossips divine gossips … but they are 
gossips …  

  I am not against talking but should not be empty … let 
our gossiping be creative , not destructive let your fossip 
have a quality of poetry … gossip about love … about 
God … what is a gospel ? gossips about God from our 
heart through our lips … Gossip about truth  … beuty  … 
grace … forgiveness … peace … this wonderful day .. 
about the unknown…  
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 All the parables of Jesus are gossips … they are truer 
than truth . They are not just true … They are truth 
tolded in abeautiful language …They are cosmic gossips 
… But our gossip is destructive … to hurt others … to 
destroy nature … To kill the people … how can we heal 
not kill?  

  First liarn how to ve silent … learn it with Trees and 
rocks … learn it from the strs .. from the rivers .. ffrom all 
nature … this our nurture … let us gossip about 
something beautiful … let it be a real communication … 

 All beautiful poetry  and beartiful story – telling is 
gossiping … and this will change our relationship with 
others it will not be just a formality  it  will become 
really intimate … let our gossip be a sacred care and fair 
… 

Let us share our positive gossip … let us watch our 
cunningness … A really intelligent person need not be 
cunning … not to be hypocrite … But why people gossip 
? what must be the reason behind it ? why do they go 
on backbiting each other? 

They are not sincere people , not authentic people… 
They can't say the truth to your face , they have to sayit 
behind your back and they smie infront of you and show 
a false faces , and the feel guilty so they will take 
revenge …  They will gossip about you … They will 
magnify your falts and they will magnify their glories … 
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            Just watch yourself and watch others … where is 
your energy going ? ninety percent of our energy is 
wasted in being cunning , hypocrites , gossips … so much 
waste of your life in stupid activities … is this fair ? so 
what is our choice ? to be vicious !! why not be simple 
and loving ? Don't be a victim any more … victims of 
victims …this is who we are .. be a victor !!To be with 
God and in God is to be victorious ..there can be no 
other victory greater than this … this is the only truth 
that wins … untruth promises but cannot fulfill its 
promises … Lies cannot lead you to life … so let us be 
who we are and who I am makes a difference … so let us 
gossip from our inner child and our innocence in all our 
journey …  

Every age has its own innocence and every senior 
has great sanity and insanity too … why not listen to this 
!!!  

No one believe seniors , every one thinks they are senile 
… 

An elderly coupe was celebrating their sixtieth 
anniversary … the couple had married as childhood 
sweet –hearts and had moved back to their old 
neghborhood after they retiered … Holding hands , they 
walked back to their old school … It was not locked , so 
they entered and found the old desk they had shared , 
where Andy had curved "I love you Sally." 
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  On their way back home , a bag of money fell out 
of an armored car , practically landing at their feet ..Sally 

quickly picked it up and , not sure what to do with it , 
they took it home .There , she counted the money ..Fifty 

thousand dollars!!!  

Andy said ,"we 've got to give it back ." 

Sally said ,"Finders keepers ." she put the money back in 
the bag  and hid it in their attic …  

The next day , Two police officers were canvassing.. 
looking carefully in the neibourhood for the money , and 
knocked on their door ."Pardon me.. did either of you 
find a bag that fell out of an armored car yesterday ?"  

Sally said , "No" .. Andy said , ''she is lying .. she hid  it up 
in the attic .."  

Sally said ."Don't believe him , he is getting senile . The 
agents turned to Andy and began to ask him … one said 
:"Tell us the story from the beginning . 

Andy said, "well , when Sally and I were walking home 
from school yesterday …" 

The first police officer turned to his partner and said "we 
're outta here !! "  

How can we listen to such truth ? It is like having  a 
beautiful cup but it has shit in it … how can we drink it or 
eat it ??? 
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Let us have the best cup and the best wine in it .. drink 
the wine and throw out the cup and wake up… Toss the 
the truth … it is a dance it is a great grace… Truth is 
beyond structure … it comes only when there is no 
expectation for it comes when it comes … 

Truth is not a tradition … Oh they are old and "he is 
getting senile " … why senile ? listen to him with a smile 
!! … Truth is eternally fresh as fresh as the dewdrops in 
the morning or the stars in the night …  

Let us look at the roots of tradition … it comes from a 
root trader … it means "handed to someone by 
somebody else, transferred ." From traders also comes 
the word "trade "… Truth cannot be transferred from 
one person to another person … It is impossible to 
transfer it … it is not a thing , hence it is not transferable 
…  

Truth cannot be traded, nobody can give it , nobody can 
take it … It arises in each one of us … in each individual's 
own being … it is a flowering of your own heart all what 
we have to do is self-acceptance… 

You cannot be any one else only as you are … but who 
you are … be relax !! existance needs you as you are I 
have heard : 

A king went into his garden and found wilted and dying 
trees, shrubs and flowers …  
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The oak said it was dying because it could be better.. it 
could not be tall like the pine … Turning to the pine , he 
found it drooping because it was unable to bear grapes 
like the vine … And the vine was dying because it could 
not blossom like the rose …  

Then he found one plant , heart- ease , blooming and as 
fresh as ever .. upon inquiry, he received this reply : "I 
took it for granted that when you planted me you 
wanted heart- ease … If you had desired an oak , a vine 
or a rose, you would have planted them … so I thought , 
since I can be nothing but whatl I am I shall try to be that 
to the best of my ability." 

You are here because this existance needs you as you 
are !! otherwise somebody else would have been here … 
you are fulfilling something very essential , something 
very fundamental , as you are…  

Why should you become a Buddha ? If God had wanted 
another Buddha he could have produced as many 
Buddhas as he wanted …. 

God produced only one Buddha …and that was enough 
… since then he has not produced another christ … He 
has created you instead .. Just think of the respect the 
universe has given to you … to me.. to this now … we 
have been chosen to be who we are … who I am make a 
difference … 
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All the history lived its history and mystery and misery … 
what  it is done it is done … they have contributed their 
fragrance … 

Just look at yourself … you can only be yourself … there 
is no possibility that you can be anybody else… you can 
enjoy it and bloom , or you can wither awy if you 
condemn it … 

Each one of us is a seed … and one seed turns the whole 
earth green … all what I am doing is for my being … 
thank you for b eing in my life .. 

Thank you for reading any word that is here and in 
between the lines and the lights … Thank you God that I 
am unique and alone but not lonely … we are a unique 
individuals and we are here for a reason beyond any 
reason …  

Thank you all for supporting me to be myself to be who I 
am … to learn from my mistakes … my pains and from all 
your care and share it is very fair and very loving … 
Thank you existance for this … Isness … 

Yes !! isness is our existence and let us read it in words 
and in a funny way …  

Creation explained this world in a great style …  I think 
this is hilarious !! I never heard ceation expained this 
way before !!! .  

 In the beginning, God created the heavens and earth 
and populated the earth with broccoli, 
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spinach, and cauliflower, green and yellow, and red 
vegetables of all kinds , so man and woman would live 
long and healthy lives …  

 Then using God's great gifts , satan created Ben and 
Jerry's ice cream and krispy crème Donuts … And satan 
said ,"you want chocolate with that ?" And man said , 
"yes" and woman said, " and as long as you're at it , add 
some sprinkles" And they grained 10 pounds … And 
Satan smiled … And God created the beautiful and 
healthful yogurt that woman might keep the figure that 
man found so fair and Satan brought forth white flour 
from the wheat , and sugar from the cane and combined 
them .. And woman went from size 6 to size 14 …  

So God said , " Try my fresh green salad " And Satan 
presented thousand – Island dressing , buttery croutons 
and garlic toast on the side … and man and woman 
unfastened their belts following the meal … Do we live 
to eat ? or Do we eat to live ? 

God then said ,"I have sent you heart healthy vegetables 
and olive oil in which to cook them " And Satan brought 
forth deep fried fish and chicken – fried steak so big it 
needed its own platter … 

and man gained more weight and his cholesterol went 
through the roof .. God then created a light , fluffy white 
cake, named it "Angel Food cake,"and said ,"It is good ." 
Satan then created chocolate cake and named it 
"Devel's Food "  
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God then brought forth running shoes so that his 
children might lose those extra pounds … And Satan 
gave cable TV with a remote control so man would not 
have to toil changing the channels … And man and 
woman laughed and cried before the flickering blue light 
and gained pounds . 

Then God brought forth the potato, naturally low in fat 
and brimming with nutrition .. And Satan peeled off the 
healthful skin and sliced the starchy center into chips 
and deep-fried them … And man gained pounds …  

God then gave lean leef so that man might consume 
fewer calories and still satisfy his appetite… And Satan 
created McDonal's and its 99 percent double cheese 
burger … Then said ," you want fries with that?" And 
man replied , yes ! And super size them too !" 

And Satan said , "It is good ." And man went into cardiac 
arrest …  

God sighed and created quadruple bypass surgery. 

Then Satan created private medical insurance !!! It is our 
spare wheel and since then we are lost in wailing …. 

How can we live in healing?  

The cure is not in the hospital … not in the pill … not in 
the bill !! … Let us listen to the Truth .. to mother earth 
… to our inner lecture … 
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Let us change the roots and the fruits will be changed … 
we need a natural seeds and natural soil and a natural 
farmer … 

It is very simple … so the spring will come and the grass 
will grow by itself … each one of us is a seed from God … 
what are we doing this gift ?? Are we fair with is 
awareness? 

How can we kill this holy sacred seed in each one of us ? 
we are the living soil and soul and spirit … Let us 
meditate and watch our mind … what is this monkey 
mind telling us ? listen to this ..   

 A worried woman went to her gynocologist and said: 
Doctor, I have a serious problem and desperately need 
your help !! my baby is not even 1 year old and I am 
pregnant again … I don't want kids so close together !! 
please help me … I am so burdened with this problem … 
solve it and save me !!  

So the doctor said : 

Okay !And what do you want me to do ?  

She said :"I want you to end my pregnancy , and I am 
counting on your help with this." The doctor thought for 
a little, and after some silence he said to the lady " I 
think I have a better solution for your problem … It is 
less dangerous for you , too …" she smiled , thinking that 
the doctor was going to accept her request … then he 
continued : 
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"you see, in order for you not to have to take care of 2 
babies at the same time , let us kill the one in your arms 
. This way , you could rest some time more before the 
other one is born … If we are going to kill one of them, it 
does'nt matter which one it is… 

There would be no risk for your body if you chose the 
one in your arms ... 

The lady was horrified and said: "No doctor ! please No 
.. How terrible !! It is a crime to kill a child !! 

"I agree" the doctor repied .." But you seemed to be 
okay with it , so I thought may be that was the best 
solution … The doctor smiled , realizing that he had 
made his point …  

He convinced the mom that there is no difference in 
killing a child that is aready been born and one that is 
still in the womb … Think about it … feel it in your heart 
…  

What is abortion ? 

Why do we want to get rid of this life ? who am I to 
decide this decision ? why kill to heal my feelings ? what 
is my feeling ? where does it come from ? 

  Just take few minutes and watch your thoughts … what 
is pregnancy ? It is only in the womb ? Is it a body in my 
body or a being in my being ? where does it come from ? 
watch this word wo – mb –man… so if I kill the inner 
baby what happens to me… we … us .. the whole 
existance?  
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are we connected with a holy rope ? so why we are so 
Ignorant? why not be still and know who we are?  why 
not let thy will be done? 

Why not abort fear ? ignorance ? greed ? mistrust ? How 
to trust ?? 

Mind lives in the climate of doubt, it feeds on doubt… 
And unless I know how to put the mind off when it is not 
needed and descent into the hert , you will not know 
how to trust …  

Oh God ! Let thy well be done … 

You are the loving motherfather of my baby …  

You are the only one I trust …  

Welcome my darling to our family … 

We all love you … we  are waiting for your light, love, 
and laughter … 

This is our treasure … 

Thank you existance … thank you love … 

Tank you compassion … we are one peaceful world … 

The climate of the trust is in our heart … the mind 
cannot trust , is incapable of trusting … And all of us are 
hung-up in the head … Hence , even though the baby in 
the womb is trusting the mother but she is not trusting 
God !!! we insist that we Trust , but our very insistence 
shows that we don't trust … 
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 we want to trust , we pretend to to trust , we want the 
other to believe that we trust, but we don't trust… the 
head is impotent as far as trust is concerned … the head 
is the mechanism for doubt.. the head is constantly a 
question  mark …  

You will have to know how to come down to the heart , 
which has been bypassed by the society … The society 
does not teach us the ways of the heart, it only teaches 
us the ways of the mind … It teaches us mathematics 
and logic and science, etcetera, ectcetera … 

but they are all the cultivation of doubt … science has 
grown through doubt , doubt has been ablessingas far as 
science is concerned .But as science has grown more 
and more, man has shrunk… Humanity has disappeared, 
love has almost become a myth … love is no more a 
reality on the earth … How can it be a reality ? the heart 
itself has stopped beating … 

Even when you love , you only think that you love, it 
comes through the head… And the head is not the 
faculty for love …  

Start meditating … put off the constant chattering of the 
head … slowly ,the mind becomes quiet get into things 
where the mind is not needed … like dancing our singing 
and loses youself in what you are being and the heart 
will start living in love…Drown yourself in what you love 
… 
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now in reading with your heart … and in the heart there 
is always truth And truth liberates us … Truth and trust 
are one icon.  Yes ! I can take care of my life ... yes  God 
is very near why go far ?? let us listens to any seed of life 
…  

A birth certificate shows that we were born … A death 
certificate shows that we died … But the Truth is saying 
… we are never born and we never die … birth and death 
is for the body … we are a being … we are one with the 
ONE …  

Yes ! we are responsible for what we do , no matter how 
we feel … that either you control your attitude or it 
controles you … And sometimes when I am angry that is 
a great gift  … I have the right to be angry , but that does 
not mean to be cruel and I learn how to forgive myself 
too …  

Life is our only living master … is our only adventure … 
life knows no limitations .. no walls , but wells of so 
many secrets …  

When the mind knows we call it knowledge … 

When the heart knows we call it love … 

When the being knows we call it meditation … 

Yes my beloved us … let us be in the world but 
don't let the world  be in us … 

If you sometimes feel a little useless, offended or 
depressed, always remember that you were once the 
fastest and the most victorious little sperm out of 
millions … 
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why body maratons ?  

Just relax and read your story from heart to heart … 

A beautiful story for all of us …  

In paradise one afternoon, in its most famous café, lao 
Tzo, Confucius and Buddha are sitting and chatting … 
The waiter comes with a tray that hold three glasses of 
the juice called "life" and offers them… Buddha 
immediately closes his eyes and refuses; he says, " life is 
misery." 

Confucius closes his eyes halfway he is in the middle of 
the path , he used to preach the golden mean and asks 
the waiter to give him the glass … He would like to have 
a sip … just a sip , because without tasting how can one 
say whether life is misery or not ? confucius had a 
scientific mind he was not much of a mystic, he had a 
very paragmatic, earthbound mind . He was the first 
behaviorist the world has known, very logical … And it 
seems perfectly right … he says;First I will have a sip and 
then I will say what I see "… seeing is living your feeling 
… 

He takes a sip and says , " Buddha is right, life is misery" 

Lao Tzu takes all the three glasses and he says :" Unless 
one drinks totally , how can one say anything?" 
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And Lao Tzu drinks all the three glasses and starts 
dancing !! Lao Tzu is a zen lover .. a sufi master .. 
Dancing was his language … existence is a dance .. is the 
grace … is the wine for the lovers of life … 

Buddha .. and Confucius ask him , "Are you not going to 
to say any thing ? " And Lao Tzu says,"This is what I am 
saying … my dance and my song are speaking for 
me."unless you are drunk totally you cannot be you 
cannot say … and when you taste totally , you still 
cannot say because what you know is such that no 
words are adequate …  

 Buddha is on one extreme, Confucius is in the middle … 
Lao Tzu has drunk all the three glasses… the one that 
brought for Buddha ,the one that was brought for 
Confocius , and the one that was brought for him … He 
has drunk them all … he has lived life in its three 
dimensionality …  

self soul spirit is one … the divinity of trinity is one… 

We are one with the one … 

The drop and the wave and the ocean is one 

live life in all its ways … Truth is one … 

what is your way ? 

my own way is love every way … the cups are different 
but the wine is the same … it dependds on us who is the 
drinker ? am I drinking the wine or the wine is drinking 
me? Who is the master ? 
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Don't choose one thing against the other , and don't try 
to be in the middle … don't try to balance yourself … 
balance is not something that can be cutivated … 
Balance is a gift that comes out of experience all the 
dimensions of life … Balance is something that happens 
… it is not that something that can be brought about 
through your efforts … If you bring it through your 
efforts it will ge false, forced …And you will remain 
tense; you will not be relax … How can a person a 
person who is trying to remain balance in the middle be 
relaxed ? you will always be afraid that if you relax you 
may start moving to the left or to the right … you are 
bound to remain uptight , and to be uptight is to miss 
the whole opportunity , the whole gift of life …  

Don't be uptight .. Don't live life according to principles 
live life in to its totality … drink life in its totality … you 
are one with this totality … you are one with God … one 
with day and night with peace and war … with birth and 
death ..this is our path … 

Yes sometimes it taste bitter so what ?? that taste of 
bitterness will make you capable to appreciate the 
sweetness ony if you have tasted itss bitterness …. One 
who knowa not how to cry will not know how to 
laugh,either … One who cannot enjoy a deep laughter , a 
belly laugh, that person's tears wilbe crocodille tears … 
they cannot be true , they cannot be authentic … 
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I don't teach the middle way , I teach the total way .. the 
oneness … then a balance comes of its own accord , and 
then that balance has tremendous beauty and grace. . 
you have not forced it , it has simpy come ...  

By moving gracefully to the left, to the right, in the 
middle , slowly a balancce comes to you because you 
remain so unidentified … when sadness comes, you 
know it will pass … and when happiness comes you 
know that wil pass too … Nothing remains every thing 
passes by . 

The only thing that always abides is your witnessing 
brings balaance … that witnessing is balance … This now-
here as it is it is balanced by the grace of the creator .. 
God knows what he is doing just let go and let God and 
be a witness and every now will pass too …  

Let us listen to our moods …  

Whether you are happy or sad ; remember," This,too 
will pass " this key allows you to become master of your 
moods insted of their victims… 

 It is the time to be a victor not a victim .. wake up .. 

 Agreat  king who employed many wise men felt 
frustrated with his riches … and anearby country , a 
country more powerful than his , was preparing to 
attack … 
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The king was afraid of death , defeat, despair , of old age 
… so he called his wise men and he said to them :"I don't 
know why , but I must find a certain ring … one that will 
make me joyful when I am unhappy and at the same 
time , if I am happy and look at it ,I must feel the 
sadness" 

He was asking for a key with which he could open two 
doors .The door of happiness and the door of 
unhappiness .. what was he asking ? He was asking 
mastery of his moods … He was saying that he wanted 
to become master of his moods, he no longer wants to 
be a victim of them … 

The wise men consulted each others, but they could not 
come to any conclusion … Finally they went to a sufi 
mystic and asked his advice … The sufi just took a ring of 
his finger and gave it to them, saying :"There is one 
condition give it to the king ,but tell him that he should 
look under the stone only when everything is lost,the 
confusion is total, the agony is perfect and he is helpless 
… otherwise he will miss the message ."  

The king obeyed  .. His country was last, he was fleeing 
the kingdom just to save his life … The enemy was 
following , he could hear the horses … and his horse 
died, then he ran on foot … and he come to a cul-de-sac 
… There was just an abyss … 
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At the last moment he rememgered the ring .. He 
opened it , looked behind the stone , and there was the 
message … it was : This , Too ,will pass … 

Have a diary and watch and note down every mood that 
comes to you … then for the first time you will become 
aware that there is no need for anybody to make you 
angry … you become angry by yourself… you become 
happy by yourself … we can predict our moods .. if we 
watch our whee of life ..  

Watch what you eat ? Every food has its mood its energy 
… positive or negative … made of female .. it is not good 
or bad but a balance … this is our connection with 
nature … the moon and the mood are connected . The 
fullmoon night is the most feminine of all nights.. our 
whole being is affected… sun light is masculine …this is 
the difference between East and West … west is full of 
sun energy… more science more fast … the East is slow .. 
it is more in the spirit … where are we going? 

In the west … what are we doing ??  

After knowing this and being in it the middle way comes 
in its own accord …this is the grace of the balance in us 
… let us listen to this balance … it is in the heart of a 
child … 

 

 

 

            A little boy was waiting for his mother to come 
out of the grocery store … As he waited ,he was 
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approached by a man who asked, "Son , can you tell me 
where the post office is ? "  

The little boy replied ,"Sure ! just go straight down this 
street a couple blocks and turn to your right." The man 
thanked him kindly and said : " My little friend , I am the 
new postor in town … I would like for you to come to 
church on Sunday . I will show you how to get to heaven 
." 

The little boy replied with a chuckle .."Aw … come on , 
you don't even know the way to the post office.!! 

 To be in the middle is not a static state .. it is a dynamic 
phenomenon .. Balance is not  noun but a verb … it is 
balancing … The tightrope –walker …  

Don't avoid extremes ,and don't choose any one 
extreme .. Remain a witness to both polarities .. this is 
the secret of balancing … Remain choiceless … enjoy the 
the moment in its totality … Life has to be lived in all its 
dimensions , only then is life rich… don't choose one 
thing against the other be a witness … that witnessing is 
balance … 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The only journey  
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From  head to heart  

" judge ye not " 

A tourist or a pilgrim … 

  

  

Who are you ? 

What is time ? what is eternity ? 

What is misery … ? why suffering ? 

Why victim of marriage ? 

  

  

  

The real master !! 

Be a knower not a believer nor a believing mind … 

Searching for my self … 

Just be in the now … 

Never argue … 

Short is sharp !!  

Our life is a journey towards the heart …. 

Where I am now ? 

Who am I now ? 

Why Am I here  ? 

Where do I  come from ? 

Where are we going ? 

 
 

Life is an adventure … life is a risk … we are a guest 

crossing a bridge … Are we a tourist ? Are we a visitor ? 
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Are we citizen – ship ? Am I a pilgrim ? What is my 

identity ? Do I know my self? 

I know that I don't know … now – here I am writing 

and reading … or existence is playing this game through 

mewe …we are one commune on this planet and we are 

connected with many other planets … I am not my body 

mind … I am a being connected with God …and my role 

is to share my love … my first step is to love my self … 

this is my trip not my trap … by loving my self I share 

my self with every self …we are one human becoming 

… so you read it how to start this trip … how to be in the 

now … who are you ? why are you here … all the 

answers are in us …meditation is the key … we just talk 

or read only to be silent in our silence and to walk our 

being … 

  

Are we a tourist ? let us go for it … let us tour in our 

inner & outer tower … tower of treasures … of 

adventures … of silent lectures …yes we are tourist too 

…we are running to nowhere 

We does not know who … from place to another place 

…when I am in Lebanon I think of India …when I am in 

India I think of America … I am here where I am … 

always some where else … you too ?  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Join the club … let us tour … but where is our home ? 

the tourist goes on missing everything … he is  in such a 
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rush that he can't see anything … to see things you have 

to be a little more relaxed , a little more restful …  

but the tourist is always on the go … he will take his 

breakfast in New York , his lunch in London and he will 

suffer digestion in India … sure he carries a camera , 

because he cannot see anything right now , so he goes on 

taking photographs … later on he makes albums …he is 

a bum and makes albums !!  then we look at the photos… 

as if the real treasure of Everest is in the paper … he was 

not there only the camera was there doing his work … so 

why go any place ? we can buy all the picture from any 

place … sit on the couch and watch TV and photos too…  

Can we sit and watch ? we have to do something … we 

have to go somewhere , and we have to go fast …we 

don't want to lose any  time … they are losing their 

whole life in not losing time ! not appreciate anything 

because it needs intimacy … and we are in a hurry !! 

where are we going ? let us go out and watch a flower … 

let us experience the joy of this dance … of this 

friendship … of this existential secret …  

  

But the tourist is rushing … why ? because he does not 

know what to do with himself if he is left alone , if he is 

not to go any where , where to go ? he feels lost … 

awkward , embarrassed , he has to do something … man 

has become a doer … he has lost the quality of being a 

witness .. a watcher … pilgrim … 

 
 

  

Tourism is not a pilgrimage … a tourist is superficial … 

he is in a hurry … he is restless … the pilgrim is not just 

visiting places but searching , seeking … a desire to 
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know …he is interested in energy field where he can 

dissolve himself …. 

That is the meaning of sacred places … a place where 

you would like to die … to disappear , a palce where 

death is more valuable than life , a place where the ego 

can be dissolve , because something higher is available… 

There used to exist many places on the earth , many 

energy fields they have disappeared because pilgrims are 

not there so those energy fields cannot be nourished ,  

those places have no more function … this is what a 

commune is … where we put our ego aside … and we 

become who we are … we live the communion … and 

only through this bliss truth lives …truth can be a life 

beyond words … it is a transmission without scriptures… 

this is our being … But our journey is our sacred book … 

sit in your being and let us be together and gather our 

only treasure …  

  

Remember !! " judge ye not " and this is one of the 

greatest saying ever said by any one on the earth … it is 

one of the most impossible  things for the mind … the 

mind judges immediately without any grounds … and if 

we look deep , we will find Jesus is right … every 

judgment is wrong because the whole world is in us and 

all is interconnected that unless we know the whole we 

cannot know the part … 

 
 

  

The present moment at – onement with all the past 

& the present & the future … how can we judge ?  the 

moment we judge we shrink … so wake up and judge ye 

not … 
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Nobody knows … only God knows !! 

  

And when we say only God knows , it means only the 

total knows … with fragments we will be obsessed , with 

small things we will jump to conclusions … we judge all 

what we see even Jesus … not only judged but 

crucified… the enlightened person is not harmed by us 

because he cannot be harmed in any way , but we are 

harmed by our fidgeted …  

 

Once you judge you have stopped growing … just watch 

your mind and be aware of this enemy … yes in me …  

if you suspend judgment you have become religious … 

then you don't know what is right and what is wrong … 

Our journey is from peak to peak , it never comes to an 

end … God is an endless journey … be courageous and 

do not bother about the goal … now is the only step of 

our trip enjoy it … here now is the only wow …. every 

now is a new journey in life … enjoy it as it is …let your 

heart be the master not the ego  not the ignorance … 

knowledge is food for the ego … ignorance is death for 

the ego …and death of the ego is life for you … and life 

of the ego is death for you .   

So let us live this moment unsettled …in its totality …as 

if this moment is the all … 

 
 

without any judgment … then the highest consciousness 

will explode in you … you will be aware as this 

moment… the mind comes out of the mind but life 

comes out of this now … the mind is time , and 

consciousness is eternity … time is horizontal plane , 
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consciousness is vertical … it rises into the height and 

falls in the depth … this is the meaning of Christ on the 

cross … his hands are spread horizontal , his whole 

being, except the hands , is on the vertical … action is in 

time , being is beyond time … the hands symbolize 

 action … Josses is crucified with his hands on the 

horizontal …  

This is who we are … a Christ consciousness … the 

horizontal will disappear … " let thy will be done  " and 

only the vertical … the being will remain still … but that 

needs patience … yes ! do all your daily work but with 

awareness .. no matter what you do remain a non – 

doer… and the ego disappears … and you become 

yourself ….when the ego dies you are alive and you are 

in the inward journey … 

when I die as I am now I will be born as a human 

becoming as a god's will … this is our birth right and 

birth light … be yourself  

How to be myself ? 

 

The most important thing in life is to learn that you are 

not the body … that will give you such freedom from 

pain from suffering …not that suffering will disappear , 

not that there will be no pain or cancer , they will be 

 

 
 

there you will not be identified with them … you will be 

just a watcher … and if you can watch your own body as 

if it is somebody else's body , you have attained 

something of tremendous importance … your life has not 

been in vain you have learned the lesson , the greatest 

lesson that is possible for any human being …  
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Yes my beloved us … not easy to be yourself – but we 

are on the path …the path of knowing yourself … 

myself… not to know myself is the basic suffering … not 

to be aware of my eternity is the only misery … who am 

I ? why I am here ? where do I go ? where are we going ? 

I will be thankful only when I am reborn … growing 

through pain … through much suffering … growth is not 

cheap … this is the cross that we carry … dare to love 

yourself & dare to be in this awareness now… yes be 

courageous to desire a different object .. I want to be 

myself …. I desire to be in bliss not in pain…suffering 

has the signature of man … blessing has the signature of 

God … what is my choice??  

yes my beloved us … if we are in pain , remember , we 

are the cause … but if you feel blessed , it is a showering 

from the beyond …suffering is man - made , blessing is 

god – made , bliss is our nature , our very nature , our 

being …  

when we see this , we have come home …just love 

yourself first … be selfish …only out of true selfishness 

is real love … a really selfish person cannot be against 

anybody …a really selfish person cannot hurt any 

body … 

 

 

 
  

 why ? because the other is me …is my nature … is my 

self … I cannot create suffering for others without 

creating suffering for my self … I cannot poison you if I 

don't have it first … so why not share love ? why not 

share light ? why not share laughter ?? 
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First there is the promise ring , then the engagement ring, 

then the wedding ring … sooooon  after comes the 

suffer… ring … 

let us understand well … we are the well … we are 

the source … we are the cause of pain no one else …. To 

recognize this is the first step in our trip … don't throw 

your responsibility onto other …I am responsible … this 

is my ability to my divinity … I feel a little sad but no 

other way … face your fear … face your original face …  

face your sadness … see your truth and truth is God … 

truth is our only freedom  

  

Are you married … just listen to this …  

Husband and wife … 

In a divorce court a woman requested the judge : " your 

honor , I want to divorce my husband . "  " But why ? " 

asked the judge …she replied , " Because he is not 

faithful to me . "  

The judge asked , " how do you ? " she replied , " my 

lord , not a single child resembles him … " 

"Dad , I was away for a week … yesterday I sent a fax to 

my wife I 'd be home that night , and when I got home 

and into my room I found my wife in another man's 

arms… why ? Dad tell me why ? 

 
 

 

 " Dad kept silent for few minutes , then coolly said ,  

" may be son , she did not get the fax . " 

  

A husband visited a marriage counselor and said ,  " 

when we first met and married ,  I would come home 
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from the office , my wife would bring my slippers and 

our cute little dog would run around barking …  

 

now after ten years it is all different , I came home . the 

dog brings the slippers and my wife runs around 

barking." " why complain ? " said the counselor … " you 

are still getting the same service ! "   

  

Yes ! many jokes about husband & wife … why ? 

because marriage is a joke … 

  

I had some words with my wife and she has some 

paragraphs with me !!  

  

Some people ask the secret of our long  marriage … we 

take time to go to restaurant two times a week …a little 

candle light , dinner , soft music and dancing …she goes 

Tuesdays , I go Fridays …  

This is how we are together all of us … it is only the 

body but our beings … am I with you ? Are we united 

with love ? Do I love my self ? do I know what love is  ? 

do I live love ? few minutes every day ask your self such 

questions … we are the quest and the thirst and the 

question mark and the answer for such treasure …. Be 

with the divine & the devil will help you too … just ask!! 

 
 

A very poor woman called a Christian radio station 

asking for help … a bad , evil man who was listening to 

this radio program decided to make something out of it 

… he got her address , called his secretaries and ordered 

them to buy food and take to the woman with the 

following instructions : when the woman asks who sent 
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the food , tell her that it is from the devil … when they 

arrived , the woman was so happy and she started putting 

the food in side … the devil's secretaries asked her don't 

you want to know who sent you the food ? 

The woman answered : no my son , it does not matter 

because when God orders , even the devil obeys … 

 

Yes my friend let us obey …if the devil obeys what can 

we do ? to whom shall be the obedience ? we all want 

obedient people why ??? listen and read from your 

heart… read what is in between the words …. parents 

love the obedient child …and he will be the most stupid 

citizen … the rebellious child is the intelligent free being, 

but he is not loved nor respected … the teachers don't 

love him , the society does not give her respect , they are 

condemned … what to do ? either he has to compromise 

with the society or he has to live in a kind of self – 

guilt… naturally , he feels that he has not been good to 

his parents , he has not made them happy …   

  

We are all victims of victims … we are all conditioned 

by our parents and society and this why we are helpless 

we depend on others and we became slave and 

beggars…. the child is the seed , if the seed is poisoned 

and corrupted by well –  

 
intentioned people , well – wishing people , then there is 

no hope for a free human individual , then the vision of 

peace can never be fulfilled … then you are no more the 

child of God … a unique individual … you are only a 

personality serving your parents and the priest and the 

politicians …. 
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Wake up and be a rebel and live your love … only a 

Christ lives a life of unconditioned mind …and who is 

not a Christ consciousness ? who is not a Sufi ? who is 

not a Buddha ? be your self …be free from the past and 

the future and face this now this present … be free from 

the self , not of the self … let the self disappear … it is 

only our ego … let go … and let god … live your 

godliness … you don't belong to any sect … to any 

religion … to any group … only to your individuality … 

be ready to understand your being … to be who you 

are… 

  

Drop any belief system and then understanding arises 

and you live your innocence and your wisdom and then 

you wander and wonder …then life is no more a known 

thing , it is an adventure in our inner treasure … and this 

is our pilgrimage with the inner sage … it is so 

mysterious that we can go on exploring , there is no end 

to it and you remain in the state of not knowing …. 

So be aware of who you are … who is teaching you how 

to be a good person ?? good conduct can help you to 

attain a pious ego … will make people praise you … will 

reward you … will respect you but be a wake … 

 
 

the more respectable you are , the more a better slave you 

are …that is the bribery  …  

Once upon a time , there is a revolution in some 

country… the revolutionaries of that place where so 

many clubs and sects and politics were busy in changing 

every thing … they were determined to destroy religion 

also … In the same context an old beggar was arrested 

and brought to the court …they asked that beggar : " why 
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do you believe in God ? " the beggar said : " no 

gentlemen … I do not believe … but God is there … 

what should I do now ? "  

They asked ? " how do you know that he exists ? "  that 

old man said :  " after opening my eyes ever since I 

began seeing I have seen none except him … "  

  

The beggar's  answer  made them so angry and said : " 

very soon we will kill your monks and nuns .. what then? 

" that old man laughed and said : " As God may wish !  " 

but we have decide to destroy all signs of religion … we 

will not leave any sign of God in the world … " 

That old man said : my son , this is a very difficult job 

that you have selected … But as the God may will ! how 

will you destroy all signs : what ever remains will 

announce his existence. 

at least you will be there , and you will announce his 

existence … it is impossible to eliminate God , because 

God is all- pervading …" 

All these misunderstandings corrupted us all because 

God was compared to a man … God is not a person … 

he is what he is … 

 
 

God is beyond any words … and thought of believing in 

God has also created a lot of misunderstanding … what 

is the meaning of believing in light ? that can be seen 

only when the eyes are open …belief is a supporter of 

ignorance and ignorance is a sin or our enemy … how 

can I know the water ? yes ! just drink it & feel it and be 

it … so why believe in believing ? I trust only what I 

live… what I experience … life is an experience  not an 

experiment … so live the truth with your open eyes and 
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with your living insight … there is no other God except 

the truth … truth in its totality …  

Be aware … the whole consist of both life and death … 

if we call God life , only life , then it is a half – 

statement…. and remember , a half – truth is far more 

dangerous than a complete  lie , because a complete lie is 

bound to be discovered sooner or later … just a little 

intelligence is needed … 

But the half – truth is very dangerous , even intelligent 

people , very intelligent people , may not be able to find 

that it is untrue …that the danger of half – truth … they 

look like truths and they are not ….they can keep you 

deceived for centuries …. Wake up and be who you are 

beyond any identity … you are the true divinity …. 

Let us listen to this cow … 

A man has purchased a cow , and he was not a 

accustomed to dealing with cows …so he was trying to 

drag the  cow along holding the cow's horns , and cow 

was very resistant … obviously , this man was new … 

she wanted to go to her home , she wanted to go to her 

old owner ... 

 

 
A Sufi mystic was watching … he said to the man … " it 

seems you are very new ,  you don't know how to deal 

with cows , this is not the right way …" the man said , " 

what should I do , because I am not that strong … the 

cow is stronger , she is garaging me with her …" 

The mystic gave him some beautiful green grass , and 

told him , " leave her horns … you take this grass and 

just move a head of her , keep the grass very close , but 

don't allow her to eat it … as she  moves towards the 

grass , you go on moving towards your home .." and it 
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worked …the cow came because the grass was so close 

and so green and so fresh …she forgot all about the 

owner … the immediate problem was how to get this 

grass .and it is so close , just hanging in front of your 

eyes …But the man went on moving slowly , the distance 

between the cow and the grass remained the same …and 

she entered into the house of the new owner , and he 

closed the door … what is this story  ?  for whom is this 

story  ? what is the lesson ?    

  

Religions have been hanging carrots in front of us… 

those hopes are never fulfilled , they are hope less those 

promises are empty ….  

When any real master … real lover of truth … destroy 

your hopes and your expectations and your ideas & God 

and your relationship with the world ….your relationshits 

will change into relating with your self ….naturally there 

is bound to be a small gap before you choose the right 

path …and the right path is not from the east or the 

west… the right step is in your self …  

 
 

 

in the meditation that joins the east and the west …the 

spirit and the science … the head and the heart are one 

icon and we go beyond … we live our birth right … our 

compassion … our let go … let thy will be done …this is 

our own reward … our own inwards … no place to go … 

just move in … meditate … 

 

this is the only way to be away from all that you see & 

that you know and go beyond any word and any sound… 

be still and know that I am God … this is the absolute am 
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ness … the absolute existence … this is who we are … 

this is our only grace and our only choice … let us live 

our original face … let us face our original face …  

  

Yes let us choose our original choice … but was is our 

natural look ? each seen has the positive and the negative 

to it … when I am not aware of it I see only one part of 

the icon …so when I love I love … when I hate I hate … 

but I don't see the same man … when I became more 

perceptive , I immediately see both … the negative and 

the positive … it is a good sign that our consciousness 

now has a bigger vision … there is no question of 

choice… let both be there …and learn to be who you 

are… and that is choicelessness …let it be so …it is how 

it should be …let thy will be done then there nothing else 

to learn … every thing settles on its own accord , and 

then there is great beauty because there is no violence to 

any part … they have dissolved  into each other , 

 
 

 

they are like man and woman , meet and merge …a new 

resurrection … a new totality … this is the real 

surrender… the real death and birth …  

  

To live without any choice means to let God live through 

you … if you choose then you don't allow God to live 

through you …let thy will be done … then whatsoever 

happens is divine .. it is neither good nor bad … it is 

simply divine … and who is not a divine being ? the sage 

is a divine being who knows what is good and what is 

bad but has gone beyond both … you have a choice to 
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be… a sinner … a saint … or a sage … living in a choice 

less awareness is our existence … 

What is your choice , I already have chosen to be 

myself… to be what Christ has told me … so why not be 

brothers and sisters of Christ ? wow !!! can we ? we are 

by birthrights a divine entity … Christ is not the name of 

a person , it is the name of the ultimate state of 

consciousness it is awakened ness … so be aware of who 

you are … Juses became Christ … Ahmad became 

Muhammad … it can happen to us too …you can never 

be a  Juses but you can be a Christ … but if you are a 

Christian then it is impossible to be a Christ … so what is 

my choice ? to be a follower ? and a follower is only an 

imitator … he is bound to remain plastic yes , you can be 

a Christ , but for that the first thing to drop is being a 

Christian or a Mohammedan … 

 
 

 

 

  

You have to be a seeker of truth , and you cannot seek 

truth if you have already got certain prejudices … if you 

have already accumulated beliefs you cannot seek and 

search for truth … 

  

Truth is available only to the agnostic , one who says , " I 

don't know anything , but I am ready to know …I am 

ready to go through all the processes of knowing , but I 

will not believe unless I see … " this is how Thomas 

become Christ conscious … he is the only one who 

remained with the Christ … he left his body in Japan … 
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      Seeing should be the only cause of believing , no 

other way should belief enter  in you …then you can be a 

Christ … be awareness .. be a witnessing …this is the 

miracle of choice … 

  

Let us play a funny choice  !! 

The pope and The mawlana …. 

As the story goes , the pope has declared that all Muslims 

would have to converted to Catholicism or leave Italy … 

 

there was a huge  outcry  from the Muslims community , 

so  the pope offered a deal , let us have a religious debate 

with the leader of the Muslim community … if the 

Muslims won , they could stay in Italy , and if the pope 

won , they have to convert or leave … 

  

The Muslim people met and picked an aged and wise 

Mawlana to represent them in the debate … 

 
 

 however he does not speak Italian and the pope spoke no 

Arabic … they agreed that it would be a " silent " 

debate… so they sat opposite each other …the pope 

raised his hand and showed three fingers … the Mawlana 

looked back and raised one finger … next , the pope 

waved his finger around his head … the Mawlana 

pointed to the ground where he sat …the pope brought 

out a communion wafer and a cup of wine the Mawlana 

pulled out an apple … With that the pope stood up and 

declared himself beaten and said that the Mawlana was 

too clever … the Muslims could stay in Italy … 
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Later the cardinals met with pope and asked him what 

had happened … the pope said : " First I held up three 

fingers to represent the trinity …he responded by holding 

up a single finger to remind me there is still only one 

God !!! 

  

Then I moved my finger around my head to show him 

the God was all a rounds us ….he responded by pointing 

to the ground to show that God was also right here with 

us … 

I pulled out the wine and wafer to show that God 

absolves us of our sins … he pulled out an apple to 

remind me of the original sin…he beat me at every move 

and I could not continue !!! 

Mean while the Muslims gathered to ask the Mawlana 

how he had won …" I haven't a clue , first he told me 

that we had three days to get out of Italy , so I gave him 

the finger … 

 

 
 

then he waves 3 fingers to tell me that the whole country 

would be cleared of Muslims and I told him that we were 

staying right here !! 

" and then what ? " asked a woman … 

" who knows ? " said the maw Lana " he took out  his 

lunch so I took out mine , and then he walked away ! " 

  

We are still in Italy … and each one of us is living a 

great choice … so live your desire … live what you 

love… life is a choice … a joke … but be aware of what 

you are playing … we are have to play … let our 
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childhood be from our heart and not from the head …the 

kingdom  of God is for the child …. 

  

Where are we going now ? Now is our journey !! what is 

the secret of this now ? many people are talking about the 

power of now … yea ! you are so right … truth cannot be 

said but we can share few touches of this mystery …  

  

In Indian scriptures " now " is the most important 

word… " now ,  begins the enquiry into God " it simply 

says , " you have lived a life of illusions … now , begins 

the enquiry into God … " yes ! we have lived a life of 

worldly pleasure , pain , misery , problems … we have 

searched in many directions and we have found 

nothing… now wake up and start living …we have lived 

through the mind … the eye , the self and we are tired … 

we reached to a dead end and there is nowhere …  

 
 

 

 

now, begin the enquiry into God ….you have 

accumulated money , you have power , you have fame 

but nothing has been of any fulfillment  

  

Now begin to search … begin the enquiry , that grows 

from your being ,, from the core of the heart , into God .. 

This now is significant … it does not mean that the book 

starts in the middle , it says enquiry into God start in the 

middle of life , it cannot start from the very beginning , 

 

that is not possible , a child cannot search into God , he 

has first to live his life … he has to go astray ,  every 
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Adam has to go far away , has to lose God … only then 

when darkness becomes too much , we look for the 

luminous darkness … 

Now begin the enquiry into God …. 

Now-here or nowhere else  

Now is the time , here is the place and thirst is our 

quest… life is a quest not a question , a mystery not a 

problem , and the difference is vast … the problem has to 

be solved , can be solved , must be solved , but the 

mystery is insoluble …it has to be lived , experienced … 

we dissolve in the mystery , we disappear but the mastery 

remains ….the questions are very much afraid of the 

mystery … why ? 

  

Because the ego is the base of the questions … start 

going beyond the mind to no – mind … and start living 

the mystery which is the quest …the thirst … this is the 

diving in our divinity …in asking only one question ,"  

who am I ? " … 

 
And this will dissolve too and it becomes the whole holy 

dance … the celebration … just be with the master not 

with the answer …be with the tree … with the bird …not 

with your mind bubble …. 

When we are ripe we can understand the answer but not 

in words …in many ways … but be ready … let your 

being be in the gap between the words …you have to be 

open , not closed , and you have to be ready to absorb it 

to the very depth of your being … be still any now … be 

ready to be ripe … and listen to the silence of 

existence… this is the real language of the sage … 

Let us listen to the answer of this question … 
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What did he say  ? 

An elderly couple was driving cross the country …while 

the woman was behind the wheel , the couple was pulled 

over by  the high way police … " Ma'am , did you know 

you were speeding ? " the officer said … the woman , 

hard of hearing , turned to her husband and asked , " 

what did he say ? "  

" he said you were speeding ! " the old man yelled .. 

The police then asked , " may I see your license ? " 

The woman turned to her husband again , " what did he 

say ? "  

The old man yelled back , " he wants to see your 

license!"  

The woman then gave the officer her license …" I see 

you are from new York , " the officer said , " I spent 

some time there and went on a blind date with the 

ugliest, meanest , woman I've ever seen .. 

 
 

" the woman turned to her husband again and asked , " 

what did he say? " 

The old man replied , " he said he knows you !! "  

  

Now what is  this dialogue ? we push the number and we 

dial from machine to a machine … mind to mind …this 

is mind – talk … where is the being ? just let your thirst 

be the quest … few … few moments of meditations and 

you are with the being & you are the being … 

  

Being vibrates , being blooms , being has a fragrance 

about it ..if you can be silent near a Juses , you will start 

listening to his silence … and that silence will make you 

so blissful , so fulfilled , so overflowing with love and 
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compassion …just be near a truth don't get engaged 

intellectually … just listen to what he is … 

just be good , don't do good , because action comes out 

of being … of your center .. doing remain peripheral , it 

never penetrates the center … and the center is the real 

matter … meditation is the real key that opens the light in 

the being … opens the life … then the act flows from 

your being …. 

  

Just be in the now -  here  

Just be your being … without any goal … any hope … 

there is nothing to achieve …that everything is good as it 

is … look at the sun … no expectation from any one … 

expectation is frustration … be your being in spite of all 

what is going on around you … 

 
 

 

Be your being any way … forgive them anyway … be 

kind any way if you are successful , you will win some 

false friends and some true enemies …succeed any 

way… if you are honest and frank … people may cheat 

you … be honest … and frank any way what you spent 

years building , someone could destroy it over night … 

build any way … the good you do today people will 

forget tomorrow … do good any way … Give the world 

the best you have and it may  never be between you and 

them … it is always between me and my being … 

between me & we … so be your being all the way …  

  

let us share this story … 

A man went to visit a Sufi commune where all are great 

masters and they were all over ninety years old … sure 
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enough , there they were , not a spot of nicotine or shred 

of animal protein among them , and our hero gasped with 

delight as he sat drinking in the unpolluted air and tasting 

the bean – curd soup which they provided that he would 

at least live to a hundred … 

Suddenly one of them whispered , " here comes the 

greatest master ! " and all stood up as the venerable sage 

 came in , heading for his quarters … he did not look a 

day over fifty … 

" how old is he  , and what does he eat ? " asked the 

visitor …  

" he is one hundred and fifty years old , and I don't 

suppose any of us will reach that venerable age and 

station  ' … said one of the ancients … " but , of course 

he is allowed twenty cigars and steak of a day , since he 

is now beyond being affected by any temptations !! "  

 
It is a beautiful story … there comes a moment when a 

man goes beyond all duality … then he is allowed 

everything … " I can talk about the future because I live 

in the present … it is allowed !! and I can talk about 

saving the world from the third world war because I have 

no desires  left … it is allowed … " 

  

When a Christ is saying this … it is  truth from truth … 

there is no goal , no purpose , nothing to achieve …any 

Christ … any prophet … any Buddha is allowed by 

existence to teach us … 

  

 why is it allowed to a Christ to teach us ?  

because he is no more a teacher … he is not giving us a 

doctrine … or a law .. or character … he is sharing his 

life … his love … his joy that has happened to him … 
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Can we be who we are ?  Can I be my being  ?  

You have the answer in your question … you have the 

key in your heart  … search for your secret … now is the 

first step … now is the beginning of the pilgrimage … 

start with searching , seeking , inquiring there is no other 

way to begin … search for your meaning …  

  

why you are here ? who are you ? 

unless we search for the essential core of existence , we 

will never move , we will not even take the first step … 

hence the search has to begin , but not from the mind but 

from the heart … search for this now and the present is 

the only reality , the only truth there is in this moment … 

 
 

in that stillness of no search , truth is found  … just in 

being aware … in being a witness … 

you are no more a body … you are no more a person … 

you are beyond identity … you belong to no place and no 

purpose … 

now you start moving into the world of purposeless … it 

is a sheer celebration … it is just a play … playfulness … 

  

Yes ! work as much as you can …put your love into it … 

your whole awareness into it … just don't do it for the 

money … do it with care , and then there is no need for 

any other meditation … your work becomes your 

meditation …your worship … if we work hard , we get 

more energy … more life … more light … and you will 

see more and more doors , are opening … this is our way 

of growth … this is our opportunity to grow … the real 

work is to remember oneself … let work be prayer our 
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power … our worship our self – remembering … when I 

search for my mother , she comes to me too … she is 

looking for me too … and so is God is search of man … 

this is our only pilgrimage …this is our trip … keep 

walking … and be aware of who you are … you have all 

what you need to reach home … spirituality is the 

highest need … the first plane of needs is physical … he 

is hungery , if he does not have any shelter …he cannot 

think of great poetry … he needs bread & butter … not 

music !!! when physical needs are fulfilled , then 

psychological needs arise … they are higher needs … & 

then the spiritual needs arise , never before … they are 

like flowers …flowers are possible only when there is an 

overflowing energy …. 

 
 

 

The tree is enjoying its being … celebrating itself … " I 

celebrate myself …" that is the ultimate in luxury … a 

sheer joy of being … existence needs us it is our dance 

with the whole … this is the love of God … we are 

needed … God needs us …  

  

God has no other hands than ours to use … so no matter 

what we do , let it be a flow from our being … we are 

interdependent … think in terms of God loving you 

…and slowly slowly your heart will respond … that 

response is prayer … is freedom … is infinity …. 

Ready for joke !! if need it too … let us joy together … 

  

Never argue with a woman  

One morning , the husband returns the boat to their 

lakeside cottage after several hours of fishing and 
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decides to take a nap although not familiar with the lake , 

the wife decide to take the boat out …. she motors out a 

short distance , anchors , puts her feet up , and begins to 

read her book …the peace and solitude are magnificent 

… along comes a fish and game warden in his boat … he 

pulls up alongside the woman and says , " Good morning 

, Ma'am . what are you doing ? " Reading a book , " she 

replies , thinking , is n't that obvious ?  

" you are in restricted fishing area " he inform her " I am 

sorry , officer , but  I 'm not fishing I am reading .."  

" yes , but I see you have all the equipment …  

 
 

 

all the needs for fishing … for all I know you could start 

at any moment …I will have to take you in and write you 

up . " 

" if you do that , I 'll have to charge you with sexual 

assault , " says the woman … 

" But I haven't even touched you , " Says the game 

warder .  

That is true , but you have all the equipments … all the 

needs …for all I know you could start at any moment . " 

" Have a nice day ma'am " 

  

Are you ready to argue with any one ? in fact , ninety – 

nine percent of the problems which create fighting , 

argument , can be avoided … 

The child asks you , " Daddy , can I go out and play ?' 

and " no ' is the answer and the quarrel starts … then the 

cry falls and tearing books , throwing their toys …and 

finally dad will say  " go out and play . " 
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Why not say yes ! because there was nothing wrong  … 

let him go out and play … But our whole upbringing is 

quarrelsome , argumentative … the most fundamental 

quality needed by the seeker is to know what is essential 

and what is non – essential …just watch how many fights 

can be avoided without argument … how many words 

can be avoided without any trouble , then avoid them , 

because each single word uttered may bring some trouble 

for you …  

In fact , except words , what brings trouble to you ? 

You say something and the wife jumps up , and she says, 

" why did you say this ? "and you go on explaining … 

 
 

" I didn't mean that , " and now it is impossible to come 

to a conclusion … soon there will be banging  of the 

doors and flowing of the pots and pillows … and you 

simply uttered a word which could have been kept inside 

… there was no need to utter it … just a single word can 

cause so much trouble which was not essential at all … If 

it is essential , say it … other wise , avoid it … short & 

sharp …. 

In each act you have to watch from where it comes … 

from personality or from essence ? if it comes from 

essence the essence will grow , will be manifested & 

expressed …  

If it comes from the personality , from the ego , then it 

will harm the essence … it will suffocate the essence … 

the essential love … be aware … watch . remind yourself 

again and again : "  from where does it come ?   " …  
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Grace  is  our Choice . . . 

 

 

What is grace ? 

 

Law of gravity and law of grace 

 

From grace to silence . . . 
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Where is our silence ? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What is grace ? To choose it , I have to know it … so if 
grace is our choice let us search for this choice !  

Science knows the law of gravity , the law of necessity … 
science has not yet recognized  the higher law ; the law 
of grace , the law of life , the law of power … that is why 
science goes on thinking in terms of cause and effect … 
It is still unaware of a higher law … 

Religion has discovered the higher law … the law of 
grace …  when I say religion is not what we see but we 
live … what Christ is being not  in building … the real 
religion is in our super consciousness … our divinity … 
our eternal immortality … this truth is the highest  law of 
gravity if there is a law that pulls things down, there 
must be a law that pulls things up …  It is simple logic !! 
It needs not to be proved … It is very simple  , in life 
everything is balanced by its polar opposite … 
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So where is the polar opposite of gravitation ?  

Let us ask … there must be one … And remember , even 
gravitation was not known before Newton … he did not 
invent it, he only discovered it … And now the discovery 
looks very ordinary … Newton sitting under a tree , and 
an apple falls ,and he contemplate over it ." why does 
the apple always fall downwards ? 

 

why not sometimes upwards ? or to the right ? or to the 
left ? just going in any direction .. why does it always 
come downwards ?  

And something clicked in his mind that there must be 
some power that pulls it towards the earth … But apples 
have been falling always ! Before Newton too … 

Apples don't bother whether Newton has discovered the 
law or not apples have simply been falling without 
knowing any science of falling … And the same has been 
happening with the law of grace… 

There have been people who have been falling upwards 
… A Buddha , a Christ … a Pythagoras .. these people and 
many more have fallen upwards .. they know that 
something pulls up .. if you allow .. you ascend to 
heaven … if you surrender … let thy will be done .. if you 
simply become effortless, just like a child , total trust , 
you don't  do a thing , God is doing through us .. we are 
only an empty bamboo… we are the car and God is the 
driver … If we trust existence , something starts taking 
us upwards , we start levitating … not physically .. but 
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spiritually .. something in us starts rising higher and 
higher and higher to the ultimate peaks of 
consciousness …  

Just falling as the apple falls downwards, you start falling 
upwards … we grow up .. 

 

we glow up … there is a law of falling upwards in the 
heart of Allah… in the mystery of existence … And 
sometimes when you meditate, dance , sing , you will 
feel it being possessed by a divinity and its infinity … by 
something higher, from the above … And you are taken 
to higher plentitudes than you have ever known before 
… that is the law of grace… or the law of power … 

Yes we can use both of them … love is stronger than any 
law … Law of grace and law of power is one love for 
science and religion… And the world is waiting for a new 
way of looking at things , in which science and religion 
will become one … all is one any way ..  

why not live this oneness ?? 

Love is the first ray that penetrates the heart and starts 
a process of transformation … It is … the first extreme of 
grace …. It is the first experience beyond any feeling and 
goes so high in us and so profound that we start living 
the invisible hands of God … so after love we live the 
grace and God is… 

the third divine touch that unites all the steps of our 
experience …. Love … grace .. God … 
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Yes be aware … It is possible when love arises that you 
may not think of grace , then you are stuck at love … 
then you are missing an opportunity … when love arises 
, if you think this is all , an end in itself , then you 
become satisfied too early .  

 

It was just a beginning , just a stirring … Much more was 
to come , it was just the opening of the door … One 
need not cling to it one has to go deeper and deeper , 
and the only way to go deeper is to go beyond …One has 
to be alert of something more that comes always like an 
aroma , a fragrance love is very visible like a flower , 
grace is more subtle , like a fragrance … unless you are 
very alert you will miss it …  

Millions of people in the world miss , love , they can be 
forgiven , but there are a few who attain to love but 
miss grace , they cannot be forgiven … Once you start 
feeling grace then love is no more a doing of your own , 
it is a happening … It is something that is beyond you , 
that overwhelms you , that is bigger than you … you 
start having a new context to your life , and significance 
arises out of it … But to stop at grace is again missing the 
point … although it is more difficult to stop at grace than 
it was to get stuck at love … It is more difficult to stop at 
grace because grace is already half the journey … one 
starts having an inkling of the divine hand behind . 

But one can get stuck there too … that's why there are 
religions that accept grace but deny God … they are 
stuck at grace and they think this is enough … peace has 
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descended , compassion has been found , wisdom has 
arises , what more can there be???  

 

 

There is still more , there is always more … it is unending 
… so when grace happens, start searching .. God must 
be very close by .. It is so subtle that we cannot even call 
it a fragrance … 

It is so subtle that we can call it an absence , not even a 
presence .. It exists in a very non-existential way .. It 
exists as the empty sky … that is why Buddha calls it 
nirvana  … Just a pure emptiness is left behind … 

Nobody is there as an observer , nobody as an observed 
that's God … so start by love , move to grace , and go on 
moving to God … unless you disappear completely never 
believe in any stoppage, never believe that any stop is a 
destination .. unless you disappear completely the 
journey has to be continued … When you are gone,  
forever, then the goal is achieved … when the achiever is 
no more, the dancer is no more there … only the dance 
…existence is dancing … I am no  more only God is … 
there is only one truth… out of this seed came this 
existence … so God or godliness is beyond words and 
beyond silence … Be still and know that I am God " … 

This stillness is the silence of existence .. this is the only 
language … the only isness … the only explosion inside 
us where there is no mind any more .. no thoughts , no 
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desires ….no dreams … we are only witnessing into 
existence ..  

 

 

directly without anything in between us and existence …  

that is silence the basic requirement to know God… to 
know truth … Here we are using words for the simple 

reason that words can give you gaps … 

can keep us awake waiting for another word , we have 
to listen to silence … this is the way of every Christ … 
every truth …be in silence and know yourself …  

Let us walk in the desert … it has its own beauty every 
grain of sand is a tree .. a very great mystery to be in a 
desert … it ends nowhere … All the horizons are 
available … its vastness and its profound silence have 
their own song , unheard , unspoken … but you feel it … 
you live it … there are people who love deserts more 
than gardens . 

Silence bring our consciousness back … this is our 
essence .. our soul and we are part of the cosmic soul 
now … A true lover God never die … cannot die but live 
the eternity of life the body disappears but it is only the 
garment … the house but the gust never dies … we are 
the gests of Allah … this inner continuity is eternal, 
timeless … deathless … and nothingness …. 

Yes there are two kinds of silences … one is that which 
you cultivate , the other is that which arrives… Your 
cultivated silence is nothing but repressed noise …  
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you can sit silently for many years but what are you 
doing ? slowly slowly you will become capable of 
repressing all noise inside… But still you will be sitting on 
a volcano … it can erupt any moment, any small excuse 
will do … this is not real silence but imposed silence 
…This is what happening all around the world .. the 
people who try to meditate , to become silent , are only 
imposing a silence upon themselves … It can be imposed 
… you can have a layer of silence around yourself … but 
that is just deceiving yourself and nothing else … that 
layer is not going to help … Unless silence arises from 
your very being , is not imposed from without or the 
within but comes just the other way round …  

it comes, wells up from the within towards the without, 
rises from the center towards the circumference … that 
is a totally different phenomenon … 

This is our birth from the inner womb to the outer 
womb … from inner existence to outer existence … from 
our inner silence to our outer silence … this is our 
innocence … our childhood kingdom to our eternal 
wisdom … eternal home…  

Let us listen to this truth …  

Once George Gurdjieff did a great experiment with a 
few of his disciples … for three months they remained 
absolutely silent … and alone … out of thirty !! only 
three remained to the very end … 
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And the last day he took them out in the garden, he sat 
with them , and suddenly all three became very 
surprised because he was not speaking and yet they 
heard him speaking … It was absolutely unbelievable … 
He was just sitting in front of them completely silent and 
they heard his voice so clearly... That was the last day , 
they were allowed to speak  now ,  

so all three spoke almost simultaneously . " what are 
you doing ? you are completely silent but we hear your 
voice coming from somewhere within our own being " 

The master said : " out of three months silence , it has 
become possible now , I can speak as your own self .. 
your surrender has been total .. In fact , today you have 
become a disciple … you are no more a mind … I don't 
need to speak from the outside …. … " 

Silence is the mother of all languages but for whom?  
Yes for the real lovers of God … the outer master 
becomes the inner to the true disciple … Christ is in us .. 
the prophet is in us … so is God … all is in us  

but are we aware ? are we awake ? are we alive ?  Yes 
we can .. just trust and surrender to our inner treasure 
…  Let us live our total love … such love knows no fight , 
no doubt … no argument … it is difficult , but worth 
achieving … there is nothing else which is more valuable 
… 
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that utter silence , no noise of the mind and no center of 
the ego , that egoless …mindless consciousness .. makes 
one a true disciple . And it is the greatest achievement 
in life , because God is available only to the true disciple 
…  

How blessed we are if we just know how to be silent and 
still … " Be still and know that I am God " How can I 
know God if I don't know myself ? Oh my beloved mater 
" your silence is a presence …your silence speaks to us … 
sings to us … it has a great grace … yes ! you are so right 
light … 

I have everything … yet I have nothing because I don't 
know myself … I don't listen to my silence … my only 
language … my mother language … silence is the mother 
language of existence … so why I don't listen to this 
truth ? why not meditate few minutes a day ? 
meditation is the only drug … the only cure … the only 
door to my real kingdom …  

Who am I ? why I am here ? 

Am I alive ? am I awake ? Am I aware ? 

No I am not … how to keep my mouth shut ?? ! Shut up 
your shit and wake up to  I .. He .. she .. It…  Let us listen 
to this lesson …  

A little bird was flying south for the winter .. It was so 
cold the bird froze and fell to the ground into a large 
field … While he was lying there , a cow came by and 
dropped some dung on him … 
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As the frozen bird lay there in the pile of cow dung , he 
began to realize how warm he was .. the dung was 
actually thawing him out ! He lay there all warm and 
happy , and happy , and soon began to sing for joy… A 
passing cat heard the bird singing and came to 
investigate … Following the sound , the cat discovered 
the bird under the pile of cow dung , and promptly dug 
him out and ate him… 

The morals of this story: 

Not every one who shits on you is your enemy … 

Not every one who gets you out of shit is your friend … 

And when you are in deep shit !! it is best to keep your 
mouth shut !! 

Yes ! keep your lips shut … keep your heart open and 
listen to your silence … your feelings … what is this sign ? 
what is this song ? hear it … be in this here now … 

now-here or nowhere… Yes my beloved silence … you 
are not afraid of my words .. you have no fear … your 

silence is the truth … the existence… the stillness … but 
my silence is part of my noise … of my talks … it is my 

absence not my presence …  My silence is not the 
silence of Osho … of Christ .. of Buddha … it is still a 

noise .. a gossip … a vacuum … 

 

but God's silence is a fulfillment … a presence … a power 
of love.. power of awakening and awareness … 
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There was once a wise sage who wondered the 
countryside … good masters they wonder and wander to 
see the real treasure … One day , as he passed near a 
village , he was approached by a woman who told him of 
a sick child nearby ..  

she beseeched him to help this child … So the sage came 
to the village , and a crowd gathered a round him , for 
such a man was a rare sight … one woman brought the 
sick child to him , and he said a prayer over her … " Do 
you really think your prayer will help her , when 
medicine has failed ? " yelled a man from the crowd … " 
you know nothing of such things ! you are a stupid fool 
!" said the sage to the man … 

The man became very angry with these words and his 
face grew hot and red … He was about to say something 
, or perhaps strike out , when the sage walked over to 
him and said : " If one word has such power as to make 
you so angry and hot , may not another have the power 
to heal ? " And thus , the sage healed two people that 
day … 

You are right … this is faith … do I have faith in God? In 
myself ? in what I see and what I know ? what is faith ? 
It means confidence, faith in oneself.. 

 

 

 I have confidence in myself … in the truth itself … this is 
what the right religion is … faith is the step towards 
religion .. or the religiousness of existence… Let us face 
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our faith … If we approach reality out of fear and 
trembling , we are walking in a wrong way , whatsoever 
we see and feel will be wrong … Your eyes are wrong , 
your heart is wrong …  

Truth cannot be known out of fear , truth can only 
known out of fearlessness … out of trust … The essence 
of faith or Trust  is letting go … the fearful man can 
never let go … He is always on the defense , he is always 
protecting himself , 

he is always fighting , he is always antagonistic … Even 
his prayer , his meditation , is nothing but a strategy to 
protect himself.. 

The man of faith knows how to let go , the man of faith 
knows how to surrender , the man of faith knows how 
to flow with the river and not to push it . He goes with 
the stream wherever it takes him … He has that courage 
and confidence that he can go with the stream … A man 
of faith always lives in danger , danger is his shelter .. 
insecurity is his security , and his divinity …  A man of 
faith wants to explore , wants to go to the very end of 
existence and to the very depth of this nothingness or to 
the very height of existence … we want to know what is 
it that surrounds us ? what is it that I go on calling I? 
who am I ? 

 

A strong man is ready to surrender … He knows that 
there is no fear and no need to fear … just face your 
original face not your mask … not your persona … " I 
belong to existence , I am not a stranger here … 
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Existence has mothered me and brought me here , I am 
a project of existence .. of God and He has some destiny 
to fulfill through me ." The strong being always feel that 
we are not a body .. God is not a name … and we are to 
do something that is created by the existence and 
nobody else can do it except me , we , I , us … you… 
otherwise why we are here ? God has no other eyes to 
see than ours … no other hands to write than ours … so 
what to do ?  

Am I always ready to go into the dark , to search , to 
seek … Are we ready to jump in the ocean and think ? 
Are we ready for this Haj or pilgrim ? what I am here for 
? to share my joy ? To sharp my sadness ? what is my 
choice ?? Do not ask your mind … only your heart … the 
core of your being … the mind gives us belief … this is 
not faith … belief is a lie , it is insincere , dishonest … to 
believe something means you don't know it and yet you 
believe … Belief is out of fear .. out of greed … it is a 
conditioning by others imposed on us … 

it is a slavery … 

Those who start by belief never arrive, they cannot 
arrive .. they will go round and round,  

 

 

but they will never penetrate the truth of existence… 
the beginning has to be open .. neither of belief nor of 
disbelief … the beginning has to be innocent … and if the 
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beginning is innocent , then it is faith .. faith is not belief 
, faith is faith in truth .. 

Nobody has the right to believe .. 

Every one has the right to know … 

"If there is truth , then we will know it , there is no need 
to believe . There is no need to believe in the Bible or 
the Quran or in any Christ or any prophet .. If truth has 
revealed to Mohammed and Christ and Krishna, why not 
me ? " 

This is faith … so belief is ugly , avoid it … then is faith … 
it is beautiful , imbibe it … And the third meaning  is  
trust … trust means faith has arrived at the goal … faith 
is fulfilled , one has come to know , then trust arises … 
trust means " I know " not " I believe "  The man who 
knows , he needs nothing else … for what ? He knows !! 
there is no question of belief .. only those who don't 
know believe .. Believers never reach the ultimate 
meaning ,Trust only those who have faith reach Trust … 
faith is the pilgrimage and Trust is the destiny … Begin in 
faith, end in Trust … Be  a knower not a believer …  

Ask before you Trust 
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A woman with a baby , next in line in the crowded room 
of a station of the infant welfare society , was shown 
into the doctor's office by the nurse in charge..  

The doctor examined the baby , and then asked the 
woman ." Is he breast – fed or bottled – fed ? " " Breast 
fed " she replied…  " strip down to your waist," he 
ordered … she did , and he examined her… He pressed 
each breast , increasing and decreasing pressure … He 
squeezed and pulled on each nipple ..  

suddenly he remarked , " No wonder this child is 
suffering from malnutrition you don't have any milk…" " 
Naturally ," she replied ." I am his aunt .. But I'm glad I 
came." 

If you go on repressing things , then on the surface you 
may look like a saint , but only on the surface… It is 
better to be a sinner on the surface and a saint in the 
center than vice versa 

So what do you want to be ? me too !! I am here for a 
reason beyond any season … so be yourself now-here … 
be what you feel … think less feel more … use your 
intuition not your mind … thoughts are nothing but 
castles in the air … Thinking about love is not going to 
help , but feeling love is bound to change us .. thinking is 
very much loved by the ego, because the ego feeds on 
fictions …  The ego cannot digest any reality, and 
thinking is a fictitious process … 
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Change from the mind to the heart , from thinking to 
feeling , from logic to love .. then the next step is from 
the heart to the being … Because there is a still deeper 
layer in us where even feeling cannot reach … 
Remember these three words  mind – heart – being  … 

The being is our true nature .. surrounding the being is 
feeling , and surrounding feeling is thinking … Thinking is 
far away from being but feeling is a little closer …it 
reflects some glory of the being …  

It is just as in the sun set the sun is reflected by the 
clouds and the clouds starts having beautiful colors… 
they themselves are not the sun but they are reflecting 
the light of the sun …Feelings are close to being … so 
they reflect something of the being .. but we have to go 
beyond feelings too… 

Then what is being ? Is it  thinking ? Is it feeling ?  

So be who you are …amines …Am is our and your reality 
… I is my invention… my ego … my false identity … so 
there is no I … and no  death … I don't exist .. so I don't 
die …  

Am-ness simply means isness .. existence … one is, but 
one is not separable from it … we are one with the one .. 
the oneness .. sooner or later reality asserts itself and 
we have to recognize it .. 

you cannot go on postponing it forever … it is in every 
breath… take a deeeeep breath and live the gap in 
between the in-out mystery of life … 
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Can you stop your breath … can you hoard it you will die 
… it will lose that vitality , the quality of life… so is the 
case with feeling … with love … with our being …this is 
our virginity … our death and birth in every breath each 
moment renews itself … so this is the only news … All 
what you see and read and do is only the answer of your 
mind and your ignorance … let us move to our feelings 
and our being … The mind is so dominant on the heart 
which does not know any possessiveness , but the mind 
contaminates it and poisons it … 

So remember that be in love with existence and let your 
love be like breathing … breathe in , breathe out , but let 
it be love coming in and going out … By and by , with 
each breath, you have to create that magic . That will be 
your meditation …  

when you breathe out , just feel that are pouring your 
love into existence … when you breathe in , existence is 
pouring its love into you … soon you will see that the 
quality of your breath is changing… Then it starts 
becoming something totally different from what you 
have ever known before … that is why we call it prana .. 
or life … not just breathing .. or oxygen .. something else 
here .. the very essence of life .. the relating with the 
power of compassion … the power of the wombs … of all 
the layers of birth and death … the virginity of our 
divinity  … this is the unity of our divine trinity .. our self , 
soul , and spirit from eternity to eternity … no birth and 
no death but eternal immortality … 
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Let us invite this mystery with our prana .. with our 
breath of life … it will come in … with the infinite fana or 
nothingness … so let this be our meditation… sitting 
silently, breathing, 

breathe love …you will be thrilled with life and light and 
will start feeling a kind of inner dance .. inner grace .. 
the everlasting whirling of lovers … the Sufi dervish who 
is in ecstasy with this divinity … this  unity of our 
oneness with the one … so let us breathe … Let us 
always remember …Life is not measured by the number 
of breaths we take , but by the moments that take our 
breath away … 

Live your life fully each day … 

Live it in your own way … 

Your face will glow in graceful ray … 

Oh my beloved gate of grace … I can't be with the others 
any more … in my aloneness I hear my stillness … my 
silence I am blessed I have few mirrors and I see mewe 
in each one … 

but most of the time I am with you beyond time …or you 
are in me .. you are holding my hand and you carry me 
and pick me up … How can I be grateful ? How can I 
share your love to me with others ? yes ! I will keep 
being my best through words and silence…  

Let us pass the three gates of silence .. one is the most 
peripheral : speaking … 
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speak only telegraphically .. speak the essential and you 
will be surprised that almost ninety percent of your 
talking is useless , only ten percent will do .. and you will 
also be surprised that ninety percent , that unnecessary 
burden, is no more there … words become more 
pregnant when you don't go roundabout , when you go 
directly ..And if one has to go telegraphic , one has to go 
directly .. short and sharp .. that is why you can write a 
long letter but it does not have that effect .. A small 
telegram is more effective … 

All the great scriptures of the world are telegraphic that 
is the meaning of sura in Quran and sutra in Sanskrit … 
Just a hint has been given but very pregnant … this is the 
first step : be telegraphic .. speak the essential .. then 
the second step. Think only the essential and you will be 
surprised . Ninety– nine is unessential .. only one 
percent is essential or may be essential , otherwise it is 
all holy cow dung .. so drop thinking unnecessarily about 
unnecessary things …  

So drop useless thinking and you well be saving so much 
energy that the third step can be taken … the third step 
is the most subtle .. feel only the essential, And if you 
come to the essential then there is only love , Anger , 
greed , lust .. all these things are non-essential …  
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they are parasites, they are exploiting you .. when you 
come to the essential only love remains .And when your 
heart is only full of love you can enter into the very 
center of silence … 

These three things have to be passed .. the outer part of 
the mind – talking … the inner part of the mind – 
thinking .. and the innermost part of the mind-feeling .. 
And when you have passed all these three then there is 
silence and that silence is the door to the divine then 
you find God in people and in ordinary life … nowhere to 
breath and everywhere .. when nothing disturbs you , 
when nothing distracts you , then you are centered in 
your stillness .. in your silence … 

Please listen you can become silent , you can become 
prayerful , meditative in the world … then the whole 
world can become religious … And this has been 
observed that if in a village of one thousand people , 
even ten people start meditating , the whole quality of 
consciousness of that village changes … 

Because those five , ten persons are not isolated … They 
are not sitting in caves , they are living in the world . 
they creates a certain vibe , they create certain ripples 
of peace around them and they infect the whole 
village… 

If one percent of human being are turned towards 
meditation , we will be able to change the whole world 
consciousness ..  
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just one percent . And a totally new man can come into 
being .. the worlds needs it now … it has never been in 
so much need .. It is really passing through a 
tremendous crisis …It has never been so … there have 
been crisis before , but never of such proportion … so let 
us work hard !!! 

So how to stop the mad mind … 

This is the story … 

Junaid was going through the market – place of the 
town with his disciples .. And it was his way to take any 
situation and use it , A man was dragging his cow by a 
rope , and Junaid said  " wait " to the man, and told his 
disciples " surround this man and the cow . I am going to 
teach you something ." 

The man stopped – Junaid was a famous mystic and he 
was also interested in what he was going to teach these 
disciples and how he was going to use him and the cow , 
And Junaid asked his disciples : " I ask you one thing : 
who is bound to whom ? is the cow bound to this man 
or is this man bound to this cow ? " of course , the 
disciples said , " the cow is bound to the man , the man 
is the master , he is holding the rope , the cow has to 
follow him wherever he goes ,  he is the master and the 
cow is the slave ." 
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And Junaid said , " Now , see . ' He took out his scissors 
and cut the rope - and the cow escaped .. the man ran 
after the cow , and Junaid said " Now look what is 
happening ! Now you see who is the master … The cow 
is not interested at all in this man .. in fact , she is 
escaping ." And the man was very angry he said " what 
kind of experiment is this? But Junaid said to his 
disciples . " and this is the case with your mind , All the 
nonsense that you are carrying inside is not interested in 
you … 

you are interested in it , you are keeping it together 
somehow , you are becoming mad in keeping it together 
somehow … But you are interested in it … the moment 
you lose interest , the moment you understand the 
futility of it , it will start disappearing, like the cow, it will 
escape . " 

How to stop this mad mind ? 

There is no need to stop , all that is needed is that you 
become disinterested in it and the rope is cut … Be free 
become the master of your mind not the slave .. this is 
the real detachment … It has nothing to do with 
renouncing the world , but it certainly has something to 
do with cutting the rope to the mind … Just become free 
of the junk and you will see a gap of God … the grace of 
light is opening up to you … the cloud that used to 
surround you always is getting farther and farther away 
and one day , suddenly it is no more there… 
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 And when you are left without mind , that is the state of 
spiritual perception that is the state of darshan , that is 
the state when you can see , you have eyes , otherwise 
your eyes are so full of smoke you cannot see …. 

Every child brings wondering eyes into existence … soon 
we force dust into his eyes , we cover his pure mirror 
with dust , sooner or later, he becomes a mind … a 
knowledgeable … and the sooner he does , the more 
happy we are .. our happiness is really in poisoning the 
child … And the child goes on gathering more and more 
knowledge to please his parents and he starts forgetting 
the knack that he had brought with him into his life , 
that was inborn in all of us .. . you will have to regain it 
.…  

The sage is the person who regains his childhood .. 
hence he is called " The twice born  " … Jesus is saying " 
unless you are born again , you will not be able to enter 
into my kingdom of God ." And the kingdom of God is 
here and now … in us .. in our heart .. 

So use your mind as you use a chair . you don't go on 
carrying your chair everywhere , you go , just because 
you need it … the mind is a beautiful instrument if you 
know how to be a no-mind too …  

Be aware of who you are .. you were here before you 
were born , and you will be here after you are dead ..  

 

the mind has a very limited existence , very momentary 
.. one day it comes, another day it is gone …you are 
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forever .. Have some experience of your foreverness 
…But that is possible only through no-mind, no mind is 
another name for meditation … Let us meditate with this 
smart mind …  

A beautiful young woman , on an international flight, 
asked the priest beside her ," Father , may I ask you a 
favor ? " " of course you may , what can I do for you ? " " 
Well , I bought this expensive electronic hair dryer that 
is well over the customs limits and I'm afraid that they 
will confiscate it from me … Is there any way that you 
could carry it through customs for me ? under your 
robes perhaps !" 

"I would love to help you , dear ,but I must warn you: I 
will not lie ." with your honest face , father , no one will 
question you… " when they got to customs, the young 
lady let the priest go ahead of her … the custom officer 
asked:  

"Father, do you have anything to declare? "  

"From the top of my head down to my waist , I have 
nothing to declare ." 

The officer thought this answer strange, so he asked : 

"And what do you have to declare from your waist to 
the floor? " "I have a marvelous little instrument 
designed to be used on a woman, but which is, till date, 
unused. " 

 

Roaring with laughter , the officer said " God bless you 
father , go a head …" .. so use your mind and laugh … 
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Yes ! we have a divine mind … what is it ? The divine 
mind is not your mind , it is not the mind that we know 
about … The divine mind is exactly the absence of our 
mind . The mind that we have is nothing but memory.. It 
is the garbage of the past , the dust that our mirrors 
have gathered … clean it… the mirror is God … the dust 
is us … dust is our thoughts , memories , desires , 
dreams, imaginations and all what you do …. So clean 
and go beyond anything be in your emptiness … this is 
what is awareness … witnessing … emptiness .. existence 
… then there is a grace that comes from beyond and 
descends and fills us with the eternal divinity .. this 
contentment is eternal … 

So divine mind is the mind as the whole , the mind of 
the total , the cosmic mind .. we have to disappear into 
it , like a dewdrop falling into the ocean … yes !  I feel 
the fear because I am going to lose my identity I will be 
no more .. but once the drop has melted in the ocean it 
becomes the ocean.. with God we lose nothing because 
we don't have anything and we gain all … or , we only 
lose our chains , our bondages, our prisons … and our so 
called  mind is only a prison… 

 

 

 

The divine mind is absolute freedom … it is liberation 
from all limitations … it is the innocence and the wisdom 
and the laughter what a joy to be joyful …  
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Do you know why I don't like visiting rich people ? yes .. 
the rich bitch …  Once when visiting a very rich friend of 
mine and mind … The mind maid approached me and 
asked me  .. 

-         what would you like to have for a drink , fruit juice 
, soda,          tea , hot chocolate , cappuccino , 
froppuccino or coffee ?         

-         Tea please 

-         Ceylon tea , Indian tea , herbal tea , bush tea –
honey bush  

          tea … iced tea or green tea ? 

-         Ceylon tea please 

-         How would you like it ? black or white ? 

-         White 

-         Milk or fresh cream ? 

-         Milk 

-         Powdered milk or fresh milk ? 

-         Aaaah …fresh 

 

 

 

-         Goat's milk or cow's milk ? 

-         Cow's 
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-         American cow or African cow 

-         Black 

-         Would you like it with a sweetener , sugar or 
honey or             without ? 

-         Sugar .. 

-         Beet sugar or cane sugar 

-         Cane 

-         White , brown or yellow sugar ? 

-         Oh ya … forget about the tea .. just give me a glass 
of water instead .. 

-         Mineral water , tap water or distilled water 

-         Mineral water 

-         Flavored or non-flavored ? 

-         I think I'll just die of thirst !!!! 

-         How do you chooooose to die sir ????? 

And the mind goes on and on … 

Stop it and go in … and watch it … 

Mind is a flux … it has many masks … many minds… 
many layers of lies … the heart is one , it is always one 
the heart is the watcher … 

 

 Anger comes and goes .. who is the watcher ? love 
comes and goes .. misery comes and goes … happiness … 
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joy … everything come and everything goes … who is 
watching ? the watcher remains …Only one truth in us is 
constant , and that is the watcher … this is the real 
treasure … this is the divinity and the eternal eternity in 
all of us … so 

why not be who we are ?? 

Just ask yourself … don't go to any other … Look at your 
own power .. your own mirror and see your mind … face 
your fear … face your original face and faith and feel 
free… 

I told you don't ask any one … 

                                    Billing  

A doctor and a lawyer were talking at a party … their 
conversation was constantly interrupted by people 
describing their ailments and asking the doctor for free 
medical advice After an hour of this , the exasperated 
doctor asked the lawyer ," what do you do to stop 
people from asking you for legal advice when you are 
out of the office .? " 

"I give it to them " replied the lawyer,  " and then I send  
them a bill ." The doctor was shocked , but agreed to 
give it a try … the next day , still feeling slightly guilty , 
the doctor prepared the bills … When he went to place 
them in his mailbox , he found a bill from the lawyer …  

 

whose bill is the first bell ? let the bell ring and listen for 
whom is the bell ringing ??  
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Be your own master … your own divinity … your own 
doctor and protector … your own bodymind .. your own 
self and soul and spirit … Be at –one-ment with the 
one…. 

This is who we are … this is our own this is our birth 
right…  

                        A free being …  

Thank you for being with the words and in between the 
words … in every gap there is a trip and a trap… let us 
enjoy every step every stepping stone and stopping 
stone … we are beyond any bond … Any beginning and 
any end .. we are never born and never dies…we are 
guest crossing this bridge to another bridge … 

let us dance our grace … let us be aware of our choice … 
let us be grateful of this now-here .. nowhere to go .. 
only herenow and enjoy every breath and every thought 
and we have a book that we love and it  loves us too .. 
and a living soul friend … now rich we are  ..  

Thank you for reading and writing  this book .. we are 
one in our doing and our being … let us live our choice .. 
let us plant our joy .. let us share the little light that we 
have … the more we give the more we receive… giving is 
receiving … this is how we plant peace in us and in our 
planet … 

 

why war ? why not warm arms to hug and heal ? why 
not forgiveness to heal ourselves and our mother earth 
? why not be who we are ? we are fellow travelers and 
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not followers … you are not a sheep nor a shepherd nor 
a herd …  

We are a living heart that is connected with God … we 
are the royal family of the divine divinity …  Thank you 
God for choosing us to be your flute … your celebration 
… your reality …  

Thank you every reader and rider .. we are the master of 
our bodymind and a divine lover for every moment you 
are with us .. sharing all your love … all your compassion 
with us and with every creature and every treasure…  

Take it ezi is not a book .. it is a touch of joy from our 
hearts … from the garden of Osho .. of our beloved 
masters … from all what we see .. seeing is being one 
with what you see …  

The last word cannot be said … but can be lived .. can be 
shared … Let us share our grace and let us live our 
choice.. 

 

                Thank you all 

Peace  Pace 

 مريم نور
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